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Introduction
Over the past 7 decades there have been many developments in medical applications of
ultrasound. Diagnostic techniques which typically use frequencies in the range from 1 to 50 MHz
are ubiquitous in today’s healthcare with on the order of 109 imaging procedures carried out
globally per year. Less well known, but attracting considerable research attention and ever
increasing clinical interest over the past 3 decades, are the therapeutic applications of ultrasound
referred to as hyperthermia and surgery (also known as high intensity focused ultrasound –
HIFU). Hyperthermia (or thermal therapy or thermotherapy), in which body tissue is exposed to
temperatures of around 41 to 45 oC, is used as an adjuvant to radiotherapy or chemotherapy in
the treatment of some cancers. In contrast, HIFU involves the use of focused ultrasound beams to
create acoustic intensities in excess of 1000 W cm-2 and temperatures greater than 50 oC in the
focal region(s) resulting in tissue ablation through thermal and cavitation processes. These
therapeutic applications typically use ultrasound at a frequency in the range from 0.5 to 3 MHz
where the acoustic properties of tissues are such that penetration, transfer of energy to the tissue
and the wavelength are such that the desired acoustic intensity and temperature can be achieved
locally at depth in the body to make non-invasive organ targeted therapy a reality. At much
lower intensities and durations than are required for ablation, more subtle biological effects such
as stimulation of neural structures, changes in membrane permeability, and release of drugs from
liposomes are possible. In 2011 Time magazine heralded focused ultrasound therapy as ―one of
the 50 most inspired ideas, innovations and revolutions of 2011‖ and commented that ―once the
medical community understands that focused ultrasound can destroy tumours, dissolve clots,
relieve pain and deliver medicines to precise targets without damaging incisions, this remarkable
technology will become a standard of care for many of today's most deadly and debilitating
conditions."
The benefit of adding hyperthermia to radiation therapy and/or chemotherapy for the
treatment of recurrent breast cancer, melanoma, head and neck cancer, and other sites of locally
advanced or recurrent cancers has been demonstrated in clinical trials. HIFU techniques have
been used not only in the treatment of cancers of the prostate, breast, pancreas, kidney, liver and
uterus but also in the treatment of uterine fibroids. Evaluations of such approaches are being
undertaken worldwide. In China alone more than 50,000 treatments have been carried out.
Examples of other applications of focused ultrasound include stopping bleeding, the targeted
delivery of drugs to predetermined parts of the body, liposuction (i.e. the removal of unwanted
fat), neurosurgery to target specific brain tissues by sonication through the intact skull, ablation
of tissues located behind acoustic obstacles such as the rib cage, and in cardiology.
Until recently the main tools used in these medical applications have been single focusing
transducers with a surface shaped as part of a spherical shell. Attractive features of these
transducers are the relative simplicity of their design and practical application. However, a
significant drawback of these systems is that they are able to focus ultrasound energy only at a
fixed focal distance. Since the volume of the focal region of the transducer is usually much
smaller than the volume of targeted tissue, a means for mechanical movement of the transducer
relative the targeted volume such as an automated positioning system must be provided.
However, practical experience shows that using a single element focused transducer to destroy a
2 cm3 volume of tissue takes approximately 1 hour since time must be allowed for cooling of
tissue in the path of the ultrasound propagation; to destroy a relatively small clinically relevant
volume of, say, 10 cm3, requires several hours of sonication. Whilst these relatively simple
single transducer systems continue to be used, it is clear that if the dimensions of the site for
ultrasonic treatment are sufficiently large, the use of mechanically scanned focused transducers
with a fixed focal length is not always the best choice. A much more promising and flexible
solution to such problems is to use a phased array capable of electronically controlled dynamic
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focusing. Such systems can not only steer a single focus without movement of an array itself, but
also generate several foci simultaneously and create focal regions with complex configurations.
There are two kinds of arrays for ultrasound surgery and therapy: extracorporeal arrays
positioned outside a patient’s body and intracavitary arrays that can be inserted into natural body
cavities such as the rectum. The former are not restricted in size and typically have dimensions
on the order of 10 cm or more. Such arrays consist of a 2-dimensional distribution of discrete
radiating elements. The latter type of array are restricted in size such that transverse dimensions
are about 25 mm or less; they consist of a 1 dimensional distribution of discrete elements and are
referred to as linear arrays. Both types of array must be capable of delivering considerable
acoustic power.
The main content of this book addresses the design, research and development, and
medical applications of linear and two-dimensional high-intensity focused ultrasound phased
arrays. In particular, sparse phased arrays with a random distribution of elements are discussed,
as well as methods for calculating ultrasound fields generated by different phased arrays
including the generation of multiple simultaneous foci and focal regions with complex
geometrical shapes.
The book is aimed at a wide circle of readers including specialists in the field of physical
and medical acoustics who are interested in the study of the biological effects of ultrasound and
the search for new physical methods to use in various fields of physiology and medicine,
engineers who are interested in developing new devices and systems for medical applications,
physicians interested in applying these devices to various fields of clinical and experimental
medicine, and physiologists who use various physical methods to study the origin, development
and modification of different functions. The information provided in this book will also be of
interest to undergraduate and graduate students of all of these specialties.
Dr. Leonid R. Gavrilov,
Principal Research Scientist,
Acoustics Institute,
Moscow, 117036, Russia
gavrilov@akin.ru
Prof. Jeffrey W. Hand
Professor of Imaging Physics
Division of Imaging Sciences and Biomedical Engineering
King’s College London
St Thomas’ Hospital
London SE1 7EH, UK
jeffrey.hand@kcl.ac.uk
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Chapter I

Linear Phased Arrays
This chapter considers practical aspects of the use of planar linear ultrasound phased arrays for
transrectal thermotherapy and surgery of prostate diseases. Several regimens for driving the array
are investigated and spatial distributions of measured and numerically simulated ultrasound
intensities are compared. Practical recommendations for suppressing grating lobes based, for
example, on the use of subsets of elements and the deactivation of several elements in the array
are given.

1.1. Advantages and Shortcomings of Linear Phased Arrays;
Elimination of Grating Lobes
There is an interest in developing minimally invasive therapeutic ultrasound techniques
for surgery (tissue ablation) since these may offer potential benefits compared with conventional
approaches in terms of reduced morbidity, increased patient acceptability and reduced in-patient
time. Much of the work previously reported has involved the use of a single or a few
piezoceramic transducers with spherical curved surfaces (Fry et al. 1954; Fry 1978; Hill and ter
Haar 1995; Rivens et al. 1996; Hill et al. 2005), lenses (Yoon et al. 1990; Lalonde et al. 1993;
Fjield et al. 1997, 1999) and phased arrays; the latter is the topic to be addressed in this book.
Phased arrays which offer electronically controlled dynamic focusing and the ability to
vary and control precisely the range, location and size of the focus during treatment without
moving the array are particularly useful in these clinical applications.
The principle of action of a linear phased array is illustrated in Figure 1 (NCRP Report №
74, 1983). The delays of the electrical signals to the elements are adjusted in such a way that the
ultrasonic signals reach a predetermined point in the acoustic field of the array at the same time.
Thus the array focuses ultrasound energy at this point located at the distance F from the array.
By varying the delays, it is possible to steer the focal region in both distance and azimuth.

Figure 1. Principle of action of linear phased array based on the use of electrical delays at the elements of
the array (NCRP Report № 74, 1983). Reproduced with permission from NCRP.

The structure of the acoustical field generated by a phased array contains a main lobe,
so called grating lobes, and smaller side lobes as shown in Figure 2 (NCRP Report № 74, 1983).
Excluding the main lobe, the most significant and simultaneously the most dangerous factor for
6
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possible clinical applications is the appearance of grating lobes which are absent in the field of a
single element transducer.

Figure 2. The structure of the acoustical field generated by a linear phased array (NCRP Report № 74,
1983). Reproduced with permission from NCRP.

A simple explanation of how grating lobes occur in the field of a phased array is to draw
an analogy with a discrete array of elements being equivalent to placing a grating in front of a
transducer with a continuous radiating surface (NCRP Report № 74, 1983).
It is seen from Figure 2 that the amplitude of the grating lobes is determined by the
single-element directivity. When the beam is steered, the amplitude of the grating lobes may
become as large as, or even exceed, that of the main lobe.
As shown in Figure 2, for linear phased arrays the grating lobes are located at a distance
of = , where x is the lateral distance from the centre of the beam, z is the range from the
transducer, is the wavelength, and d is the spacing between the centres of the elements. D is the
length of entire array, i.e. D=nd, where n is the number of elements.
The most widely used and effective application of linear arrays in medicine is in
thermotherapy of prostate disease and surgical treatment for prostate cancer. Chronic prostatitis,
i.e., inflammation of the prostate is one of the most common diseases in men. Medical aspects of
these problems are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, Section 4.3. From a technical point of
view, the problem is to destroy prostate tumour, or at least significantly reduce its volume.
Ideally a focused system (e.g., a linear phased array) is inserted into the rectum, and good
acoustic contact between it and tissues can be achieved by containing the device within a thinwalled rubber balloon filled with water. A normal prostate gland is about 3-4 cm long and about
3-5 cm in width. Thus, steering of the focus (or foci) within the prostatic tissue must comply
with these constraints.
Ultrasound ablation of prostate tissues is quite feasible because the physical parameters
characterizing the propagation of ultrasound in soft tissues (wavelength, attenuation and
absorption) in the frequency range from fractions of to several MHz are highly favorable for
performing local ablations of specified dimensions in deep tissues. The wavelength of ultrasound
in soft tissue (1.5 mm at 1 MHz) is sufficiently small to ensure effective focusing of the
ultrasonic energy at a distance of several centimeters. Furthermore, the attenuation coefficient of
ultrasound in prostatic tissue (approximately 5-10 Np m-1 MHz-1) is not too great, and the
absorption coefficient (of the same order of magnitude) is not too small. Thus it is possible to
thermally ablate appropriate volumes of tissue within the constraints referred to above using an
endocavitary transrectal focused ultrasonic system.
One approach to this problem is to use a small sized single element focused transducer
and move it mechanically within the rectum so that it traverses across the prostate. Devices
7
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based on this principle have been developed by two groups in the USA and France. The first of
these is the commercially available Sonablate ® device (Focus Surgery, Indianapolis, IN, USA)
(Foster et al. 1993; Bihrle et al. 1994; Sanghvi et al. 1999; Illing and Emberton 2006). The
device includes two single element focusing radiators with different focal distances (usually 30
and 40 mm) mounted back-to back, and mechanically movable relative the prostate. Probes are
also available with a longer focal distance of 45 or 50 mm to accommodate larger glands (Illing
and Emberton 2006). A second commercial device is the Ablatherm ® (EDAP-TMS SA, Vaulxen-Velin, France) (Gelet et al. 1993, 1999). In this system a treatment transducer with a focal
distance of 35 mm is driven at 3 MHz and a 7.5 MHz imaging probe is also incorporated. A
disadvantage of both these approaches is that they are based on the use of single focused
transducers having fixed focal distances. Thus, if the depth of sonication in the prostate tissue
needs to be changed, it is necessary to use a transducer with a different focal distance, and to
retune the focusing system. The use of phased arrays is a more flexible approach since these
allow electronic steering of the focus over the prostatic tissue. An additional advantage is that
several, spatially distinct foci can be created simultaneously if necessary.
The feasibility of using a cylindrical array for intracavitary hyperthermia of the prostate
(but not for surgery) was first suggested on both theoretical and experimental grounds by
Diederich and Hynynen (1991). The 0.5 MHz array consisted of 16 semi-cylindrical segments
with centre to centre spacings of 2.5 mm, an external diameter of 15 mm, and a total length of 40
mm. Each of the elements was connected to a 16-channel power amplifier with digital
adjustment of the signal phase. Experimental and theoretical data showed that the concentration
of energy through focusing could overcome the losses due to the cylindrical geometry (in
accordance with the expression 1/r, where r is the distance) and that hyperthermic temperatures
in tissues at a depth of 20-50 mm from the array could be achieved.
Somewhat later, the focusing properties of such a system were significantly improved by
the application of a 64- element array of semi-cylindrical 500 kHz elements with centre to centre
spacing of 1.73 mm (Buchanan and Hynynen 1994). Further details of linear arrays developed
for hyperthermia are given in the review paper by Diederich and Hynynen (1999).
The rationale for using an intracavitary linear phased array to achieve higher
temperatures with the aim of delivering surgical treatment to the prostate was given in the
theoretical work by Hand et al. (1993). This approach was based on the use of energy emitted by
all elements of the array to generate one, or (less commonly) several, foci steered over the given
space electronically.
Subsequently the application of an intracavitary linear phased array for surgical treatment
of the prostate was implemented in practice independently by two groups - Hynynen and his
colleagues at the Harvard Medical School (Boston, USA) (Hutchinson et al. 1996; Hutchinson,
Hynynen 1996; Sokka and Hynynen 2000), and Gavrilov and Hand and their colleagues in
London and Moscow (Gavrilov et al. 1996, 1997; Gavrilov and Hand 1997, 2000c). The first
description of a design of a linear array for prostate surgery was published in 1996 (Hutchinson
et al. 1996; Hutchinson and Hynynen 1996).
As mentioned previously, a serious practical problem associated with a phased array (be
it linear or two-dimensional) is the possibility of generating secondary intensity maxima (grating
lobes) located in the tissue at considerable distances from the focus (foci). The appearance of
such uncontrolled regions in which relatively high levels of acoustic field are present gives rise
to a significant risk of thermal damage to non-targeted tissues.
Figure 3 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000c) illustrates the presence of these secondary maxima
of the ultrasound intensity. Here the results of a calculation of the acoustic field of a 35-element
linear phased array in which the centres of the elements are spaced at 2.5 mm, a distance
approximately equal to the wavelength at the operating frequency of 585 kHz. The calculation is
based on methods described in Ocheltree and Frizzell (1989) and Ebbini and Cain (1989). It is
assumed that propagation is in a biological tissue with sound velocity 1500 m s-l, tissue density
8
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1000 kg m-3, and attenuation coefficient of 10 Np m-1 MHz-1, values which correspond
approximately to the acoustic parameters of prostate tissue (Duck 1990). Such calculations are
discussed further in Chapter 2. It is seen that, along with the main intensity maximum, there are
secondary maxima of intensity (grating lobes) whose amplitude at a distance of 40-50 mm from
the array surface can reach up to 20% of that at the focus. In practice, such a distribution is
unacceptable.

Figure 3. Calculated distribution of the relative intensity of ultrasound in the acoustical field of a 585 kHz
linear array consisting of 35 elements of width 2 mm, length 16 mm, and with centre to centre distance of
2.5 mm. The array is focused at the point (0, 0, 60 mm); x is the co-ordinate along the array aperture and z
is the co-ordinate along the acoustic axis. The intensity is normalized to the maximum at the centre of the
focal region (Gavrilov and Hand 2000c).

The physical nature of grating lobes is related to the presence of discrete elements and
some spatial regularity in the array. We shall use the term grating lobes in relation to these
factors in contrast to other secondary intensity maxima that can exist in the field of any focused
transducer. Comparison of theoretical and experimental intensity distributions produced by
arrays shows that, in practice, the actual level of the grating lobes can exceed the predicted value,
in particular, due to the acoustic interaction between the array elements (Gavrilov et al. 1997).
Thus, reducing the level of grating lobes in the acoustic field produced by the array is of prime
importance for safety of ultrasound surgery of the prostate.
To achieve a considerable decrease in the level of grating lobes in the acoustic field of an
array, the distance between the array elements should be less than /2 (Skolnik 1962; Radar
Handbook 1970), i.e. for example, less than 0.75 mm at 1 MHz. However, to create an array with
such small elements and a sufficiently large aperture and, in addition, to provide the required
acoustic power (for instance, 200 W), it would be necessary to use a very large number of
elements and electronic channels, which complicates the system and increases its cost. A further
difficulty is that, a "dead zone" is formed due to the spaces between the elements, decreasing the
efficiency of an array of fixed overall size. Moreover, for transrectal applications, the transverse
dimensions of the array should be approximately no greater than about 25 mm to comply with
physiological limits. Thus, the design of real arrays intended for transrectal prostate surgery
involves a compromise between a number of contradictory requirements.
There are several methods that can be used to reduce the levels of grating lobes in the
acoustic field of an array. One approach is to taper the oscillation amplitude such that it is
greatest in the central part of the array and decreases toward its periphery (Skolnik 1962; Radar
Handbook 1970). However, this is not practicable in the present application because of the
requirement for the array to produce high levels of acoustic power. Another method of
decreasing the influence of grating lobes is based on the use of arrays with unequal distances
9
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between their elements (Skolnik 1962; Radar Handbook 1970) to break up the periodicity of the
element positions. This was suggested and investigated by Hynynen and his colleagues
(Hutchinson et al. 1996; Hutchinson and Hynynen 1996). They described a 0.83 MHz linear
phased array for prostate surgery that consisted of 57 elements of equal length (15 mm) but with
different widths (1.6 and 1.2 mm). The elements were randomly arranged and spaced at intervals
of 0.13 mm to achieve centre to centre spacings ranging from 0.71 to 0.96. These authors
predicted that the reduction in the level of grating lobes due to the aperiodicity of the elements
was around 30-45% (Hutchinson et al. 1996).
Another simple but effective method for suppressing grating lobes based on the use of
subsets of elements and deactivation of several elements in the array was described by Gavrilov,
Hand and co-authors (Gavrilov et al. 1997).
Experiments to investigate the effect of deactivating array elements on the suppression of
grating lobes were carried out using a linear array, constructed from 25 individual elements, each
3 mm wide and 16 mm long, cut from a single piece of piezoceramic material PZT-4D 2.6 mm
thick and driven at 475 kHz. The number and size of elements and the operating frequency were
chosen on the basis of simulations (Hand et al. 1993); some of these parameters are similar to
those reported for arrays with different geometry (Diederich and Hynynen 1991). The elements
were separated from each other by 0.4-mm thick sections of rubber and fixed by silicone
adhesive using a similar technique for acoustical and electrical insulation as described in
(Diederich and Hynynen 1987). The resulting centre to centre spacing was 3.5 mm. The array
was located within a cylindrical housing 25 mm in diameter and the space between the surface of
the array and the tissue was occupied by temperature controlled degassed water contained within
a thin rubber sheath.
A modular system supporting up to 64 channels and developed by Cain and his
colleagues in the Bioengineering Program at the University of Michigan provided RF power and
digital control of the frequency, phases and magnitudes of the signals applied to the array
elements. For the experiments described here a digital board generated 25 square wave signals
with specified phases and magnitudes (8 bit resolution) and provided the inputs to 25 amplifiers.
The output of each amplifier provided up to approximately 20 W of RF power over the
frequency range 100 kHz to 1.5 MHz. Acoustic fields produced by the array were measured in a
water tank lined with ultrasound-absorbing material. A miniature piezoceramic hydrophone 0.6
mm in diameter (angular response better than 1 dB over ±30 degrees) and a wide frequency band
(1 kHz-50 MHz) amplifier were used to measure the spatial distribution of the sound pressure
field produced by the array. The hydrophone was held in a gantry that enabled its position to be
adjusted in three orthogonal directions. Measurements of the acoustic power radiated by the
array were carried out using a radiation pressure balance method.
Experiments were performed to evaluate the array’s ability to produce a single focus at
different ranges (30-60 mm) both on and up to 20 mm off the central axis. The driving regimens
used were (i) an iterative implementation of the pseudo-inverse technique (Ebbini and Cain
1989) that resulted in all elements being driven at the same power; (ii) a contiguous subset of
elements such that the number used was dependent on the range and displacement of the focus
from the central axis. The experimental results were compared with computer simulations
reported by Hand et al. (1993). The sound pressure and (sound pressure)2 were calculated at the
nodes of a 3-dimensional array with inter-node spacing of 1 mm using the rectangular radiator
method (Ocheltree and Frizzell 1989) as a numerical solution to the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld
diffraction integral. The complex pressure p(x,y,z) at the node (x,y,z) due to all N elements of the
array is given by:
N

p( x , y , z )   un . hn ( x , y , z )

(1)

n 1

where un is the velocity at the surface of the nth element and hn(x,y,z) is of the form:
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j c e jkrm
hn ( x , y , z) 
dS
 S rm

(2)

 is the density of tissue; c, k=2+j,  and  are the speed of sound, the propagation constant,
the wavelength and the attenuation constant within the tissue; S is the surface area of the nth
array element (assumed to be comprised of elemental rectangular areas dS with dimensions 0.5
mm x 0.5 mm such that position vector of the mth is rm). The attenuation coefficient for water
was taken to be 0.025 Np m-1 MHz-2 (Duck 1990).
The experimentally determined and theoretically predicted spatial distributions of
intensity when uniform power was applied to all 25 elements and phases were adjusted to
produce a focus at a range of 60 mm (i) along on the central axis (0, 0, 60 mm) and (ii) displaced
by 20 mm from the central axis (20, 0, 60 mm) are shown in Figures 4 and 5 (Gavrilov et al.
1997), respectively. The relative intensity values are normalized with respect to the maximum
values in the focus. When the focus was at (20, 0, 60 mm), the maximum relative intensity of the
grating lobe in the focal plane was about 0.2 (Figure 4a) but the maximum intensity in the lobes
closer to the array (at ranges of 20 and 30 mm) was as high as 0.5 and clearly is unacceptable,
especially in practice when the attenuation in tissue (approximately 10 Np m-1 MHz-1) will
accentuate this problem. The relatively high intensities measured in regions near to the array’s
surface are greater than those predicted (Figure 4b).

Figure 4. Relative intensity profiles at ranges of 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 mm for 25 element array
focused at a range of 60 mm along the central axis: experimental data obtained in water (a); theoretical
model (b) (Gavrilov et al. 1997).
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Figure 5. Relative intensity profiles at ranges of 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 mm for 25 element array
focused at a range of 60 mm and displacement of 20 mm from the central axis: experimental data
obtained in water (a); theoretical model (b) (Gavrilov et al. 1997).

A method of improving this situation by activating only an optimum (at least for this array)
subset of elements is illustrated quantitatively in Table 1 (Gavrilov et al. 1997). This Table
shows a value for the relative power in the ―worst‖ grating lobe in Figure 5a (range 30 mm)
(relative intensity integrated along that part of the profile in the mid-plane of the transducer at
range 30 mm over which the grating lobe was present). This experiment suggests that use of 19
elements results in an improved intensity distribution with only 4% (Table 1) reduction in the
maximum intensity in the focus, a reduction of 24% in the ultrasound energy introduced into the
tissues, and of 44% in the amplitude and 60% of the relative power in the ―worst‖ section of the
grating lobe.
Table 1. Effect of varying the number of active elements when focusing at (20, 0, 60 mm)
(Gavrilov et al. 1997)

No. of active elements
Max. rel. intensity in focus
Max. rel. intensity in grating
lobe at range 30 mm
Relative power in grating lobe
at range 30 mm
Length of active array, mm
Relative length of active array
Decrease of irradiated
ultrasound power, %

1-25
1
0.5

1-21
0.96
0.39

1-19
0.96
0.28

1-16
0.82
0.25

1-13
0.69
0.12

1

0.7

0.4

0.35

0.29

87
1
0

73
0.84
16

66
0.76
24

55.5
0.64
36

45
0.52
48
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The results of another experiment in which the array was focused at (0, 0, 30 mm) whilst the
number of active elements was varied from 25 through 21 and 17 to 13 are illustrated in Figure 6
and Table 2. The use of more than 17 elements did not add significantly to the intensity at the
focus but instead resulted in a less desirable acoustic field and led to an additional unwanted load
on the sonicated tissue of up to 32% of the radiated ultrasound energy (Table 2). From results
such as these it was determined empirically that the active aperture of this array should be no
more than approximately 1.9 times the focal distance.

Figure 6. Relative intensity profiles measured at ranges of 20, 30 and 40 mm in water for arrays focused
at a range of 30 mm along the central axis. The numbers of contiguous active elements are 25 (a), 21 (b),
17 (c), and 13 (d). The profiles are normalized to the respective maximum intensities (Gavrilov et al.
1997).

Table 2. Effect of varying the number of active elements when focusing at (0, 0, 30 mm)
(Gavrilov et al. 1997)

No. of active elements
Max. rel. intensity in focus
Max. rel. intensity in grating lobes
in focal plane
Max. rel. intensity in grating lobes
at range 20 mm
Relative power in grating lobes
in focal plane
Relative power in grating lobe
at range 20 mm

1-25
1
0.24

3-23
0.985
0.28

5-21
0.97
0.15

7-19
0.79
0.15

0.3

0.24

0.22

0.21

0.9

0.81

0.61

0.55

1

0.98

0.77

0.61
13
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Length of active array, mm
Relative length of active array
Decrease of irradiated ultrasound
power, %

87
1
0

73
0.84
16

59
0.68
32

45
0.52
48

This study showed that using subsets of active elements resulted in a significant reduction
of the maximum intensity and power in the grating lobes compared with the case when all array
elements were driven at full power. There was also a reduction in the amount of the ultrasound
energy introduced into the tissues. The optimum number of active elements which should be
used in various practical situations was strongly dependent on the effective sizes of the elements
and their actual directivities.
It was also suggested that the difference between theoretically simulated and
experimentally measured acoustic field distributions induced by the array is likely to be related
to the interaction between array elements. One of the consequences of the inevitable acoustic
interaction between the elements is that the "effective" width of the elements may be
considerably greater than their real geometric dimensions (e.g. 1.5 times greater for the array
described in Gavrilov et al. (1997) resulting in a narrower radiation pattern associated with each
element.
The safety of treatment is likely to be increased by the use of subsets of active elements
since the relative intensity and power in the grating lobes and other secondary intensity maxima
near the array may be decreased, as can the overall ultrasound energy introduced into the body
without significant reduction in the maximum power at the focus.
It has been found empirically for the particular array used in this work that the maximum
aperture of the active part of the array should not exceed approximately 1.2-3.3 times the focal
distance when the focus is located on the central axis of the array. If the aperture of the array is
larger, then the ―extra‖ elements should be switched off. If the focus is shifted off the central
axis, it is useful to switch off some elements on the contralateral side of the array; so that the
total length of the deactviated elements is equal to the distance the focus is shifted.
It was shown that the effectiveness of this approach decreases with (i) increasing focal
distance and (ii) increasing the ratio centre to centre distance/ wavelength. Although the
quantitative results relate specifically to the device(s) investigated, the general nature of these
recommendations is valid for other array configurations.
1.2. Design and Experimental Evaluation of an Endocavitary

Linear Phased Array
The design and results of an experimental evaluation of a 70-element linear phased
ultrasonic array intended for endocavitary (transrectal) surgical treatment for chronic prostatic
disease (see Figure 7) are presented in Gavrilov and Hand (2000c). The 70 elements were 1 mm
wide, 15 mm long, and 1.73 mm thick corresponding to an operating frequency of 1 MHz. A
contiguous subset of 63 elements was active at any one time. The elements were insulated
electrically and acoustically by a double-sided adhesive tape of approximate thickness 0.1 mm.
The length of the array was 77 mm and the distance between the centres of the elements
corresponded to 0.73λ.
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 7. a): Schematic sketch of a linear array operating at the frequency of I MHz and consisting of 70
elements with dimensions of 1 x 15 mm: (1) housing of the array, (2) space filled with degassed cold
water, (3) coil of the receiving NMR antenna, (4) membrane made of thin rubber, (5) 70-element array,
(6) inlet water, (7) outlet water, (8) cable connected to the receiving coil, (9) seal, and (10) cable for
driving the array elements (Gavrilov and Hand 2000c). b): A photograph of the linear phased array for
transrectal surgery of prostate.

The array was enclosed in a housing 1 (Figure 7a) made of Delrin the widest part of
which was 26 mm, and the minimum transverse dimension was 16 mm. The array and housing
were enclosed in a rubber membrane 4, the distance between the array surface and membrane
being approximately 10 mm. The acoustic contact between the array and the biological tissue
was provided through degassed cold water (for cooling both the array and the adjacent tissue).
Water flowed into the space 2 between the housing and the membrane through hole 6 and
drained through hole 7. The conductors of a shielded cable 10 were soldered to the elements of
the array. A photograph of the array is shown in Figure 7b.
The frequency, amplitude, and phase of the signals at the elements of the array were
controlled by an 8-bit digital waveform generator and a 64-channel power amplifier.
The acoustic field generated by the array was measured in a water-filled tank with soundabsorbing walls. A miniature piezoceramic hydrophone was used to measure the spatial
distribution of acoustic pressure. This was mounted on a positioner providing movement and the
ability to monitor the position of the hydrophone relative to the array in three mutually
perpendicular directions.
In the development and subsequent use of the array, attention was given to the reduction
of grating lobes in the generated acoustic field. In previous attempts at developing such arrays
(Gavrilov and Hand 1997, Gavrilov et al. 1997), a method was proposed based on the use of a
subset of activated elements which was determined by the required focusing (see Section 1.1);
that particular method was also used for this array.
Another approach aimed at decreasing grating lobes, discussed in detail in Chapter 3, is
to introduce randomization of elements in the array construction. Since the physical nature of the
grating lobes is related to the spatially periodic structure of the array, this method is expected to
result in a reduction of grating lobe level at the expense of some broadening of the main
diffraction maximum. Drawbacks of a laboratory-made array include the facts that its surface
cannot be fabricated ideally flat, and there are likely to be some differences in the heights of the
elements, giving rise to some phase shift, i.e. to some irregularity.
Table 3 characterizes the dependence of the relative intensity measured in the focus and
in grating lobes in the focal plane at a distance of 10 mm from the surface of the array on the
number of active elements when the array was focused at a distance of 30 mm along its acoustic
axis (0, 0, 30 mm), corresponding to a depth of the focus in tissues of 20 mm. The voltages at all
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active elements were constant to maximize the acoustic power of the array. Also listed are the
length of the active part of the array and the reduction in the radiated ultrasound energy.

Table 3. Influence of the number of active elements of the array on the level of the main
lobe and grating lobes; focusing at the point (0, 0, 30 mm) (Gavrilov and Hand 2000c)
Numbers of active elements/Total number of active
elements
Maximum relative intensity at the focus
Maximum relative intensity of the grating lobe in the
focal plane
Maximum relative intensity of the highest secondary
maximum at a distance of 10 mm from the array
Length of the active part of the array (mm)
Reduction of the radiated ultrasonic energy (%)

1-62/62

6-57/52

1 1-52/42

16-47/32

1 .0

1 .0

0.98

0.9

0.06

0.03

0.02

0.0 1

0.1 1

0.1 1

0.11

0.12

62
0

52
16

2
32

32
48
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Figure 8. Experimental spatial distribution of the relative intensity of the array field: (a) for focusing at
the point (0, 0, 30 mm) with the use of 42 active elements out of 62(10 elements at each end of the array
were switched off); (b) for focusing at the point (20, 0, 30 mm) with the use of 42 active elements and
with 20 elements on the side of the array opposite to the direction of the focus shift switched off; x is the
co-ordinate along the array aperture and z is the co-ordinate along the acoustic axis (Gavrilov and Hand
2000c).

Figure 8a shows the experimentally obtained intensity distribution for the location of
focus at (0, 0, 30 mm) for the case of using 42 active elements out of 62. From Table 3 and
Figure 8a, it follows that the reduction in the number of active elements resulted in an acceptable
distribution of intensity, with a decrease in the maximum intensity at the focus by only 2%.
Simultaneously, the total radiated power was reduced by 32%, and the level of the grating lobes
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in the focal plane dropped by a factor of 3 (down to 2% of the maximum intensity at the focus).
The level of the maximum intensity of the highest secondary maximum observed at a distance of
10 mm from the array remained the same. Under these conditions of focusing, the ratio between
the length of the active part of the array (42 mm) and the focal length (30 mm) was 1.4.
Similar data for the case of the array being focused at the same distance, but with a shift
of 20 mm from acoustic axis (20, 0, 30 mm), are presented in Table 4 (Gavrilov and Hand
2000c).
Table 4. Influence of the number of active elements of the array on the level of the main
and secondary intensity peaks; focusing on the point (20, 0, 30 mm)

Numbers of active elements/Total number of active elements
Maximum relative intensity at the focus
Maximum relative intensity of the grating lobes in the focal plane
Maximum relative intensity of the highest secondary maximum at a
distance of 10 mm from the array
Reduction of the radiated ultrasonic energy (%)

1-62/62
1.0
0.19

21-62/42
1.0
0.07

0.12
0

0.12
32

Figure 8b illustrates the intensity distribution obtained in the experiment for the
mentioned location of the focus when 20 elements of the array on the side opposite to the
direction of the focus shift were switched off. From Table 4 and Figure 8b, it follows that the
reduction in the number of active elements from 62 to 42 resulted in an acceptable distribution of
intensity without a decrease in the maximum intensity at the focus. The total radiated power was
reduced by 32%, and the level of the secondary maximum in focal plane dropped from 19% of
the maximum intensity at the focus to 7% of this value. The level of the maximum intensity of
the highest secondary maximum located at a distance of 10 mm from the array remained
invariable. However, when the focus was shifted by 30 mm off the acoustic axis, then, for 62, 42,
and 32 active elements, the maximum intensity at the focus was essentially unchanged; the
maximum relative intensity of the grating lobes in the focal plane was 0.7, 0.3, and 0.1,
respectively; the maximum relative intensity of the highest secondary maximum at a distance of
10 mm from the array was 0.65, 0.5 and 0.45, respectively. It is clear that such a high level of
secondary maxima observed for this focus shift is unacceptable from the point of view of safety.
Similar field measurements were carried out for focusing at a distance of 60 mm from the
array (which corresponding to a focus in tissue 50 mm deep), both without a shift of the focus
relative to the acoustic axis of the array (0, 0, 60 mm) and with a shift of 20 mm from the axis
(20, 0, 60 mm). In the first case for 62, 56, 52, and 42 active elements, the maximum relative
intensities at the focus were 1.0, 0.97, 0.94, and 0.76, respectively, which means that in this
specific case it was better to use all 62 elements. Figure 9a presents the measured spatial
distribution of intensity for this case. The ratio of the active part of the array aperture to the focal
length for these conditions of focusing was 1.03. Figure 9b shows a similar distribution with the
focus shifted by 20 mm off the acoustic axis (20, 0, 60 mm). In this case, the use of 42 active
elements (20 elements on the side opposite to the direction of the focus shift were switched off)
resulted in a reduction of the maximum intensity at the focus by only 2.5%, whereas the radiated
acoustic power decreased by 32%, and the maximum relative intensity of the highest grating lobe
in the focal plane dropped to 2% of the maximum intensity at the focus, compared to 5% for 62
active elements. However, when the focus was shifted by 30 mm from the acoustic axis, the
maximum relative intensity at the focus for 62, 52, and 42 active elements was 1.0, 0.97, and
0.72, respectively; the maximum relative intensity of the grating lobes in the focal plane was
0.15, 0.08, and 0.06 whilst the maximum relative intensity of the highest secondary maximum at
a distance of 10 mm from the array was 0.35, 0.2, and 0.2, respectively. These data are much
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better than those for the similar focus shift in the case of the 30-mm focal length (see above), but
the level of the secondary maxima for this shift is also excessively high.
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Figure 9. Experimental spatial distribution of the relative intensity of the array field: (a) for focusing at
the point (0, 0, 60 mm) with the use of 62 active elements; (b) for focusing at the point (20, 0, 60 mm)
with the use of 42 active elements and with 20 elements on the side of the array opposite to the direction
of the focus shift being switched off (Gavrilov and Hand 2000c).

Measurements of the acoustic power radiated by the array were performed using a
purpose made 18-element array with the same elements and design as the 70-element array. The
aperture of this array was about 20 mm (cf 77 mm aperture of the main array). The power was
determined by measuring the radiation force with a target in the form of an absorber of
sufficiently large dimensions (90 x 180 mm) to span the whole ultrasonic beam. The basic error
of measurements was about ±10%. The acoustic power of the array was 55 W in a continuous
mode of operation during 5 s; the limiting near-destructive operation mode of the array was not
investigated because of the risk of damaging the circuits driving the array. According to
Hutchinson et al. (1996) an acoustic power of approximately 28 W per cm of a linear array is
more than sufficient for thermotherapy and thermosurgery of prostate tissue. The results of
Hutchinson and Hynynen (1996), as well as those of our experiments, suggest that arrays
delivering such power levels can easily create local thermal ablations in specimens of biological
tissues (liver, beef). The results of measurements with the additional array indicated that the
maximum acoustic power of the main 70 element array at least 200 W.
Evidently, the wide clinical use of linear phased arrays for prostate surgery depends on
the development of a means for monitoring the location of the focal region in prostate both
before and after the ablation. The use of conventional ultrasonic diagnostic equipment intended
for imaging the prostate tissue does not provide reliable monitoring of the location of the focus,
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since even a slight error in the rotation of the array about its axis may result in a considerable
shifting of the focus location from the required zone of ablation. MRI can be used to monitor
temperature changes due to low level sonication prior to ablation as well as imaging tissue
changes due to ablation within the HIFU focal region. In this way the location of the focus can
be verified immediately prior to high power sonication (e.g., Cline et al. 1994, 1995; Hynynen et
al. 1996).
Although the development of a MRI system for control and assessment of the ablated
volume created by the linear phased array was not a particular objective of Gavrilov and Hand
(2000c) the design was MRI compatible. Moreover, a simple removable rectangular receive coil
(86.5 x 24 mm) was located in the array housing (see Figure 5, #3). This was similar to the
receive coil described by de Sousa (1996). The laboratory evaluation of the developed device
showed that the use of a linear array with the parameters specified above enabled the focus to be
scanned within 30-60 mm along the array axis and ±20 mm in the perpendicular direction (which
corresponds to the dimensions of prostate) with an acceptable level of grating lobes in the focal
plane (considerably less than 10% of the maximum intensity at the focus) and secondary
intensity maxima near the surface of the array (no greater than 10%). Measurements of the
acoustic power radiated by the array showed that it was sufficient for ablation of prostate tissue.
The spatial distributions of intensity created by the array were comparable with the distributions
produced by the arrays described elsewhere (Hutchinson and Hynynen 1996; Hutchinson et al.
1996).
This array design is a promising for prostate surgery; however, the possibility of
extensive clinical use of the ultrasound linear phase arrays depends on the subsequent
development of combined systems providing not only ultrasonic ablation of prostate tissue but
verification of the location of the focal region in the prostate prior to ablation and verification of
the post treatment results.

1.3. Other Constructions of Powerful Linear Phased Arrays
Over the past 15-20 years, research on the development of linear phased arrays has been
very active. Key players include Hynynen and his colleagues from his former laboratory
(Boston, USA). The results of their first in vivo experiments on rabbit thigh muscles were
presented in Hutchinson and Hynynen (1998). Subsequently array design was improved through
the use of an ultrasonic motor that provided controlled mechanical rotation of the array around
its axis (Sokka and Hynynen 2000), an action carried out manually in previous designs. Hence it
became possible to accurately move the focus not only in depth and along the prostate but in the
transverse direction too. The 62 elements of their 1.1 MHz array were fabricated from
piezoelectric ceramics PZT- 4. Half of them had dimensions 15 mm x 1 mm, and the other half
had dimensions 15 mm x 1.15 mm. The distance between the elements was 0.11 mm and this
space was filled with silicone. The elements were arranged in a random manner, and the total
size of the active part of the array was 15 mm x 75 mm. An ultrasonic motor provided rotation of
the array up to ± 50° in increments of 0.09o. Verification of the resulting ablation was made
using MRI. The maximum acoustic power was 150 W, and the estimated time for the
destruction of the entire prostate was up to 40 min. The results obtained in rabbit tissues in vivo
are presented in Section 4.3.
There has also been commercial development and manufacture of devices for prostate
surgery based on the use of single focusing transducers with fixed focal length in recent years.
The foremost companies in this area are Focus Surgery, Indianapolis, IN, USA and EDAP-TMS,
France. Having accumulated years of practical experience in the use of such devices, both
companies began to investigate the possibility of replacing their single-element focusing systems
by phased array transducers. For example Focus Surgery together with Frizzell from the
University of Illinois published two articles (Tan et al. 2000, 2001) on the effects of array
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geometry on its ability to move the focus in a manner appropriate for the destruction of the
prostate. Figure 10 (Tan et al. 2001) shows the configuration of the arrays investigated. Of all
configurations studied by the authors, the greatest ability to steer the focus both along the axis of
the array, i.e. at various depths into tissue, and along the prostate, was demonstrated for a
cylindrical concave array with the curvature along its length (Figure 10e).

(a)
(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

Figure 10. Configuration of the studied arrays for the surgical treatment for prostate, a - a truncated
spherical array, side view, b - a truncated spherical annular array, top view, c - a truncated spherical linear
array, top view; d - a cylindrical array, e – a cylindrical concave array. Reproduced with permission from
Tan, J. S. et al (2001) Ultrasound phased array for prostate treatment. J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 109, 6, 30553064. Copyright 2001, Acoustical Society of America

Shortly thereafter EDAP- TMS, France proposed a multi- element 1.5-dimensional array
for use in prostate surgery (Curiel et al. 2002). This consisted of a part of a spherical shell of
radius of curvature 40 mm, truncated on both sides to a size of 36 mm. The array was made of 13 piezocomposite material (Imasonic, France) and consisted of 6 strips, each of which contained
42 elements. The elements were symmetrical relative the central axis of the array and were
connected electrically with each other. The total number of channels driving the array was 126
and the centre frequency was 2.5 MHz with a bandwidth of 1.3 MHz.
Experiments performed by the authors on pig liver samples showed that a tissue volume
20 x 20 x 20 mm3 could be destroyed using a single fixed position of the focusing system.
Sonication was implemented at a certain distance from the array (e.g., 40 mm) by scanning the
focus over the focal plane within ± 9.6 mm. However, the criteria characterizing the quality of
acoustic fields, as measured by the amplitude of the secondary maxima, selected by the authors,
were significantly less stringent compared with the criteria selected using random twodimensional arrays (see Chapter 3). Although intended for transrectal use, the large transverse
dimension of the array housing (up to 36 mm), was also a potential problem.
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In 1999 a collaboration between Hitachi, and Focus Surgery resulted in the idea of using
two focused radiators with shifted foci (Umemura et al. 1999). They replaced fixed foci radiators
with two miniature, 3.6 MHz linear arrays, each consisting of 48 elements, that were slightly
tilted relative to each other (Ishida et al. 2003). To change the depth of the focus in the tissues,
cylindrical lenses were used. Experiments were performed on dogs in vivo and demonstrated the
possibility of destruction of prostate tissue at a depth of 30 to 50 mm without changing the
system of transducers.
In a simpler modification of the system for the treatment for the prostate, a device
consisting of eight concave (radius of curvature of 35 mm) sectors with a rectangular aperture of
40 x 20 mm was described by Umemura et al. (2000). This device achieved an order of
magnitude increase in the volume of tissue coagulation in comparison with that associated with
the use of a single focus.
Focus Surgery suggested new designs for arrays for intracavitary prostate surgery (Seip
et al. 2005). One of them was a 20 element annular array, capable of focusing 4 MHz ultrasound
at a depth from 25 to 50 mm. A second design was based on the use of a cylindrical array
consisting of 422 elements (211 channels), allowing ultrasound focusing not only to a depth from
25 to 50 mm, but also to steer the focus to ± 20 mm along the axis of the array. These limits
correspond to the maximum size of the prostate. Both arrays have been successfully tested in
experiments in vitro and even in vivo (dogs prostate).
Held and colleagues (Held at al. 2006) developed and investigated a 3 MHz annular array
designed for intracavitary surgery of uterine fibroids (benign tumors of the uterus, see also
Section 4.9). The concave array consisted of 11 elements of equal area, made of 1-3
piezocomposite. The dimensions of the array in the form of a truncated spherical segment were
60 mm long and 35 mm wide. The geometric focus was located at a depth of 50 mm and could
be steered electronically from 30 to 60 mm. A probe for visualizing tissues and focus was a part
of the device. Experimental verification of the device was carried out on gels and porcine liver
tissues (see Section 4.9).
To conclude this Section, it is worth noting that not all intracavitary ultrasonic devices for
surgery and hyperthermia are based on the use of focusing transducers, i.e. the systems in which
the maximum intensity is realized at some distance from the radiator. Devices in which highintensity ultrasound radiates superficial tissues have also found practical use. Various
modifications of prostate hyperthermia devices in which the transducer has a cylindrical shape
and consists of several (e.g., 16) sections, each of which can be driven individually, have been
developed. In these cases ultrasound is propagated radially, and the intensity is maximal on the
surface of tissues and decreases with depth (Diederich and Hynynen 1989, 1990; Smith et al.
1999, 2001).
A device was designed in which a miniature, but sufficiently powerful flat radiator
revolved around its axis and could be used for the treatment for esophageal cancer (Melodelima
et al. 2003). Subsequently this design was modified (Melodelima et al. 2004). A 16- element
4.55 MHz array, representing a ¼ part of a cylinder was used; the diameter of the emitter was
10.6 mm. The phases of signals on the elements of the array could be adjusted in two regimens,
namely to create a plane wave when sonication at a relatively large depth (17 mm) was required,
or to generate a cylindrical wave when the required depth of exposure did not exceed 6 mm.
Destruction in the tissues up to these depths were obtained with the intensity on the elements of
17 W cm-2 and exposure time of 20 seconds. The number of active elements could be reduced in
the case of small volumes of tumor.
Summarizing the results of work on the design of powerful linear phased arrays for
intracavitary surgery, it may be noted that there is tendency to replace the linear arrays by small
two-dimensional multiple-element arrays. Such arrays for intracavitary prostate surgery will be
discussed in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 2

Two-Dimensional Phased Arrays with a Regular
Distribution of Elements
There is an interest in the development of minimally invasive therapeutic ultrasound
techniques for surgery (tissue ablation) since these may offer potential benefits compared with
conventional approaches in terms of reduced morbidity, increased patient acceptability and
reduced in-patient time. This chapter discusses two-dimensional phased arrays in which
elements are distributed on their surface in a spatially regular and repetitive manner.

2.1. General Comments
In Chapter 1 it was shown that linear arrays are often used in cases when they can be
inserted into a body cavity (e.g., the rectum). Typically, these arrays permit scanning of the focus
electronically in the lateral and axial directions; mechanical movement is required to shift the
focus in the third direction. If the array can be accommodated outside the patient's body then the
opportunity to use two-dimensional arrays arises. These permit steering of the focus
electronically in three orthogonal directions. Furthermore, they have the potential to create
multiple simultaneous foci and thereby can increase significantly the size of the targeted region.
These advantages over the performance of linear arrays come with the cost of a significantly
increase in the number of elements and electronic channels.
To ablate a clinically relevant tissue volume, say ≥10 cm3, at depth in the human body, a
device should be capable of steering the focus at the required distances in three orthogonal
directions and have an acoustic power of at least 300-400 W. In addition, it is necessary that the
intensity in undesirable grating lobes and other secondary intensity maxima are at a level
appropriate for clinical practice. The realization of such an array is a compromise between
several contradictory requirements. In order to increase the distance for the focus scanning, and
therefore to extend the volume of the destruction region, it is necessary to reduce the size of
elements, i.e., make them less directional. On the other hand, it is necessary that the active area
of the array be not smaller than 50 cm2 to meet the requirements for the radiated power with
realistic values of intensity at the surface of the elements. These considerations lead to the
designing arrays containing excessively large numbers of elements, and therefore, to an increase
in the complexity and costs of an array driving system.
Safety of the ultrasonic technique must be the determining factor in the design of phased
arrays intended for surgical applications. Therefore, the minimum level of grating lobes and
other secondary intensity maxima of ultrasound beyond the focal region become basic criteria for
the estimation of the quality of acoustic fields produced by an array. The presence of such
maxima can lead to undesirable overheating in non-targeted regions and even to the destruction
of structures beyond the preset region of action. As mentioned in Chapter 1, in order to reduce
the influence of the grating lobes of a directivity pattern, the distance between the centres of the
array elements must be less than <λ/2 (Skolnik 1962), where λ is the wavelength, i.e., for
example, less than 0.5 mm at a frequency of 1.5 MHz.
However, with such small elements, it is necessary to use a large number of elements and
electronic channels in order to produce an array with a large enough aperture and to obtain the
acoustic power needed for a therapeutic array. In addition, the "dead" space between elements
increases. The methods for reducing the level of grating lobes in the array directivity pattern
discussed in the previous Chapter are not always applicable for two-dimensional phased arrays
because of the need for significantly greater acoustic power.
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It is worth noting that until recently practically all two-dimensional phased arrays for
medical applications had elements that were distributed over the surface of the array in a regular
spatial manner, for example, in square (see Figure 11), annular or hexagonal patterns. The most
popular was a square configuration (e.g. Ebbini and Cain 1991a; Wan et al, 1996; Daum and
Hynynen 1998, Fan and Hynynen 1996a; Mc Gough et al. 1996).

Figure 11. A generic array of elements positioned in a regular manner on a rectangular grid. In practice,
the elements are often distributed in this manner on a spherical bowl. In another common configuration
some centrally located elements may be replaced by an ultrasound imaging transducer.

2.2. Designs
As for the history of two-dimensional phased arrays, research related to the development
of devices for hyperthermic therapy of tumours, and then for surgical purposes, began in the mid
1980s under the guidance of Charles Cain, Head of the Bioacoustic Research Laboratory in the
University of Michigan, USA. There were many designs proposed for the early arrays. In some
geometric focusing was used, and in others electronic focusing. Some of them were intended to
steer a single focus, others were designed to synthesize more complex fields with a specific
configuration to cover the required volume of the tumour. At first, to simplify the electronics and
reduce size, the number of channels was minimized. For example, the available electronic
channels were connected to the first particular set of elements arranged along one line (for
example, n-1, n, n+1), then to the next set (n, n+1, n+2), etc., which provided a substantial
savings compared to the simultaneous excitation of all elements (Ocheltree et al. 1984).
In another design (Benkeser et al. 1987) elements of different thicknesses were used. The
focal region was moved in two directions by changing the phases on the elements, and in the
third direction - by changing the frequency, i.e. by the use the part of the element for which this
frequency is close to the resonance one. Thus the number of channels N was reduced compared
to N2 channels which are necessary in an array consisting of N x N elements. In subsequent
studies all N x N elements were used in arrays with a flat, spherical or cylindrical geometry
(Ibbini and Cain 1990; Ibbini et al. 1990; Ebbini and Cain 1991b; McGough et al. 1996).
The design of a sector- vortex array was first proposed in the works of Cain and
Umemura (Cain and Umemura 1986; Umemura and Cain 1989, 1992; Umemura et al. 1992).
This array permitted the creation of an annular focus at a depth corresponding to the radius of
curvature of the array whose diameter was determined by the selected mode excitation of array
elements.
An array design with elements mounted on a spherical surface was proposed for the first
time in the work of Ebbini and Cain (1991a,b) and has subsequently become the most popular of
all available arrays.
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A significant role in the development and practical realization of two-dimensional
therapeutic arrays played the Laboratory in the Department of Radiology, Harvard Medical
School, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, led at those times by Hynynen.
The sketch of the simplest spherical two-dimensional array consisting of 16 elements is
presented in Figure 12 (Fan and Hynynen 1996b).

Figure 12. The sketch of the simplest two-dimensional array consisted of 16 elements (from Fan, X. and
Hynynen, K. (1996). A study of various parameters of spherically curved phased arrays for noninvasive
ultrasound surgery. Phys. Med. Biol. 41(4), 591-608. © Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine.
Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved).

In this laboratory a 1.1 MHz array in the shape of a spherical shell with radius of
curvature 10 cm and diameter 12 cm consisting of 256 elements of piezocomposite 1-3 was
designed, manufactured and tested under in vivo conditions (Daum and Hynynen 1999; Daum et
al. 1999; Diederich and Hynynen 1999). Photos of the array (front and rear view) are shown in
Figure 13 (Diederich and Hynynen 1999).

Figure 13. An array consisting of 256 elements (frequency of 1.1 MHz) Reprinted from Ultrasound in
Med. and Biol. Diederich, C. J. & Hynynen, K , Ultrasound technology for hyperthermia 25(6), 871-887,
copyright (1999) with permission from Elsevier.
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The size of the projection element was 6.5 x 6.5 mm2, equal to 4.78 wavelengths. Unlike
earlier designs of spherical two-dimensional arrays (Ebbini and Cain 1991a), the array was made
from a single piece of piezocomposite 1-3 (Imasonic, France) rather than individual elements
and the elements were separated from each other by an engraving on the convex surface of the
array.
It was shown that the array parameters permitted lesions with an area of 1 x 1 cm 2 to be
created at a distance of approximately 7 cm from the tissue surface. The side lobe levels did not
exceed 10 % of the intensity in the main maximum. The maximum acoustic power was 350 W.
From difficulties and problems discovered during the laboratory tests of the 256 element
array, Daum and Hynynen noted the existence of significant interaction between the elements,
despite the fact that the array was made of piezocomposite material. The use of a quarterelement matching layer on the surface enhanced this interaction. At the same time, it appeared
that the piezocomposite material was extremely resistant and could withstand more than 100
hours of immersion in water during the treatment sessions.
Clement et al. (2000b) considered the possibility of a substantial reduction of the number
of array elements and their driving channels by using relatively simple arrays rotated about an
imaginary axis of symmetry of an object (in this particular paper the object was the skull).
Constructions of two such arrays are shown in Figure 14. The first (Figure 14a) consisted of 11
equal area 0.665 MHz elements on a shell 10 cm in diameter and with radius of curvature 8 cm.
The second (Figure 14b), operating at 0.51 MHz, consisted of 64 square elements of 1 cm2, of
which only 40 (shaded in the Figure) were active elements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. A simple geometry of the arrays proposed to use instead of multiple element arrays of a large
area. On the left is an array consisted of 11 equal area elements, on the right is an array consisted of 64
elements, of which only 40 darkened elements were active (from Clement, G. T., White, J. P. & Hynynen,
K.. (2000). Investigation of a large area phased array for focused ultrasound surgery through the skull
Phys. Med. Biol. 45, 1071-1083. © Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine. Published on behalf
of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved).

To reproduce the effect of the array with a large area, these arrays were set relative to the
skull on the hemisphere in four positions at a 45o polar angle and at 90o azimuth interval (Figure
15).
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Figure 15. The array consisting of small number of elements is set to four positions relative to the skull
(from Clement, G. T., White, J. P. & Hynynen, K. (2000). Investigation of a large area phased array for
focused ultrasound surgery through the skull. Phys. Med. Biol. 45, 1071-1083. © Institute of Physics and
Engineering in Medicine. Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved).

In reality it was more convenient to rotate the skull relative to the array. As a result the
research was carried out for two virtual arrays with 44 and 160 elements, respectively. Field
measurements were carried out using a miniature hydrophone. After an appropriate correction of
the phases, an acceptable quality of the focusing was observed even for the array of 44 elements.
Sound pressure after correction of the phases was from 26 % to 42 % in comparison with the
value obtained in water without propagation through the skull. The maximum mechanical
displacement of the array relative to the skull parallel to the surface was ± 15 mm. The authors
evaluated the extent of electronic scanning of the focus using the 160 element array to be ± 10
mm.
In the work of Clement et al. (2000a) the 0.665 MHz array developed by the authors
having the form of a hemisphere with a radius of curvature of 15 cm was investigated and
described. It consisted of 64 elements of equal size, each with an area of ~ 22 cm 2. Photographs
of the array are presented in Figure 16 and its design is shown schematically in Figure 17. At
level 1 one element is contained, at level 2 - 7 elements, at 3 – 13, at 4 – 20, at 5 - 23 elements.
The supporting rings are designated as 6.

Figure 16. Photographs of the array of the hemispherical form, consisting of 64 elements (from Clement,
G. T., Sun, J., Giesecke, T. & Hynynen, K. (2000). A hemisphere array for non invasive ultrasound
surgery and therapy. Phys. Med. Biol. 45, 3707-3719. © Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine.
Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved).
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Figure 17. The design of the array of the hemispherical form, consisting of 64 elements (from Clement,
G. T., Sun, J., Giesecke, T. & Hynynen, K. (2000). A hemisphere array for non invasive ultrasound
surgery and therapy. Phys. Med. Biol. 45, 3707-3719. © Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine.
Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved).

The acoustic field was measured by miniature hydrophone (diameter 0.2 mm), which was
also used for correction of the phases. Ablations after the propagation of ultrasound through a
human skull were created in the muscle tissue of the rabbit only with maximum possible power
of 2624 W (at 41 W per channel) and an exposure of 8 seconds. The temperature increases on the
surface of the skull ranged from 12.4 oC to 18.6oC.
Furthermore Clement at al. (2000a) carried out a calculation of the sound pressures in the
geometric centres of arrays of the same size, but differing only in the number of elements, i.e. 8,
11, 64, 228 or 501. The results are shown in Figure 18. It follows from the graph that the values
of the square of the sound pressure for these arrays normalized to the corresponding value for the
real 64 element array were 0.52, 0.56, 1.0, 1.4, and 1.52, respectively. This implies that the 64
element array significantly exceeded the performance the array with a small number of elements,
but was not greatly inferior to more expensive and complicated arrays consisting of 200-500
elements.

Figure 18. Dependence of the squared sound pressure after the propagation of ultrasound through the
skull on the number of array elements (from Clement, G. T., Sun, J., Giesecke, T. & Hynynen, K. (2000).
A hemisphere array for non invasive ultrasound surgery and therapy. Phys. Med. Biol. 45, 3707-3719. ©
Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine. Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd.
All rights reserved).

Regarding this conclusion it is worth noting that although the value of the intensity at the
focus is very important, it is not the sole criterion for assessing the optimal characteristics and
quality of the array. An almost equally important criterion is the level of grating lobes and other
secondary intensity maxima when the focus is steered electronically off the geometrical focus. It
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is this criterion which, to a large extent, determines the safe use of the array. As is shown in
Chapter 3, it is necessary that the size of elements does not exceed a few wavelengths if the
influence of the grating lobes is to be reduced. This inevitably leads to an increase in the number
of elements.
Clement and Hynynen (2000) developed the concept of a noninvasive ultrasound
transducer array for trans-skull ultrasound surgery and therapy and criteria for the design and
characterization of large-area arrays for therapeutic and surgical procedures in the brain. The
primary aim of their approach was to produce an array that can correct for the distortion of a
focused beam caused by propagation through the skull bone and at the same time avoid
significant skull heating during high power sonications. The number of array elements must be
sufficient to correct for ultrasound diffraction and scattering, permit steering of the beam
whether mechanically or electronically, and possess the ability to deliver therapeutic power
levels. The surface area of the array must be large enough to minimize levels of skull heating to
the point where it is safe for the patient as well as insignificant to cause severe changes in the
acoustic properties of the bone. Further, the frequency must be optimized to allow for the
maximum gain between the skull surface and the transducer. Two phased arrays of different
design were developed. One of them was a hemisphere-shaped 64 element array with inner
radius of 150 mm, and optimized in frequency (f = 0.67 MHz). A second transducer was a 500element PZT 1-3 composite array (f = 0.81 MHz), designed to both restore the focus through the
skull as well as electronically shift the beam. For this particular array an ability to steer beam
electronically was evaluated. An effective range of steering approximately 30 x 30 x 26 mm was
observed as bounded by the –6 dB decrease of its maximum acoustic intensity. The level of
grating lobes and side lobes related with steering of the focus was not reported in this paper. This
array was also described in Clement et al. (2000a).
Studying the propagation of focused ultrasound through an intact skull, Clement and
Hynynen (2002c) used a two-dimensional, 30 cm diameter, 0.74 MHz array consisting of 500
elements made of 1-3 piezocomposite (Imasonic, Lyon, France); of these 320 were active at any
one time. To drive the elements a 500-channel amplifier (InSightec, Haifa, Israel) with a total
power of 1800 W was used. Calculation of the set of phases and amplitudes, taking into account
all data regarding the thickness and internal structure of bones, took about 5 hours on a personal
computer (1 GHz, 256 MB RAM). To control the quality of focusing after the propagation of
focused ultrasound through the skull, a PVDF- 0.2mm diameter hydrophone was used, which
was moved by a 3D-positioner in a water tank. Measurements with a hydrophone allowed
optimal tuning of the two-dimensional array and comparison of this method with the results of
the calculation of phases. Calculations predicted intensities of approximately 45% of the
intensity when setting of the phases were made using a hydrophone. According to the authors,
the results of their studies demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed method for completely
non-invasive neurosurgery and therapy by exposing the brain tissues through the intact skull.
Subsequently a hemispherical 500-element ultrasound phased array operating at a
frequency in the range 700–800 kHz was used to investigate trans-skull brain tissue ablation
(Hynynen et al. 2004; White et al. 2005; Clement et al. 2005).
White et al. (2005) developed a 448-element, 1-3 composite spherically focused array of
diameter 120 mm and radius of curvature 120 mm (Imasonic, Lyon, France), operated at 1.1
MHz. The array consisted of elements distributed in a regular manner within 12 rings. The array
was driven by a 256-channel phase-and-amplitude controllable amplifier system. The array was
driven in two separate stages (channels 1–256, then channels 257–448) for each field
measurement; the resulting scans were superimposed numerically to create the composite scan
(Clement et al. 2000b). It will be shown in Chapter 3 that the annular array is the best choice of
all two-dimensional regular arrays.
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Liu et al. (2008) described hemispherical arrays operating at 270 kHz consisting of 22, 31
and 80 circular piezoceramic elements each of diameter 25 mm and carried out experiments in
vivo in rats to investigate transcranial sonication to disrupt the blood-brain barrier.
Beginning in 2006, research was carried out using a clinical prototype ultrasound system
ExAblate® 3000 manufactured by InSightec, Haifa, Israel (Hynynen et al. 2006). The basis of
this system is a hemispherical ultrasound array with 512 equal area elements, a radius of
curvature of 15 cm and operating at 670 kHz, manufactured by Imasonic, Besancon, France.
Each of the array elements was driven with a separate RF line with independent amplitude and
phase control. The multi-channel RF driver was computer controlled. The hemispherical array
was positioned on a three dimensional manual positioning device that allowed it to be aimed at
the target volume. The system was integrated within a 1.5-T MR-scanner. Initial trials in three
glioblastoma patients were carried out recently using this system (McDannold et al. 2010), see
Section 4.2.
Modifications to the InSightec system – namely the ExAblate 4000 TcMRgFUS,
consisting of 1024 elements, have been described. The low-frequency variant operates at 220230 kHz, and the high frequency one operates at 650-660 kHz. For example, the high-frequency
modification was used in a hospital in Zurich for the treatment of chronic neuropathic pain
(Martin et al. 2009) (see the details in Section 4.2). A thorough analysis of the low-frequency
version of the ExAblate 4000 was reported by Hynynen and his colleagues (Pulkkinen et al.
2011). Their findings offered operators of therapeutic ultrasound devices an understanding of the
potential dangers of base of the skull heating and suggested safety limits for thermal treatments
operated at the frequency of 230 kHz.
Hynynen and his co-workers also proposed a new approach to the design of powerful
arrays for ultrasound surgery (Hynynen and Yin 2009; Song and Hynynen 2010). This was
based on the use of radially polarized cylinders as the array elements which were excited in their
length resonant mode rather than a thickness resonance. The electrical impedance of elements
defined by the wall thickness of the cylinder can be almost an order of magnitude lower than that
for standard approaches. These workers designed and constructed a large hemispherical array
consisting of 1372 cylindrical elements having an outer diameter of 10 mm and a height of 6 mm
and a wall thickness of 1.24 mm. Operating frequencies of the array were 306 kHz and 840 kHz,
and the maximum intensity on the array surface reached 27 W cm-2. The matching of the
elements was not required. The array allowed a single focus to be scanned within a cylindrical
volume of diameter 10 cm, and height 6 cm at a frequency of 306 kHz, and a diameter of 3 cm
and a height of 3 cm at 840 kHz. The lower frequency is more suitable for targeted drug
delivery, and to modify the blood brain barrier, whilst the higher frequency is more appropriate
when better quality focusing is required, for example, for thermotherapy.
In a study by another group (McGough et al. 2001), a calibration technique for twodimensional arrays for which the location of centres of elements was not rigidly fixed, and for
cases in which the uncertainty of the element centre locations was known, was described. Such a
situation may arise, for example, if the array elements are mounted on a flexible base, which
permits the geometry of the array to be changed. The calibration procedure proved to be very
time-consuming, and it was concluded not to create variable configuration arrays. As a result of
this research the authors fabricated an array consisting of 96 elements, each 7 x 7 mm (frequency
617 kHz), arranged on a square grid and driven at 617 kHz.
Evidence of the popularity of regular two-dimensional arrays is seen in the published
work of Chinese researchers (Lu et al. 2005) in which the simulation of the distribution of
acoustic fields created by a regular array was performed using a combination of known methods
of calculation and an optimization algorithm proposed by the authors. The array consisted of 256
0.7 x 0.7 cm square elements, mounted on a regular square grid. The operating frequency was
1.1 MHz and the diameter of the array was 14 cm. A central hole 3.4 cm in diameter was
provided in the array to accommodate an ultrasound imaging probe. A subsequent study by the
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same authors (Lu et al. 2006) tested this array in a transparent tissue-like phantom
(acrylamide/BSA) and in bovine eye and porcine liver tissues in vitro.
The arrangement of elements on a square grid was the most popular approach for several
years (Ebbini and Cain 1991a; Fan and Hynynen 1996b; Wan et al. 1996; McGough et al. 1996;
Daum and Hynynen 1998; Saleh and Smith 2004). However, as will be shown in the next
Chapter, this distribution of elements on the array surface is associated with high levels of
grating lobes. For example, in the last of the cited papers Saleh and Smith (2004) made and
tested a two-dimensional array for the surgical treatment of benign prostatic hyperplasia. The
frequency was 1.2 MHz. The array was 20 x 20 mm in size and consisted of 64 square elements,
installed in a regular manner in the form of squares. The centre to centre distance was 2.5 mm,
i.e. about 3 λ. When focused at a depth of 30 mm, and steered 6 mm laterally from the array axis,
the intensity in the grating lobes exceeded 0.3 of the maximum intensity in the main focus.
Increasing the lateral shift of the focus to 9 mm resulted in the intensities at the primary and
secondary maxima being almost equal. Chapter 3 shows how using random arrays with similar
characteristics would significantly improve the acoustic field

2.3. Possibilities to Generate and Steer Simultaneous Multiple Foci
Ebbini et al. (1988) were first to show the ability of a phased array to create two or more
foci simultaneously. The feasibility of forming a region of heating or destruction by means of a
customized set of synthesized foci led to a substantial interest in the potential use of high-power
two-dimensional arrays in surgery and hyperthermia. Naturally, the calculation of the phase and
amplitude of excitation signals on the elements, the number of which in modern therapeutic
arrays can exceed 1000, became a challenge and required special calculation algorithms.
Ebbini and Cain (1989) developed a method for the synthesis of multifocal ultrasonic
fields using therapeutic arrays. It enabled the phase and amplitude of signals necessary to
generate a certain level of acoustic field in several "control points" in a given volume to be
determined. In this method, called ―pseudo- inverse", M foci are presented as a set of imaginary
sound sources located on some plane, and then the total amplitude-phase distribution on the array
elements switched on simultaneously are calculated. If we now apply the signals with the
calculated amplitude and phase distribution, but changing the sign of the phases, to the array
elements, we obtain in this plane the desired M foci. In principle, by using the "pseudo - inverse‖
method it is possible to create a region of impact of any predetermined size and configuration.
The ability of ultrasonic phased arrays to synthesize multiple foci in predetermined
regions has been the subject of many studies (Ebbini and Cain 1989, 1991a,b; Damianou and
Hynynen 1993; Fan and Hynynen 1996a,b; Wan et al. 1996; Daum and Hynynen 1998; Fjield et
al. 1996). This feature is of considerable interest to applications in surgery, particularly, when
the target is deep-seated tissue of relatively large volume. This mode of using arrays provides an
opportunity to significantly reduce the duration of such a procedure as compared to the use of
simpler focusing systems forming a single focus at a fixed focal distance (Fan and Hynynen
1996a,b).
Techniques for minimising overheating of tissues in the propagation path between
ultrasound transducer and the intended treatment area have been discussed by many researchers
(Ebbini and Cain 1991b; Damianou and Hynynen 1993; Fan and Hynynen 1996b; Wan et al.
1996; Daum and Hynynen 1998).
One method proposed by Ebbini and Cain (1991b) and later developed by others (Daum
and Hynynen 1998, 1999; Fan and Hynynen 1996a,b) involved the following. Instead of a static
field with a certain set of secondary maxima ("hot points"), fields of several configurations with
a smaller number of foci switched electronically at a frequency of 10-20 Hz were generated. For
example, a pattern of 25 foci can be synthesized using six configurations consisting of
1+4+4+4+8+4 foci, respectively (Figure 19).
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Figure 19. Six configurations consisting of 1+4+4+4+8+4 foci switching between which results
in the formation of 25 foci.

However, keeping in mind that one of the major requirements for high-power therapeutic
arrays is to achieve a sufficiently high intensity at the foci, the choice of this configuration
cannot be considered successful. In one case, the acoustic power must be distributed among eight
foci, and in another it must be released in only one of them. Since the intensities at all 25 foci
must be approximately equal, the maximum intensity in the set of foci is finally determined by
the intensity for the set of eight foci. Thus, the use of arrays with such a set of foci is inefficient.
Experiments in which multiple foci were generated were carried out both in water and in
tissues in vivo. Referring to the original paper of Daum and Hynynen (1999), their figure 4
compares the calculated and measured (in water using a hydrophone) intensity distributions for
16 foci spaced at 5 mm and 25 foci spaced at 4 mm in the focal plane of the 256 element
array. The authors noted excellent agreement between calculations and measurements and that
the amplitude at the foci varied within 20% for 16 foci and more than 50% for 25 foci. However,
these data demonstrated that even within a very limited area of the field in which the calculations
and measurements were performed (± 15 mm in both directions X and Y) there were significant
grating lobes even in the absence of steering of these sets of foci off the axis of the array.
The optimal distance between the individual foci required to obtain uniform temperature
distributions is dependent on the maximum temperature, duration of exposure, the size of the
focus and volume of blood flow in the tissues and for this particular array was equal to 2-3 mm.
Electrical switching of several groups of foci forming a predetermined set consisting of a large
number of foci (e.g. 25 or 36), can reduce unwanted heating of the tissue in the pre-focal region.
This issue was addressed in more detail in Daum and Hynynen (1998). It was shown that
switching groups of foci, each of which consists of a relatively small number of foci (usually 4-5
foci) can, in some cases, not only reduce the duration of the procedure, but also reduce the
required average power and the unwanted heating of tissue.
The phases and amplitudes in the control points significantly influence on the spatial
distribution of the acoustic field. The method of determining the phases and amplitudes in the
control points was proposed by Fan and Hynynen (1995, 1996b). Normally the control points
selected on a plane at a desired focal distance were evenly distributed on circles or squares with
centres on the central axis. The phases of the control points on each circle or square were chosen
out of phase such that the phase rotated around the central axis (this is similar to the phase
rotation used in the sector–vortex array by Cain and Umemura (1986)). The amplitudes in the
control points were chosen to be the same for all the points, which were equidistant from the
central axis. This method of phase and amplitude selection produces destructive interference on
the central axis and minimizes undesired peaks on the central axis. In the following studies the
control points usually were selected on a square grid in the focal plane. Any four adjacent points
forming a square and having a 90o phase difference between adjacent points were used for the
phase rotation method.
The methods of calculations of acoustic fields created by two-dimensional array of
different design will be discussed in detail in the next Chapter.
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2.4. Research
To conclude this chapter we present a brief summary of some of the many research
activities involving the use of regular two-dimensional phased arrays. A number of papers
discuss the application of phased arrays to different strategies of ultrasonic hyperthermia and
surgery. One example is that by McGough et al. (1996) which considers hyperthermia of the
prostate. The hyperthermia procedure is discussed, including the use of computer tomography
data of the heated object and the surrounding tissues, optimization of the exposure parameters, as
well as the evaluation of data generated by computer modeling of acoustic and thermal fields to
maximize therapeutic efficacy while minimizing the harmful side-effects.
In another theoretical study, Wan et al. (1996) investigated the problem of reducing the
time required for a medical procedure to destroy a relatively large volume of tissue. Calculations
were performed for a virtual array consisting of 1225 3 mm x 3 mm square elements distributed
in a 35 x 35 pattern, driven at 1 MHz, and mounted on a surface of a sphere of radius of
curvature 100 mm. The task was to ablate the volume of tissue of 10 x 10 x 10 mm3 at a depth of
several centimeters in the minimum time while avoiding tissue damage along ultrasound
propagation path. It was assumed that the heating of the tissue volume was implemented by
means of 41 foci. In the same work authors theoretically studied and compared several possible
techniques for obtaining a large area of concentration of ultrasonic energy in tissues with the use
of phased arrays. These included (1) successive scanning of the whole volume of a tissue with a
single focus; (2) scanning by an "array" of several foci; and (3) simultaneous formation of
multiple foci in tissue (without scanning) within the co-ordinates of the area of the tissue to be
destroyed. Despite the differences between these approaches, they have the same "side effect,"
namely, the possibility of overheating the tissues outside the targeted region of sonication due to
the appearance of secondary intensity maxima. The analysis showed that from this point of view,
the worst results were obtained with the first method, commonly applied with the use of a single
element focused radiator with a fixed focal distance. The best results (lowest dose, minimum
intensity of side lobes, and the most uniform temperature distribution) were obtained using case
3. Thus, the simultaneous creation of many foci may lead to significant reduction in the time
required for the surgical procedure, together with an acceptable level of tissue heating in the prefocal region.
Fan and Hynynen (1996a) investigated the relationship between the duration of the
ultrasonic pulse, acoustic power and the time required to minimize unwanted heating of tissues
outside the targeted region. Using a single element focused transducer to ablate a large volume
of tissue requires a large number of sonications and hence a long time to cool the normal tissues
surrounding the irradiated volume. To shorten the procedure it is necessary to decrease the total
number of pulses. This can be done by increasing the acoustic power and/or pulse duration.
However, an upper limit to the increase of power is avoidance of boiling in the tissues and the
formation of gas bubbles. At the same time, with increasing exposure duration, the cooling effect
of blood flow increases. Thus, the only alternative is the formation of a larger and more
homogeneous distribution of the temperature field in the tissue, which can be achieved using
phased arrays. In this study it was shown that the use of even a relatively simple array (e.g., a 16element array in the form of a part of a spherical shell) leads to a considerable saving in time
required to ablate relatively large tissue volumes in comparison with single element focused
transducers.
Experiments in vivo, carried out in tissues of 30-40 kg pigs, demonstrated that it was
possible to thermally coagulate a tissue volume of 25 cm3 in 90 min using a powerful twodimensional array (Daum and Hynynen 1999).
Methods for determining the optimal amplitude correction to apply to the array elements
that providing the best quality of focusing following ultrasound propagation through the skull
were described by White et al. (2005). In principle, two approaches are possible. The essence of
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the first of them is that if the attenuation in some site of the skull is large, the amplitude of the
signal at the element located above it should be increased (or vice versa). The logic of the second
method, which is quite different, is necessary to choose the amplitude on the elements so that the
absorbed energy in all areas of the skull is approximately the same. Thus, the intensity at an
element located above the highly absorbing site of the skull must be correspondingly smaller.
Experiments performed by the authors showed that the quality of focusing in the second
approach, which the authors called inverse amplitude correction method, was noticeably better,
and the amplitude in the focus increased by 30 % compared to that achieved using the first
approach.
In the paper of Ebbini et al. (1988) computer simulations of acoustic field produced by an
array in the form of the cylinder with rectangular shaped transducers were carried out. Other
computer simulations were conducted, and then based on these results several designs of the
array that minimised the influence of the rib cage were tested for potential use in cardiology
(Kluiwstra et al. 1995). The aim was achieved by switching off those elements located above the
ribs. The quality of focusing remained very high even though the intensity level in the focus was
reduced and the levels of grating lobes were increased. The problem of focusing of ultrasound
and tissue ablation in the presence of rib cages will be discussed in detail in Section 4.4.
Sharifi and Soltanian-Zadeh (2001) described a computer simulation involving several
variants of regular two-dimensional arrays intended for hyperthermia of tumours. In particular, it
was shown that by using circular elements in regular arrays instead of square ones, the levels of
the grating lobes produced by of the array were reduced. Steering the focus (foci) relative to the
array axis was not considered in this paper.
Yin et al. (2004, 2006) calculated the acoustic and thermal fields produced by a miniature
flat two-dimensional array, intended for noninvasive thermal destruction of heart muscle tissue
by sonicating through the esophagus wall. This 1 MHz intracavitary array had dimensions of 10
x 60 mm2, with 20 x 114 elements spaced such that the centre to centre distance was 0.525 mm,
a little more than 1/3 of the wavelength. The thickness of the esophageal wall was taken to be 4.4
mm. The simulation results proved the possibility of ultrasound focusing through the wall of the
esophagus and the ability to steer the foci (up to 39 in number) in heart tissues at the required
distance. Evaluation of the thermal dose in the tissue showed that it is sufficient to create thermal
necrosis lesions of various sizes.
The conclusion of this Chapter is to some extent contradictory. Whilst the manufacture
and testing of practical therapeutic multiple element arrays is a significant scientific and
technological achievement, the quality of acoustic fields generated by the arrays described in this
chapter, as estimated by the presence and level of unwanted grating lobes and other secondary
intensity maxima in the acoustic field, leave something to be desired. Improved performance
could be achieved by randomizing the locations of the array elements (Goss et al. 1996; Gavrilov
and Hand 2000a,b). The detailed description of this method is given in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 3

Two-Dimensional Phased Arrays with a Random Distribution of
Elements
This Chapter discusses two-dimensional phased arrays with elements distributed
randomly on their surfaces. Numerical simulations of such arrays with spherical section surfaces
and comparative analyses of acoustic fields generated by phased arrays with elements distributed
randomly and in a regular pattern are presented below. The influence of the dimensions, number,
and shape of individual elements, errors in phase settings at the elements, and frequency
modulation of the signal on the quality of the intensity distributions produced by random arrays
is also analyzed. Designs of practical two-dimensional phased arrays with randomly distributed
elements are discussed and evidence is provided that use of random arrays often provides better
spatial distributions of intensity compared to those for regular arrays. The results presented lead
to designs that offer the opportunity to minimize the influence of grating lobes whilst using a
relatively small number of elements and, hence, to increase the safety of the use of such systems
in surgery.

3.1. The Basis of the Method
As mentioned in the previous Chapters, if the influence of the grating lobes in the
acoustic field of an array is to be reduced, then the distance between the centres of its elements
must be less than λ/2 (Skolnik 1962), where λ is the wavelength, i.e., for example, less than 0.5
mm at 1.5 MHz. In the case of powerful phased arrays compliance with this condition is difficult
to achieve in practice since it requires an impractically large number of elements and electronic
channels to achieve a large enough aperture and sufficient acoustic power for therapeutic
applications.
The level of grating lobes in the field produced by an array depends on the spatial
regularity of the array structure. This regularity is destroyed if the array elements are randomly
distributed over its surface. For example, several authors have shown that a much higher quality
of ultrasonic intensity distribution in the field may be produced by random arrays compared with
regular arrays (Goss et al. 1996; Gavrilov and Hand 2000a, b; Gavrilov et al. 2000). A similar
approach is known, for example, in radar (Skolnik 1962), but the effect of randomization of the
element distribution in that application does not manifest itself as noticeably as in the case of
high-power ultrasonic arrays. It is much simpler to manufacture electromagnetic arrays in which
the distance between the element centres is smaller than the electromagnetic half-wavelength
thereby eliminating the grating lobes associated with the array structure since the velocity of
light is much greater than that of sound.
Moreover, in radar, a common practice was to consider regular multi-element arrays of
which some active elements were taken out in a random way (Skolnik 1962). The work of Goss
et al. (1996) clearly illustrates the effect of this approach to multi-element ultrasound phased
arrays with the regular structure. An experimental array was constructed using 108 individual
PZT-8 piezoceramic transducers 8 mm in diameter and with an operating frequency of 2.1 MHz.
The active face of the transducers defined a sphere with a diameter of approximately 100 mm
and a radius of curvature of approximately 102 mm. In experiments, only 64 randomly chosen
elements were excited simultaneously. A sketch of the hexagonal array identifying those excited
elements is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Sketch showing a subset of excited elements (filled circles) at random locations within a set of
elements on a regular hexagonal grid (after Goss et al. 1996).

Referring to the original paper by Goss et al. (1996), their figure 3 depicts that in spite of
the random selection of the subset of 64 elements from the total set of elements positioned on a
regular hexagonal grid, the acoustic field demonstrates six grating lobes corresponding to the
initial regularity of the array structure. Thus these data show that this method of randomizing the
array based on the extraction of some of the elements from the regular structure of the array is
not very effective in reducing grating lobes.
Goss et al. (1996) also demonstrated theoretically that the use of elements randomly
distributed at the array surface leads to an improved spatial distribution of intensity in the field.
Subsequently the authors of this book developed this approach based on several
conditions, namely (1) randomization of the distribution of the elements over the surface of the
array; (2) the elements should not be very directive, i.e. their diameters must not exceed five
wavelengths; (3) the sparseness of the array should not be excessive and not less than 40%,
Further details can be found in several patents (Hand and Gavrilov 2000, 2002 a-c).
It is worth noting that in the work of Goss et al. (1996) one of these conditions was not
satisfied and the diameter of the elements (8 mm for the frequency 2.1 MHz) was equal to 11.2 λ.
As a result, the level of grating lobes in that study was relatively high.
It will be shown in this section that, with the use of randomization of the element
distribution in a high-power two-dimensional array, it is possible in some cases to increase the
element size up to five sound wavelengths while retaining an acceptable level of side lobes. In
Gavrilov and Hand (2000a, b) and Gavrilov et al. (2000) it was shown that sparse apertures with
randomly distributed elements reduce the grating lobes by spreading their energy among the side
lobes, whose level increases slightly.
Another important point for practical random arrays is to achieve using maximally tight
packing of elements (see Section 3.8). Randomization of the distribution of elements per se and
need to avoid making them directive is more important than their sparseness.

3.2. Methods of Calculations of Ultrasound Fields Generated by the Arrays
Calculations of intensity distributions induced by two-dimensional phased arrays are
described in a number of works (Goss et al. 1996, Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b). There are three
main stages: (i) calculation of the distribution of the complex sound pressure generated by a
single radiating element in the shape of a disk; (ii) calculation of the distribution of the total
complex sound pressure from all single elements positioned on a section of a spherical shell; and
(iii) calculation of the distribution of relative intensity in the field produced by the whole array
and the analysis of such distributions with the use of criteria for the evaluation of the distribution
quality. Figure 21 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a) is a schematic illustration of the method used.
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Figure 21. Schematic illustration of the method used for calculations: (a) calculated field of a single
element; (b) calculated field of an array (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a).

The complex pressure distribution associated with a single plane circular element is found using
the Point Radiator Method (or the Point Source Method) in which the acoustic piston source is
represented by many point radiators (Ocheltree and Frizzell 1989). Square elemental radiators of
side length 0.25 mm are used to describe the radiating surface of each circular element.
Assuming radial symmetry for a circular element, its 3-dimensional acoustic field is found (Goss
et al. 1996) by calculating the complex pressure p(rs,zs) as a function of axial distance from the
element, zs, and distance off its central axis, rs according to
j c k uo A
e   jk R
p (rs , z s ) 
 R
2
surface
(3)

where  is the tissue density (= 1000 kg m-3), c is speed of sound in the tissue (= 1500 m s-1), k is
the propagation constant, uo is the velocity amplitude of the surface of the elemental sources, A
is the area of each elemental source,  is the attenuation coefficient in the tissue and R is the
distance from the centre of an elemental source to the point (rs, zs) where the field is calculated.
In Gavrilov and Hand (2000a,b) calculations were carried out for 40  zs  180 mm and 0  rs 
60 mm, both in spatial increments of 0.2 mm (Figure 21a). The attenuation coefficient in the
tissue  was taken to be 10 Np m-1 MHz-1, which, although towards the high end of the range
found in the literature (Duck 1990), is a value used by many authors for similar calculations (Fan
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and Hynynen 1996a; Ebbini and Cain 1991b; Hutchinson et al. 1996; Hutchinson and Hynynen
1996).
The total complex pressure distributions from various arrays of plane circular elements
mounted on a spherical shell are calculated by summing the complex pressure contributions from
each element in an array at each point in the 3-dimensional volume of interest (Figure 21b).
Knowing the complex pressure as a function of axial and radial distances for the single element
whose centre is defined by the angular co-ordinates  and  (the angles subtended at the centre
of curvature in the vertical and horizontal planes, respectively), the values are mapped from the
rotated cylindrical volume to points on a 0.2 mm, 3-dimension rectangular array aligned with the
Cartesian axes. In Gavrilov and Hand (2000a,b) calculations are carried out over the volume
defined by 50  z 160 mm axially and -30  x and y  30 mm (in a few cases to 40 mm to
ensure inclusion of grating lobes). The relative phases of the surface velocity at each circular
element required to produce a single focus are determined from the paths between the centres of
each element and the position of the focus. Finally, the intensity in each cell of the array was
calculated and the intensity distribution normalized with respect to the maximum value of
intensity in the region of analysis is determined.
To form and move several foci, this method is modified as follows. To produce
simultaneous multiple foci, the complex surface velocity un at the nth of the N circular elements
is determined using the method first described by Ebbini and Cain (1991b). The un are related to
the complex pressures pm at each of M target or control points, by the matrix equation
u = H*t (HH*t)-1 p

(4)

where u = [u1, u2, ....., un, ..... uN]t , p = [p1, p2, ....., pm, ..... pM]t, and H is the M x N matrix with
elements hmn

jck e ikrmn

dS where  is the tissue density, c is speed of sound in the
2 S rmn

tissue, k is the propagation constant, S is the area of an element of the array; rmn is the distance
from the mth target point to the centre of the nth element. H*t is the conjugate transpose of H and
[ ]t denotes transpose. The set of M target points is selected to be within the same focal plane
and to lie on a uniformly spaced M  M grid. To determine the un (n = 1, 2, ... N) the phases
and amplitudes of the pm (m = 1, 2, ... M) must be selected. The amplitudes in the control points
can be equal or different; the method of selection of the phases in the control points depends on
the specific problem and will be discussed later.
Thus, as the result of calculation, a certain initial distribution of amplitudes and phases
over all elements is obtained, at which the indicated M foci are formed. It is clear that many such
combinations are possible with both large and small amplitudes of signals at the elements. Since
the aim of calculation is not only to produce a preset number of foci in a given place but also to
provide maximum power from the array, it is necessary to determine a phase distribution over
the elements such that the desired M foci are formed at equal amplitudes at the elements.
Therefore, in calculating the multiple focus ultrasonic fields, it is necessary to use optimization
techniques that provide an opportunity to obtain the preset number of foci at equal amplitudes at
all elements and thereby attain the maximum acoustic power of the array. In the calculations
described, the optimization technique proposed in Ebbini and Cain (1989) is used. After a series
of iterations, the number of which can reach several dozens for a large number of foci, a certain
new phase distribution, at which the array efficiency (the ratio of the real power to the maximum
possible power) is not less than 99%, is obtained. For a small number of foci (four to five), only
one or a few iterations are usually required.
Details of the method for calculating multiple foci ultrasound fields are presented with
different degrees of details in a number of papers by Cain and his colleagues (Wang et al. 1990;
Ebbini and Cain 1991a,b), as well as by others who have used the pseudo- inverse method for
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calculating multi-focal ultrasonic fields produced by arrays and lenses of various configurations
(Lalonde et al. 1993; Buchanan and Hynynen 1994; Fan and Hynynen 1996b; Daum and
Hynynen 1999; Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b; Gavrilov et al. 2000; Gavrilov 2003; Filonenko et
al. 2004; Lu et al. 2005).
A significant qualitative breakthrough in the development of methods to calculate
ultrasound fields created by multi-element phased array was made recently by Sapozhnikov and
his co-workers (Ilyin et al. 2012). As mentioned previously, the field of each array element can
be calculated using the Rayleigh integral. Usually, the calculation of that integral is performed
numerically. However, in view of the fact that the characteristic dimensions of the elements of
existing arrays is much smaller than the dimensions of the array (a << D), the Rayleigh
diffraction length of a single element is much smaller than the radius of curvature F of the
surface of the array. In that case, the field of each element can be approximated by the analytic
solution in the far field already at small distances from the surface of the array. Although the
analytic solution for a single circular piston radiator is well known (O’Neil 1949), it has not been
used to calculate the fields of therapeutic multi-element arrays.
In the far field approximation for each of the plane circular elements of the array, the
solution has the following form:
ip z e ikr 2 J 1 (kasin  )
pi ( , r )   0 R
,
(5)
r
kasin 
where p0 is the pressure on element surface, k is the wavenumber, a is the radius of the element,
zR = ka2/2 is the Rayleigh length, r is the distance from the centre of the element to the point in
the field,  is the angle between the element axis and the ray from the centre of the element to the
field point, and J1 is a Bessel function of first order.
Since this solution is applicable only for the far field of the element, the solution was
compared with the exact analytical solution along the axis of the transducer. As can be seen from
the Figure 22, an approximate analytic solution is very similar to the exact one starting from a
distance of 3.5 cm from the element. This enables the far field solution of each element to be
used to calculate the entire field of the array which is obtained by summing the solutions for each
element:

(6)
p(r )   p ( , r ) .
i

i

In case of steering the focus, the initial phase for each of the array elements is set based on the
delay of the arrival of waves from the centre of the element to the new focus.

Figure 22. Comparison of pressure distributions along the axis of the element of the array in the case of
the exact analytic solution (dash-dotted curve) and analytic solution in the far field of element (solid
curve) (Ilyin et al. 2012).
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To test the accuracy of the analytic approach, the solution obtained for the entire field of
the array was compared with the solution obtained by direct numerical calculation of the
Rayleigh integral over the surface of the array (Figure 23). The distributions show that the
analytic solution is practically indistinguishable from the numerical one. Moreover, calculations
based on the analytic approach were conducted much faster (40 times) than those using a
numerical solution.

Figure 23. A comparison of pressure distributions along the axis of the array (a) and along the line, which
is perpendicular to the array's axis and passing through its centre of curvature (b) in case of an analytic
solution (solid line) and direct numerical calculation of the Rayleigh integral (points) (Ilyin et al. 2012).

The proposed method enables the calculation of the field of multi-element phased array
to be performed much faster than by direct numerical calculations, while maintaining high
accuracy of the results. This method is particularly promising in the analysis of multiple foci
acoustic fields generated by an array. It not only allows a very quick assessment of fields of twodimensional arrays, but also, if necessary, to carry out calculations of three-dimensional fields
produced by such arrays within a reasonable computer run time.

3.3. Generation and Steering of a Single Focus, Data from Modeling
Gavrilov and Hand (2000a,b) reported calculations of the sound pressure and intensity
field distributions. The 2-dimensional intensity distributions represent the main data in the y-z
plane. This plane contained the ultrasound focus when it was not coincident with the centre of
curvature and was a ―worst case‖ in terms of the level of grating lobes. In some cases (see
below), calculations were also carried out with the focus located in the x-z plane.
The influence on array performance of several parameters such as the number of
elements (64, 128, 255, 256 and 1024), their diameter (2.5, 5, 7, and 10 mm), frequency (1, 1.5
and 2 MHz) and level of sparseness was investigated. Calculations were made for arrays with
elements distributed randomly on the shell (see Figure 24) as well as for arrays with elements
distributed regularly on the shell in square, annular and hexagonal patterns (Figure 25). The
diameters of all the arrays presented in Figure 24 (which shows the locations but not the
dimensions of the elements) were equal to 110 mm.
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Figure 24. Schematic drawings of arrays with plane circular elements distributed on the spherical shell in a
quasi-random manner: (a) 256 elements, each 5 mm in diameter; (b) 128 elements, each 7 mm in diameter;
(c) 64 elements, each 10 mm in diameter. The minimum centre to centre distance between elements is 5.5
mm, 7.5 mm and 10.5 mm, respectively. The diameter of all arrays is 110 mm and the maximum centre to
centre distance between elements is 100 mm (Gavrilov and Hand 2000).

The first array consisted of 256 elements, each 5 mm in diameter, distributed in a quasirandom manner (a completely random distribution was modified such that the minimum
separation between the centres of elements was 5.5 mm) and is shown schematically in Figure
24a. Three driving frequencies were considered, namely 1, 1.5, and 2 MHz. Several similar
quasi-random distributions of elements on the shell were investigated but the differences in
results were negligible. Calculations were also made for quasi-randomly distributed arrays of 128
elements, each 7 mm in diameter (Figure 24b), and of 64 elements, each 10 mm in diameter
(Figure 24c). The frequency in both of these cases was 1.5 MHz and the minimum separation
between centres of elements was 7.5 and 10.5 mm, respectively.
Figure 25 illustrates some regular arrays investigated; all were assumed to operate at 1.5
MHz. Figure 25a is a schematic representation of an array of 256 elements, each 5 mm in
diameter, placed on the shell in a square configuration. The minimum separation between centres
was 5.5 mm. Figure 25b shows a similar array of 1024 elements, each 2.5 mm in diameter; in
this case the centre to centre spacing was 2.75 mm. Figure 25c shows an annular array of 255
elements, each 5 mm in diameter, consisting of a central element and 9 concentric rings with
radii increasing from 5.5 mm to 49.5 mm in multiples of 5.5 mm. The rings contain 5, 11, 17, 23,
28, 33, 40, 46 and 51 elements, respectively with centre to centre spacing of 6 mm. Figure 25d
shows an array consisting of 255 elements, each 5 mm in diameter, placed in a hexagonal
configuration with centre to centre spacing of 5.5 mm. The arrays shown in Figure 25 have
approximately the same (within 1.5%) active area of 50 cm2 and so, in theory, should be able to
provide approximately the same acoustic power.
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Figure 25. Schematic drawing of arrays with circular elements distributed on the spherical shell in regular
patterns: (a) 256 elements, each 5 mm in diameter distributed in a square pattern; (b) 1024 elements, each
2.5 mm in diameter distributed in a square pattern; (c) 255 elements, each 5 mm in diameter, distributed
in an annular pattern; (d) 255 elements, each 5 mm in diameter, distributed in a hexagonal pattern. The
diameter of all arrays is 110 mm (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b)

In Gavrilov and Hand (2000a,b), four criteria were selected to assess the ―quality‖ of the
normalized intensity distributions calculated for the above arrays used to produce a single focus
(see Figure 26). First, an intensity distribution was deemed to be ―grade A‖ when intensity I 
0.1 Imax occurred only within the focal region and was absent in the remainder of the plane
investigated. This criterion is in agreement with the commonly expressed opinion that the
maximum intensity in grating lobes should be at least 8-10 dB lower than that in the main lobe
for safe delivery of treatment (Goss et al. 1996; Ebbini and Cain 1991; Hutchinson et al. 1996).
The intensity distribution was described as ―grade B‖ when there were less than 10 localized
areas in which the intensity was in the range 0.1  I - 0.15 Imax outside the focal area in the
plane considered. Intensity distributions with more than 10 localized areas outside the focal area
in the plane considered in which 0.1  I  0.15 Imax were classified ―grade C‖. Finally, further
discrimination amongst poor intensity distributions was provided by a ―grade D‖ classification
for those where there was at least one localized area in which I  0.2 Imax.
Figure 26 show examples of intensity distributions for the random array of 256 x 5 mm
elements (see Figure 24a) driven at a frequency of 1.5 MHz in the single focus mode. It
illustrates the dependence of quality of the intensity distribution on the location of the focus.
Displacement of the focus from 10 mm to 16 mm off the acoustic axis (at a range of 110 mm)
changes the quality from grade A to grade D. In Figure 26a nine contours (10-90% Imax in
increments of 10% Imax) are drawn inside the focal region. The intensity distribution in the
remainder of the plane outside the focal region was assessed in terms of contours at 10-20% Imax
in increments of 5% Imax and, in a few cases, by contours at 10-20% Imax in increments of 2%
Imax.
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Figure 26. Examples of the intensity field distributions for the single focus mode and criteria used for
estimating the quality of the intensity distributions: (a) A grade; (b) B grade; (c) C grade; (d) D grade.
The symbol ― ‖ corresponds to the location of the centre of curvature. These examples are for a random
array of 256 5 mm diameter circular elements driven at 1.5 MHz. The focus is located at (0, -10, 110 mm)
(a); (0, -14, 110 mm) (b); (0, -15, 110 mm) (c); (0, -16, 110 mm) (d) (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b).

Characterization of the intensity distributions associated with this array driven at 1, 1.5
and 2 MHz is summarized in Figure 27 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b). Figures 27-29 present data
for displacements of the focus in the positive y-direction. Calculations were also carried out for
foci displaced in the negative y-direction and the results were qualitatively very similar.
Quantitative differences in intensity distributions were typically very small.
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Figure 27. Summary of results of calculations and quality assessment of the intensity distributions for the
single focus mode associated with the random array of 256 5 mm diameter elements (Figure 24a).
Frequencies: (a) 1 MHz; (b) 1.5 MHz; (c) 2 MHz. The quality levels are: ) A grade; ) B grade; ) C
grade;
) D grade (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b).

In contrast to the study of Goss et al. (1996), Gavrilov and Hand (2000a,b) analyzed the
ratios of the secondary and main intensities not only in the focal plane, but also in a relatively
large field of interest anterior to and beyond the focus. It was shown that a random array of 256 5
mm diameter elements excited at 1 MHz could scan the focus over distances up to ±20 mm from
the acoustic axis, for z values (axial distances) ranging from 50 to 130 mm, and still maintain the
highest quality criterion (A) (Figure 27a). In the single focus mode, the 1 MHz array consisting of
256 plane circular elements, each 5 mm in diameter, distributed in a quasi-random manner could
steer the focus up to  20 mm off the central axis for z ranging from 50 mm to 120 - 140 mm and
still achieve a good quality rating (grades A - B) (see Figure 27a). At 1.5 MHz, the distances over
which the focus could be steered compatible with A and B ratings were 10 mm for z ranging from
70 mm to 120 mm and 15 mm for z ranging from 50 mm to 120 mm, respectively (Figure 27b).
At 1 MHz the volume of the targeted region in which intensity distributions had quality A was
63 cm3 whilst that for quality B was 106 cm3 (Figure 27a); at 1.5 MHz the volumes were 16 cm3
and 49 cm3, respectively (Figure 27b). At 2 MHz, the volumes were reduced to 12.5 cm3 and 16
cm3, respectively (Figure 27c).
The performance of the array as assessed by the quality of the intensity distribution is
dependent upon both the distance of the focus from the centre of curvature of the shell and
attenuation. Figure 27 shows that when the focus is steered beyond the centre of curvature, the
quality of the intensity distribution is degraded abruptly. It is seen also that the greatest steering of
the focus off centre with a grade A quality may be achieved at a range approximately 1- 2 cm
proximal to the centre of curvature.
In the array consisting of 256 5 mm diameter elements the ratio of the total area of
elements (active area) to the area of the shell was approximately 51%. Assessments of the
intensity distributions for the 1.5 MHz random arrays of 128 7 mm diameter elements (see Figure
24b) and 64 10 mm diameter elements (see Figure 24c) are shown in Figures 28b and 28c,
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respectively. Data shown in Figures 27 and 28 were based on calculations carried out with the
focus located in the y-z plane. Calculations in the x-z plane (not shown here) gave qualitatively
very similar results.
It is seen that significant deterioration of the array performance occurs when the
sparseness of the array is increased (half of the 256 elements were switched off at random)
(Figure 28a). In this case, not only did the useful treatment volume become much smaller, but
the greatest range at which the focus could be located compatible with an A-graded intensity
distribution rating, was reduced to 100 mm. Decreasing the number of randomly distributed
elements from 256 through 128 to 64, whilst simultaneously increasing the diameter of the
elements (from 5 mm through 7 mm to 10 mm, respectively) to maintain a constant active area
also led to progressive deterioration of the array’s performance (Figures 28b and 28c). The
differences in the qualities of intensity distributions associated with the array of 128 elements,
each 5 mm in diameter, and that of 128 elements, each 7 mm in diameter, and therefore of higher
directivity at the same frequency, were not great (Figures 28a and 28b).
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Figure 28. Assessment of the quality of intensity distributions for the single focus mode associated with
(a) the random array consisting of 128 elements, randomly selected from the 256 x 5 mm elements array
shown in Figure 24a; (b) the array of 128 x 7 mm diameter randomly distributed circular elements (Figure
24b); (c) the array of 64 x 10 mm diameter randomly distributed circular elements (Figure 24c). The
frequency is 1.5 MHz. The meaning of the symbols is as in Figure 27 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b).

The results of assessing intensity distributions for 1.5 MHz, regular spaced arrays (see
Figures 25a - d) are shown in Figure 29 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b). For the regular arrays with
square and annular patterns, calculations were carried out with the focus located in the y-z plane.
Calculations were also made in the x-z plane (not presented) and gave qualitatively very similar
results. The hexagonal regular array had different performance in y-z and x-z planes and both are
shown in Figure 30 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b).
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Figure 29. Assessment of the intensity distributions for the single focus mode associated with regular
arrays: (a) 256 elements, each 5 mm diameter, distributed on the shell in a square pattern (Figure 25a); (b)
1024 elements, each 2.5 mm diameter, distributed on the shell in a square pattern (Figure 25b); (c) 255
elements, each 5 mm diameter, distributed on the shell in an annular pattern (Figure 25c). The frequency
is 1.5 MHz. The meaning of the symbols is as in Figure 27 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b).
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Figure 30. Assessment of the intensity distributions for the single focus mode associated with regular
array of 256 elements, each 5 mm diameter, distributed on the shell in a hexagonal pattern (Figure 25d):
(a) shift of the focus in y-z plane; (b) shift of the focus in x-z plane. The frequency is 1.5 MHz. The
meaning of the symbols is as in Figure 27 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b).

It is seen that in the single focus mode, the performance of arrays consisting of 255 or 256
5 mm elements driven at 1.5 MHz and distributed as square, annular or hexagonal patterns
(Figures 29a, 29c and 30a) was considerably inferior to that of the 1.5 MHz 256 5 mm elements
random array (Figure 27b). As was mentioned previously, the calculations were carried out with
displacements of the focus in both y-z and x-z planes. For arrays with square (Figures 25a, 25b)
or annular (Figure 25c) patterns, the intensity distributions in the y-z and x-z planes were the
same or essentially the same; therefore, in these cases, only the data for the y-z plane are reported
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here. If the projected views of the array structure from location of the focus were different, as in
the case of the hexagonal array, the intensity distributions in the y-z and x-z planes were also
different (Figures 30a, 32b). The best performance amongst the regular arrays of 255 or 256
elements was that associated with the annular pattern (Figure 29c); the poorest was that
associated with the square pattern (Figure 29a).
The performance of the 1024 2.5 mm element square array (Figure 29b) was
considerably inferior to that of the 1.5 MHz 256 5 mm element random array (Figure 29b) but
comparable with the 128 7 mm element random array (Figure 28b). This implies that
randomization of the elements in the array leads in this case to a (6-7)-fold decrease in the
number of elements (and driving channels) that maintains approximately the same quality of
intensity distribution.
There was a marked difference in the character of the intensity distributions associated
with arrays with randomly and regularly distributed elements. In the former only secondary
intensity maxima outside the focal area were observed and grating lobes in the focal plane
occurred only in the intensity distributions of very poor quality (data not presented). In the case
of regular arrays, relatively high intensities corresponding to grating lobes were seen in the focal
plane only.
The results of single focus studies show that if beneficial effects of randomization are to
be achieved, then the sparseness of the random array with disk shaped elements should be within
a limited range, approximately from 40% to 70%. Reduction of the area of elements and
corresponding decrease of radiated power leads to deterioration of the quality of the intensity
distribution.
Other results presented in Gavrilov and Hand (2000b) include:
1. The results testify that the dimensions of individual elements have a decisive effect on the
ability of random arrays to scan the focus whilst maintaining an intensity distribution of
acceptable quality for practical applications. If the diameter of elements is too large (e.g., 10
mm for the frequencies of, e.g., 1-1.5 MHz) and the directivity pattern of the elements is too
narrow, then even an extremely large number of elements in the array will not permit
scanning the focus whilst maintaining an acceptable quality of intensity distribution. For
example, calculations show that, in the case of using an array of 256 elements with a
diameter of 10 mm (note that such an array is physically impossible because the total area of
elements exceeds almost twice the physical area of its surface), it is impossible to move the
focus off the axis to the distance greater than 10 mm with an acceptable quality. It follows
from the obtained data that, in order to scan the focus at a distance of 10-15 mm with
acceptable quality, it is necessary to have the diameter of elements not larger five
wavelengths. If this condition is satisfied, an increase in the number of elements and,
therefore, in the total active area of the array leads to an increase in the maximum intensity
in the focus and to an improvement of the quality of intensity distributions.
2. The shape of an individual element (concave, flat, or convex) is essentially irrelevant
regarding the quality of intensity distributions produced by an array. For example, the
quality of intensity distributions for a 1.5 MHz array, consisting of 64 elements each of 10
mm in diameter but with different shapes (concave elements with the curvature radii 6 and
12 cm and convex elements of the same radii), barely differ from each other and from the
characteristic of a similar array consisting of flat elements (Figure 24c). This result is
predictable, because, despite a significant difference between the intensity distributions
immediately near the surface of the elements of different shape (z = 0-5 cm), the
distributions in the focal region (z = 8-14 cm) are essentially the same. It follows that there
is no need to use more expensive, i.e. non-planar elements in the design of such arrays.
3. The shapes of the apertures of random arrays (square or circular) do not noticeably affect the
quality of intensity distributions. For example, the intensity distributions of arrays of 256 x 5
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mm elements (1.5 MHz) with the apertures of a circle shape (Figure 24a) and a square one
with equal active areas and sparseness of elements almost did not differ from each other.
4. Errors in setting the necessary values of phases at individual elements, for example, because
of errors in the element location at the surface, can lead to a deterioration of quality of
intensity distributions. The calculation of intensity distributions was conducted for a random
array of 256 x 5 mm elements (1.5 MHz) with three different phase distributions at the
elements: (a) the calculated phase distribution corresponded to the ideally precise
positioning of elements; (b) random numbers selected from the range from -0.4 to 0.4 radian
were added to the values of phases from case (a); and (c) random numbers from the interval
between -1.0 and 1.0 radian were added to the values of phases from case (a). It was found
out that the deterioration of the quality of distributions for case (b) in comparison with case
(a) was relatively small. These data agree with the results obtained by Hutchinson et al.
(1996) and Wang et al. (1991) who demonstrated that a discrete phase setting in 4 bit (22.5o)
is sufficient for the satisfactory operation of arrays in practice. A further increase in the
phase setting error (case (c)) leads to a significant deterioration in the quality of intensity
distributions.
5. The use of such distributions of the amplitudes of particle velocity at the surface of a
random array, when the amplitude values decrease from the array centre to the periphery,
does not lead to an improvement of the quality of intensity distributions. In particular,
calculations were performed for the distributions of the type [1 - (r/ro)2]n (where n = 1, 2,
and ro is the array radius) used by Skolnik (1962) for regular arrays with circular apertures.
This approach, which is effective for regular arrays, in the case of random arrays leads only
to an increase in the relative intensity values in the grating lobes, because the maximum
intensity value in the focus, which is used for the normalization of these values, decreases
considerably.
6. The use of the frequency modulation of signals at the elements of a random array provides
an opportunity to improve a little the quality of intensity distributions. For example,
calculations were performed for the intensity distributions of a random array of 256 x 5 mm
elements for different frequencies (0.9f; 0.95f; 1.0f; 1.0 f; and 1.1f ) where f is the central
frequency (1.5 MHz). The averaged distribution for the five indicated frequencies turned out
to be better than all the others individually, including the distribution for the central
frequency.
The performance of the arrays described by Gavrilov and Hand (2000a,b) for the single
focus mode may be compared with the sparse random arrays studied by Goss et al. (1996) who
used an array consisting of 108 elements (only 64 of which were activated at any one time), each
8 mm in diameter, and driven at a frequency of 2.1 MHz. The elements were mounted in a
hexagonal pattern on a section of a spherical shell of diameter 100 mm and radius of curvature
102 mm. The sparseness of the array was approximately 45%. It was shown theoretically that
when the array was focused at the geometrical centre of the shell, the intensity in the grating
lobes in the focal plane was 0.13 I max. When the array was focused 5 mm off its central axis this
level was increased to 0.6 Imax. In experimental measurements these levels were as high as 0.38 I
max and 0.9 Imax, respectively. Goss et al. (1996) investigated the effect of random distribution the
elements on the shell and showed theoretically that the expected level of the intensity in grating
lobes in the focal plane would be in this case 0.04 I max with no steering and 0.16 I max for
steering of  5 mm. Such a modest effect of randomization achieved in this work might be
explained by the fact that the ratio of the element diameter to the wavelength was 11.2 in that
study. Our data show that a significant effect of randomization could be expected only when the
elements are not very directional (element diameter/wavelength ~ 0.5 - 5). Our estimations show
that increasing this ratio leads to a significant deterioration of the intensity distributions with the
existence of grating lobes.
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Thus, the results of our study suggest that a random distribution of elements on a spherical
shell leads to marked improvement of the performance of the array, in terms of the intensity
distribution, compared with cases in which regular annular, hexagonal or square packing is used.
As an example, for the case of a single focus, a random array of diameter 110 mm and consisting
of 256 circular elements 5 mm in diameter, driven at 1-1.5 MHz, and placed on a spherical shell
with a radius of curvature 120 mm, was predicted to provide good performance in terms of
intensity levels in grating lobes or in pre-focal regions. The results obtained for the single focus
mode also suggest that comparable performance with a regular array can be achieved whilst
providing a several-fold reduction in the number of elements used. Finally, it was shown that
array performance in producing and steering a co-planar square multiple foci pattern, assessed in
terms of intensity distributions, is dependent upon the degree of order in the array structure. The
random array performed better than an array of elements arranged in concentric rings; both
performed considerably better than arrays in which the elements were arranged in square or
hexagonal patterns, primarily due to reduced presence of grating lobes in the acoustic field.

3.4. Generation and Steering of Multiple Foci, Data from Modeling
Since in practice clinically relevant treatment volumes are usually larger than that of a
single focus, multiple lesions are needed and can be achieved by electronically scanning a single
focus, or by synthesizing and scanning a pattern of multiple foci (Fan and Hynynen 1996a,b;
Wan et al. 1996; Daum and Hynynen 1998). In all of these cases, the pre-focal intensity will be
considerably greater than that associated with steering of the single focus. Correspondingly,
possible criteria for evaluation of quality of intensity distributions associated with multiple foci
will be less rigorous than those for the single focus mode.
Such criteria have been developed by Gavrilov and Hand (2000a,b). First, it was assumed
that the values of ultrasonic intensity in the pre-focal region are much less than the values of the
cavitation threshold in tissues. It is known that at frequencies 1-1.5 MHz, the cavitation threshold
in tissues under the action of focused ultrasound corresponds to an intensity of approximately
1000-1500 W cm-2 (Gavrilov 1974; Hynynen 1991). In other words, it was assumed that the
mechanism of possible destruction in the pre-focal region (if such destruction occurs) is of
purely thermal origin. The further logic is based on the paper of Fan and Hynynen (1996a) who
reported that elevations of tissue temperature to 53.5 oC for 10 s and 56.8 oC for 1 s each result in
the same thermal dose that is a threshold value for tissue necrosis. The maximum temperature
Tmax achieved during ultrasound surgery is often in the range 80 - 90 oC (Hill and ter Haar 1995;
Fan and Hynynen 1996a,b). Thus, in terms of the maximum temperature increase Tmax (with
respect to 37 oC), tissue necrosis is likely to be achieved over the approximate range 0.4Tmax 1.0Tmax. If the effects of thermal conduction and perfusion are neglected during relatively brief
exposures of a few seconds, and T and intensity I are assumed to be linearly related, then to a
first order approximation, a basis of classifying pre-focal intensity levels and intensity hot spots
in distributions associated with multiple foci might be as follows (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b).
Grade I: I  30% Imax outside the multiple foci pattern; Grade II: 30% Imax < I  40% Imax outside
the multiple foci pattern; Grade III: I > 40% Imax outside the multiple foci pattern. The risks of
producing thermal necrosis outside of the target area should be low for grade I and significant for
grade III. These grades may be conservative since no account of cooling between ultrasound
pulses is considered. The examples of all three grades are presented in Figure 31 (Gavrilov and
Hand 2000a) for the case of the 256 x 5 mm element random array and the 3x3 coplanar
multiple foci pattern at x = y = 0, z = 100 mm (left); x= y = 0, z = 110 mm (centre); x=y=0, z =
120 mm (right).
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Figure 31. Classification of intensity distributions associated with generation of simultaneous multiple
foci. Left: Grade 1 (I  30% Imax outside the focal pattern), Centre: Grade 2 (30% Imax < I  40% Imax
outside the focal pattern); Right: Grade 3 (I > 40% Imax outside the focal pattern). The intensity
distributions (in the y-z plane) shown are for the 256x 5 mm element random array with the central focus
of the 3x3 coplanar multiple foci pattern at x = y = 0, z = 100 mm (left); x= y = 0, z = 110 mm (centre);
x=y=0, z = 120 mm (right) (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a).

In Gavrilov and Hand (2000a) and Gavrilov et al. (2000) an assessment of the relative
performance of two-dimensional arrays when used in a simultaneous multiple foci mode is
reported. The intensity distributions in the fields formed by four types of arrays are compared:
(1) An array of 256 elements distributed on the surface in a quasi-random manner. The minimum
and maximum distances between the centres of the elements are 5.5 mm and 100 mm,
respectively:
(2) An array of 256 elements positioned on the surface regularly, in square patterns. The
minimum distance between the centres of elements is 5.5 mm.
(3) An array of 255 elements positioned on the surface regularly, in hexagonal patterns. The
minimum distance between the centres of elements is 5.5 mm.
(4) A regular array of 255 elements consisting of a central element and nine concentric rings
with the radii from 5.5 to 49.5 mm (with a step of 5.5 mm). The rings consist of 5, 11, 17, 23, 28,
33, 40, 46, and 51 elements, respectively. The distance between the centres of elements is 6 mm.
Schematic representations of these arrays are shown in Figures 24a, 25a, 25d and 25c,
correspondingly.
The phases in the control points were rotated around the pattern of foci, in a manner
similar to that used in Fan and Hynynen (1996b), and shown for the case of a 3 x 3 pattern with 4
mm spacing in Table 5 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a). Here, co-ordinates (upper figures) are
referenced to the central focus at the point (0, y, z) and shifts are in mm. The relative phases of
the complex pressure at these 9 locations are shown by the lower figures.
Table 5. Locations and relative phase values for the 9 co-planar foci
(Gavrilov and Hand 2000)
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Figure 32 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000) summarizes the characteristics of intensity distributions
associated with four 1.5 MHz arrays when the co-ordinates of the central focus in the 3 x 3 coplanar
pattern are varied over the ranges of z and y shown. Figures 32 (a-d) show data obtained for 256 5 mm
randomly distributed elements, 256 5 mm elements in a square pattern, 255 5 mm elements in a
hexagonal pattern, and 255 5 mm elements in the annular configuration.
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Figure 32. Summary of results of calculations and quality assessment of the intensity distributions
associated with production of simultaneous multiple foci. In each case 9 co-planar foci located on a 3 x 3
square grid with 4 mm spacing were produced. The co-ordinates shown refer to those of the central focus
in the pattern. (a) 256 5 mm diameter elements randomly distributed (Figure 24a); (b) 256 5 mm elements
distributed in a square pattern (Figure 25a); (c) 255 5 mm elements distributed in a hexagonal pattern
(Figure 25d), (d) 255 5 mm elements distributed in an annular pattern (Figure 25c). In all cases the
frequency was 1.5 MHz. The quality levels are: grade I (solid diamond); grade II (◊); grade III ()
(Gavrilov and Hand 2000).

Figure 33 (Gavrilov and Hand 2000) shows intensity distributions in the x-y plane for the
4 arrays referred to in Figure 32 when the 3x3 pattern is produced at a range of 100 mm. The
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patterns relate to a) elements in the random pattern, b) elements in the square pattern, c) elements
in the hexagonal pattern, and d) elements in the annular pattern. For all arrays the upper graphs
show the central focus in the pattern at (0, 0, 100 mm) whilst the lower ones show the case when
it is steered to (0, 10, 100 mm).

a

b

c

d

Figure 33. Intensity distributions calculated in the x-y plane at a range z = 100 mm for a 3x3 coplanar
pattern of foci separated by 4 mm. The upper graphs are for the central focus in the pattern located at (0,
0, 100 mm) and the lower graphs are for when it is located at (0, 10, 100 mm). a) 256 5 mm elements
randomly distributed; b) 256 5 mm elements distributed in a square pattern, c) 255 5 mm elements
distributed in a hexagonal pattern, d) 255 5 mm elements distributed in an annular pattern (Gavrilov and
Hand 2000).

The results of investigations into the relative performance of four 1.5 MHz arrays: 256 5
mm elements (random pattern), 256 5 mm elements (square pattern), 255 5 mm elements
(hexagonal pattern), and 255 5 mm elements (annular pattern)) used to produce a pattern of 9 foci,
spaced from each other at 4 mm on a square 3 x 3 grid in a focal plane reflected the general
findings of the single focus studies. In the case of the random array, the pattern of 9 foci could be
steered along the central axis from 76 mm to 104 mm and up to 10 mm off the central axis whilst
maintaining a grade I intensity distribution. These distances are with respect to the co-ordinates of
the centrally located focus within the 3 x 3 pattern. The performance was considerably degraded
when the elements were distributed in either a square or a hexagonal pattern. In these cases the best
performance was grade II and this could be achieved only over z values from 86 mm to 106 mm.
With very few exceptions (for example 1 mm off axis at z = 100 mm for the square array and up to
2 mm off axis at z = 100 mm for the hexagonal array), any steering off the central axis produced a
grade III intensity distribution, primarily due to the production of secondary, contra-lateral foci in
the focal plane. The 255 elements distributed in the annular pattern achieved intermediate
performance with grade I distributions produced when the multiple foci pattern was centred from
81 mm to 99 mm along the central axis or up to 5 mm off axis. The nature of the problem
encountered with the square and hexagonal arrays is highlighted in Figure 33. The intensity
distributions in the focal plane z = 100 mm for the cases when the central focus in the 3x3 pattern
is either on the central axis or steered off it by 10 mm are both grade III for these arrays (Figures
31b and 31c). In the latter case, the intensity values in the grating lobes can be comparable or even
higher than in the main lobes. The corresponding intensity distributions for the random and annular
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arrays (Figures 31a and 31d) are grade I. It is necessary to note that for annular array the large
secondary maxima on the axis of the array are inherent.
The intensity distributions for multiple foci mode operation were sensitive to the phase
values chosen at the foci locations. The phase rotation used here and shown in Table 5 was
chosen empirically. Following Cain and Umemura (1986), Fan and Hynynen (1996a,b) proposed
uniformly rotating phases in the control points around the central axis, and the equal amplitudes
in the control points equidistant from the centre. This achieved a reduction in undesirable
secondary intensity maxima on the axis of the array. Typically, the control points were selected
on a square grid in the focal plane, the phases of 4 neighbouring points, which form a square,
differed in increments of 90°. Other methods of distributing the phase were also investigated.
One method that optimizes the gain has been described (Ebbini and Cain 1991b) but it does not
minimize acoustic interference in the near-field (Fan and Hynynen 1996b). The separation
between multiple foci of 4 mm used in the described modeling was not optimized in any way but
was comparable with those found to be practicable in other studies (Fan and Hynynen 1996;
Wan et al. 1996; Daum and Hynynen 1998).
Thus, the results obtained in this study demonstrate that arrays with a random distribution
of elements on the array surface provide a distinctly better quality of intensity distributions when
steering multiple foci as compared to arrays with a regular positioning of elements.
In Gavrilov (2003) calculations of the sound fields created by regular and random arrays
were reported for generation and steering of 25 foci.
The calculation of the spatial distributions of acoustic fields was conducted for arrays
whose surface was shaped as a part of a spherical shell with a radius of curvature of 120 mm.
The array diameters were identical and equal to 130 mm. The arrays consisted of flat circular
elements 5 mm in diameter. The intensity distributions in the field produced by arrays of the two
following types were compared:
(1) an array of 256 elements distributed on the surface of the array in a regular manner, as a
square pattern; the minimum distance between the element centres was 6 mm;
(2) an array of 256 elements distributed on the surface quasi-randomly. The minimum distance
between the element centres should be no smaller than 5.5 mm.
The arrays are represented schematically in Figure 34 (Gavrilov 2003).

Figure 34. Schematic representation of arrays consisting of 256 elements 5 mm in diameter distributed on
the surface of the array (a) in a square pattern and (b) randomly (Gavrilov 2003).

The total area of all elements (the active area) in each array was 50.2 cm 2 and the
frequency was 1.5 MHz in both cases. Ultrasound was assumed to propagate through a
biological tissue with a density of 1000 kg m-3, a sound velocity of 1500 m s-1, and an
attenuation coefficient equal to 0.75 dB cm-1 (at 1.5 MHz). The computational technique used
was that described in Gavrilov and Hand (2000a,b), as well as in the previous Sections. It is
worth noting that the computer codes developed in Gavrilov (2003) for calculating the spatial
distributions of the acoustic fields produced by the arrays additionally provided an opportunity to
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calculate the maximum intensity at the foci and the location of the focus with the maximum
intensity, to estimate the acoustic power of the array in the focal plane and in the vicinities of the
foci, to determine the intensity gain factor, etc. The power calculations were carried out on the
assumption that the particle velocity was the same at all elements (0.365 m s-1, corresponding to
an intensity of 10 W cm-2 at each element) and was distributed uniformly over their area. Thus, it
was assumed that the maximum acoustic power obtained from the array surface was 502 W.
A quantitative analysis of the intensity distributions was performed using twodimensional contour distributions in the focal plane (the xy plane) and in the plane perpendicular
to it and passing through the acoustic axis of the array (the xz plane). Nine contours
corresponding to the intensity values from 10% to 90% of Imax with a step of 10% of Imax are
presented in the following figures.
Figure 35 (Gavrilov 2003) shows the distributions of ultrasonic intensity, which
correspond to the simultaneous generation of 25 foci, for the arrays with a regular (Figure 35a)
and random (Figure 35b) distribution of elements. The intensity distributions in the xy plane are
given in the upper part of the plot, and the intensity distributions in the xz plane, in the lower
part. The distance between the centres of foci is 2.5 mm. The focal plane is at the distance of z =
120 mm from the co-ordinate origin, which coincides with the deepest point on the array surface.
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Figure 35. Ultrasonic intensity distributions corresponding to a simultaneous generation of 25 foci in the
xy plane (the upper plots) and in the xz plane (the lower plots) for arrays with (a) regular and (b) random
distributions of elements. The distance between the focus centres is 2.5 mm (Gavrilov 2003).

It is seen that, for the regular array, clearly pronounced grating lobes related to the
geometrical repetition of the array structure are observed in the focal plane. In contrast, there are
no such maxima for the field of the random array: the energy is spread in the focal plane.
However, in both cases, the intensity values in the secondary maxima proximal to the focal plane
reach 0.4-0.8 of the maximum value Imax, which is unacceptable for using this technique in
surgery according to the distribution quality criteria proposed earlier for the multiple foci case
(Gavrilov and Hand 2000a). The appearance of the points with elevated intensity is especially
dangerous, because sonication affects the tissue during the whole time of ultrasonic action on
tissues. However, this method can be used in high-temperature hyperthermia, if the overheating
in the hot points along the ultrasound propagation path does not cause necrosis of the tissues.
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From the data obtained, it follows that, when using a large number of simultaneously
produced foci in surgery (i.e., for the destruction of a predetermined tissue volume), it is
necessary to find the ways to reduce the levels of the secondary intensity maxima in the acoustic
field proximal to the focal plane. One such method was first proposed by Ebbini and Cain
(1991b) and subsequently developed by Daum and Hynynen (1998, 1999) and Fan and Hynynen
(1996a,b). The basis of this method, discussed in Section 2.3, is as follows: instead of a static
field with a certain set of secondary maxima ("hot points"), one can use the fields of several
configurations with a smaller number of foci, which are switched electrically with a frequency of
10-20 Hz. For example, Daum and Hynynen (1998, 1999) and Fan and Hynynen (1996a,b)
proposed the use of six such configurations consisting of 1+4+4+4+8+4 foci, respectively, to
synthesize 25 foci.
Gavrilov (2003) proposed the selection of configurations consisting of approximately
equal numbers of foci, thus ensuring a more uniform distribution of energy amongst different
configurations of foci. For example, it is expedient to use a combination of 5+4+4+4+4+4 foci to
generate a set of 25 foci. Figure 36 (Gavrilov 2003) shows the intensity distributions in the xz
plane (z = 100 m) for this configuration of foci for the cases of regular (Figure 36a) and random
(Figure 36b) arrays. One can see that, in the case of a regular array (Figure 36a), multiple grating
lobes with the intensity up to 0.3 Imax are observed in the focal plane, while in the case of a
random array, no such maxima are present. The intensity values vary from 1100 W cm-2 (a
configuration of five foci) to 1500 W cm-2 (a configuration of four foci) for a regular array and
from 1070 W cm-2 (five foci) to 1400 W cm-2 (four foci) for a random array. In all cases the
power delivered by the array was optimized. The scatter of the intensity values can be minimized
in such a way that the time-average intensity at the foci does not exceed 1100 W cm-2.
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Figure 36. Intensity distributions in the xy plane for six configurations of foci (5 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 foci),
for (a) regular and (b) random arrays (Gavrilov 2003).

Figure 37 (Gavrilov 2003) shows how it is possible to generate a set of 25 foci with their
centre to centre distance of 2.5 mm by using the six configurations of foci that are shown in
Figure 36. The central focus is located on the array axis, at the distance z = 100 mm. The timeaverage intensity at all foci is approximately equal to 180 W cm-2, and the peak intensity to 1100
W cm-2. It is seen from Figure 37 that, in the case of using several configurations of foci, the
quality of the time-average intensity distributions along the path of the ultrasonic beam (in the xz
plane) is considerably improved in comparison with the distribution for 25 foci generated
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simultaneously (Figure 35). It is also seen that in the field of a regular array there are regions
where the intensity of the secondary maxima reaches 0.5 Imax. There are no such potentially
dangerous regions in the field of a random array.
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Figure 37. Intensity distributions in the focal plane (the xy plane, z = 100 mm) and along the path of the
ultrasonic beam (the xz plane) for (a) regular and (b) random arrays in the case of 25 foci generated using
six configurations of foci (Figure 36). The distance between the foci centres is 2.5 mm. The central focus
is on the array axis (Gavrilov 2003).

When large volumes of tissue require sonication, such as in the treatment of a typical
tumour, it is necessary to move the focus (or foci) in increments of 1-2 mm. This can be
accomplished either mechanically with the help of positioning systems, or more logically when
using phased arrays, electronically. Therefore, it is of practical interest to evaluate the possibility
of electronic scanning of a set of 25 foci using regular or random arrays.
Figure 38 (Gavrilov 2003) presents the comparison of intensity distributions in the focal
plane (the xy plane, z = 100 mm) and along the path of the ultrasonic beam (the xz plane) for
regular (Figure 38a) and random (Figure 38b) arrays for the set of foci shifted 7 mm off the axis
in the case of 25 foci generated using six configurations of foci (Figure 36). It is seen that, with a
regular array, a set consisting of 25 grating lobes is observed together with the main set, and this
secondary set has almost the same intensity values (up to 0.8 Imax) as the main set. This would be
undesirable for surgical or any other therapeutic application. In the case of a random array, there
are only several points or regions with an intensity of 0.2 Imax in the acoustic field, which is quite
acceptable for practical purposes. Thus, the use of random arrays provides an opportunity to scan
the required set of foci in the plane through a distance of at least 15 mm. Such scanning is
practically impossible using regular arrays.
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Figure 38. Intensity distributions in the focal plane (the xy plane, z = 100 mm) and along the path of the
ultrasonic beam (the xz plane) for (a) regular and (b) random arrays in the case of 25 foci generated using
six configurations of foci (Figure 36). The set of foci is shifted 7 mm off the array axis in both cases
(Gavrilov 2003).

Thus, random two-dimensional phased arrays can generate multiple foci within a
predetermined volume and so considerably reduce the duration of the surgical or therapeutic
procedure. The capability of such arrays to move the set of foci in the focal plane (at least within
the limits of 7 mm) without the formation of potentially dangerous grating lobes and other
secondary intensity maxima is also useful from the practical point of view.
It should be noted that the results obtained from this study demonstrate that arrays with a
random distribution of elements over the array surface provide a better quality of intensity
distributions in the case of the multiple focus generation and scanning (for example, for 25 foci),
as compared to the arrays with a regular distribution of elements such as a square pattern.

3.5. Generation of Focal Regions of Complex Configurations
In practice there is often a need to generate focal regions of complex configuration. For
example, it will be shown in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8) that such a configuration can be used in
development of tactile displays. In this area of research, one of the most promising lines of work
is the development of tactile displays based on the effect of radiation pressure (Iwamoto et al.
2001; Iwamoto and Shinoda 2005, 2006). Such a task can be solved by using a two-dimensional
array with elements randomly distributed on its surface. The capability to generate
simultaneously a large number of foci and to spatially steer them is, perhaps, the major
advantage of two-dimensional phased arrays.
The possibility of using random two-dimensional phased arrays for generating focal
regions of complex configurations in connection with the problems of stimulation of human
receptor structures is discussed by Gavrilov (2008). To demonstrate this possibility modeling has
been carried out.
The calculation of the spatial distributions of acoustic fields was performed for arrays with
surfaces shaped as a part of a spherical shell with a curvature radius of 60 mm and a diameter of
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65 mm. The investigation included arrays of two types: (i) an array of 256 elements distributed
regularly on the surface in a square manner (as the most popular distribution amongst existing
distributions of elements in regular two-dimensional arrays); the minimal distance between the
element centres was 3 mm; (ii) an array of 256 elements randomly distributed on the surface; in
this case, the distance between the element centres varied and was ≥ 3 mm. The ultrasonic
frequency was in both cases 3.0 MHz. The diameter of the disk shaped elements was 2.5 mm
(i.e., 5 λ at this ultrasonic frequency).The total active area of the array elements in both cases was
12.5 cm2, which provides up to 20–30 W acoustic power at appropriate values of intensity at the
element surfaces. Figure 39 (Gavrilov 2008) shows the distribution of elements in the random
array.
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Figure 39. Distribution of elements on the surface of the random array used for simulation (Gavrilov
2008).

Figure 40 (Gavrilov 2008) presents the intensity distributions using of this random array,
which correspond to the images of three arbitrarily chosen symbols shown in the left part of the
Figure. The ultrasound generated symbols in Figures 40a and 40b were obtained using four
configurations of foci with four foci in each of them (16 foci in total, which are positioned at a
distance of 1 mm from each other). The symbol in Figure 40c is obtained using three
configurations with eight foci in each of them (24 foci in total, which are positioned on a circle at
a distance of 0.52 mm from each other; this value just slightly exceeds the wavelength).
In the left and right columns, the intensity distributions in a relatively wide acoustic field
(4 x 4 cm) are given. These distributions allow to monitor the presence or absence of the grating
lobes and other secondary intensity maxima within the whole field of interest (an important
criterion for evaluating the quality of the acoustic fields generated by an array).The distributions
in the left and central columns are obtained for the case where multiple foci were not shifted off
the array axis, and the distributions in the right column for the case where the set of foci is
shifted to a distance of 5 mm off the axis, which corresponds to the selected dimensions of the
tactile display (1 x 1 cm). The central column gives the same distributions as in the left column,
but in a much narrower field with the sizes corresponding to the display dimensions. These
distributions provide an opportunity to examine the field structure in more detail within the
display area.
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Figure 40. Generation of regions of action by focused ultrasound in the form of different symbols (see at
the left of the Figure) using a random array. Foci used: (a, b) 16 foci (four configurations with four foci in
each) and (c) 24 foci (three configurations with eight foci in each). The dimensions of the field under
investigation are
1 cm (the central column). At the left:
the absence of the shift of the set of foci off the array axis. In the middle: the same but on an increased
scale. At the right: the shift of the set of foci by 5 mm (Gavrilov 2008).

From the distributions given in Figure 40, it follows that, using random arrays, it is
possible to generate complex-shaped regions of action by focused ultrasound. In this case, the
symbols selected for imaging were reproduced with an acceptable quality (according to the
criteria of the intensity level in the grating lobes and other secondary intensity maxima). It is
seen that the displacement of the set of foci to a distance of 5 mm off the array axis does not
noticeably deteriorate the distribution quality (especially in the cases of the symbols in Figures
40a and 40b).
Figure 41 (Gavrilov 2008) shows for comparison the intensity distributions similar to
those given in the right column of Figure 40 but obtained using a regular array with the same
parameters as in the case of the random array. The shift of the set of foci is 5 mm relative to the
array axis in all cases. One can see that, in the case of the regular array, a side set of foci with
almost the same values of peak intensity (up to 0.6-0.7 Imax) as in the main set of foci arises
together with the main set of foci. This may lead to erroneous perception of symbols. If the shift
of the foci increases, the peak intensity in the secondary set of foci may exceed the
corresponding value in the main set of foci. As it is seen in Figure 40 (the right column), this
effect is absent in the case of the random arrays.
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Figure 41. Intensity distributions in the focal plane, which are similar to those shown in the right column
of Figure 40 but obtained using a regular array. The shift of all foci is 5 mm off the array axis (Gavrilov
2008).

Finally, Figure 42 (Gavrilov 2008) illustrates the possibility of ―drawing‖ more complex
symbols, for example, Latin letters with the use of random arrays. This Figure represents the
intensity distributions in the focal plane that correspond to the letters S and W. To synthesize
these symbols, 24 and 25 foci, respectively, which consisted of three and five configurations
containing a smaller number of foci (eight and five, respectively) were used. The dimensions of
the field where the calculation was conducted were 4 x 4 cm (Figure 42a,b) and 1 x 1 cm (Figure
42c,d). The absence of considerable grating lobes within the field under investigation is evidence
of an acceptable quality of the intensity distributions obtained.
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Figure 42. Synthesis of complex symbols, for example, in the form of some Latin letters, by a random
array. The dimensions of the field under investigation are (a) and (b) 4 x 4 cm and (c) and (d)
(Gavrilov 2008).

The results obtained in this study demonstrate that arrays with a random distribution of
elements on the surface can produce regions of action by focused ultrasound with a
predetermined and, if necessary, rather complex, configuration. Together with other potential
practical applications, this capability may be useful for research in physiology and in the search
for new methods to transfer information to a human (see Section 4.8).

3.6. Ability to Focus Ultrasound Energy behind Acoustic Obstacles
One of the limitations for widening the applications of high intensity focused ultrasound
(HIFU) for noninvasive destruction of deeply located tissues is related to the presence of
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strongly reflecting or strongly absorbing acoustic obstacles in the ultrasound propagation path. A
possibility to implement local and controlled lesions in the deep structures of the brain by
sonication through the intact skull will be discussed in Session 4.1. Another example of such an
obstacle is the rib cage that complicates noninvasive HIFU surgical operations on liver or heart.
Due to the extremely high absorption of ultrasound in the ribs and reflection from them,
the overheating of rib bones and overlying tissues, including the skin, is the major side effect and
limitation of the treatment of organs within the rib cage (Li et al. 2006). Additionally, the
screening effect of the ribs leads to lower intensity levels in the focal region, which may
compromise ablation of liver tissues.
Several research groups have investigated the problem of HIFU focusing in the presence
of the rib cage. Theoretical feasibility studies using a phased array for treating liver tumours
shadowed by ribs were reported (Botros et al. 1998); however the methodology developed was
not tested experimentally. The clinical application of HIFU using a single-element transducer to
treat different solid tumors was described (Wu et al. 2004), and in some cases treatment involved
the surgical removal of the ribs located above the liver to provide an acoustic window during the
HIFU procedure. A device based on a linearly segmented single focused transducer was
developed for treating liver tumors that lie behind the ribs but close to the bottom of the ribcage
(Civale et al. 2006). All the active elements were driven in phase but the device was oriented so
that one or more segments of the array lying over the ribcage could be switched off to protect the
ribs. The effect of ribs on therapeutic ultrasound treatment was investigated both theoretically
and experimentally for two kinds of rib configuration, i.e. with the transducer centred either on
an intercostal space or on a rib (Li et al. 2007). The first of these approaches appeared to be the
most effective for the conditions considered in the paper. Then, the time-reversal method for
pulsed beams was proposed to evaluate the aberration caused by the presence of the rib cage
(Aubry et al. 2008). It was demonstrated that using the method in combination with random
phased arrays minimizes the heating of the ribs by automatically sonicating between the ribs. In
discussing their work, the authors considered an alternative approach to address this problem by
switching off the elements of a phased array that are located in front of the ribs.
In the work of Bobkova et al. (2010) a method for focusing high intensity continuous
ultrasound wave through ribs was proposed and tested theoretically and experimentally. The
method aimed at minimizing heating of the ribs whilst maintaining high intensities at the focus
(or foci) using a 2D random phased array.
The geometry of focusing and the position of the ribs used in these modeling studies are
shown in Figure 43 (Bobkova et al. 2010). The radiator was a spherical shell with a radius of
curvature F, aperture a and operating frequency f. The rib plane was located at a distance z0 from
the centre of the radiator and infinitely thin, 100% absorbing parallel strips of width d and with
―intercostal‖ spaces b were used to simulate the rib cage. The focus was located at the centre of
curvature of the radiator. At the first stage, an idealized radiator, i.e., a transducer for which the
magnitude and phase of excitation were both continuously variable over its surface, was
considered. Two methods were proposed and tested to determine the ―optimal‖ amplitude-phase
distribution of the acoustic field at the surface of the radiator that resulted in the radiated field
being minimised on the ribs but focused at the desired location. In the ―geometric‖ approach the
velocity amplitude at the source surface shadowed by ribs is set to zero. In the second approach,
diffraction effects and the phase conjugation method are included to improve focusing and to
provide better protection of the ribs. In both methods a spherical wave radiated from a point
source placed at the focus was considered. The wave propagated between the ribs and formed an
amplitude-phase distribution of the velocity at the surface of the radiator (Figure 43). After this
distribution was calculated, the phase was inverted and field was reradiated back to the focus.
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Figure 43. Geometry of modeling the propagation through ribs as infinitely thin strips (idealized ribs).
Vibration amplitude and phase can have arbitrary shape over the surface of the radiator (idealized
radiator). Reprinted from Ultrasound Med. Biol. 36(6) Bobkova, S., Gavrilov, L., Khokhlova, V., Shaw,
A., & Hand, J. Focusing of high intensity ultrasound through the rib cage using therapeutic random
phased array 888-906. Copyright (2010), with permission from Elsevier.

In the first method the field distribution at the radiator surface was obtained using
geometrical acoustics. Spherically diverging rays from the point harmonic source were
considered and the distribution of velocity amplitude in space collinear with the radial coordinate was V  V0 F expikr r , where k = 2f /c is the wave number, f is the sound frequency, c
is the sound velocity in the media, r is the distance from the point source; r = F on the radiator
surface. If a ray connecting the point source with the point of the radiator surface intersected the
intercostal space, the velocity amplitude at the radiator surface was set to V  V0 e ikF ; if a ray
intersected a rib, the amplitude of the velocity was set equal to zero.
In the second method, diffraction effects were included to set boundary conditions at the
radiator. The velocity field of a spherically diverging wave from the point source was calculated
in the intercostal spaces in the plane of ribs. This velocity distribution between the ribs was then
used as a boundary condition to obtain the distribution of the normal component of the velocity
at the surface of the radiator using the Rayleigh integral:
Vn ( x, y, z )  

  1
expikR  .

V ' n ( x, y , z)
dS 


n  2 S
R


(7)

Here V n ( x, y , z ) is the component of the velocity normal to the surface of the radiator,
R  ( x  x ) 2  ( y  y ) 2  ( z  z ) 2 , S is the surface where the distribution of normal velocity

component V ' n ( x , y , z ) is given (between the ribs), and dS is the spatial element of this surface.
Once the velocity distribution V n ( x, y , z ) at the radiator surface was obtained, then the phases
were inverted and the acoustic field was radiated backward to the focus.
In both the geometric and diffraction methods the pressure distributions in the focal
region were calculated in two steps. First, the spatial distribution of the velocity was calculated
in the plane of the ribs using the boundary condition at the source and the Rayleigh integral in
the form of the Eq. (7). Then the velocity on the ribs was set to zero and pressure amplitude
distribution in the focal region, p( x, y, z ) , was calculated from the velocity distribution between
the ribs using another form of the Rayleigh integral:
expikR
,
(8)
p( x, y, z )  if  V ' n ( x , y , z )
dS
R
S
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where ρ is the density of the propagation medium. The intensity distributions in the plane of ribs
and in the focal plane were calculated from the distributions of the pressure amplitude in the
quasi-plane wave approximation as
2
(9)
I ( x, y , z )  p 2 c ,
where |p| is the pressure amplitude.
Calculations of the power losses on the ribs, peak intensities at the focus, and the power
in the focal region within the -6 dB contour were compared for the two boundary conditions
assuming the same total power transmitted by the radiator.
In reality, it is not possible to provide an arbitrary pressure or velocity distribution at the
surface of a single-element radiator, but multiple element arrays can be used to approximate such
a distribution. Therefore, the next problem was to calculate the field of a realistic 2D phased
array and compare it with the fields radiated by the idealized source to reveal additional
distortions of the field distributions on the ribs and in the focal region due to the discrete
structure of the array.
The array used in simulations and in experiments consisted of 254 circular elements, each
of 7 mm in diameter and 1 MHz operational frequency. The elements were distributed on a
spherical surface in a quasi-random manner. The minimum centre to centre spacing between the
elements was 7.9 mm and the largest spacing was 9.4 mm. The radius of curvature of the
spherical shell and its diameter were 130 mm and 170 mm, respectively. A central hole of 40
mm diameter was provided for insertion of an imaging transducer. The active area of the array
was about 100 cm2. Further details of the array, its specifications, and results of free field
laboratory testing in water are given in Hand et al. (2009).
Generation and control of RF signals applied to the array elements were provided by a
commercially available system (Model 500-013, Advanced Surgical Systems, Inc., Tucson, AZ).
The 256 channel system had a power capability of up to 60 W per channel, constrained within a
total power of 1800 W and frequency was adjustable from 0.8 to 1.25 MHz.
As an experimental model, a rib cage phantom and samples of porcine rib cages were
used to simulate HIFU propagation through ribs (Figures 44 and 45).

Figure 44. Photo of the phantom (a) with parallel and (b) nonparallel strips Reprinted from Ultrasound
Med. Biol. 36(6) Bobkova, S., Gavrilov, L., Khokhlova, V., Shaw, A., & Hand, J. Focusing of high
intensity ultrasound through the rib cage using therapeutic random phased array 888-906. Copyright
(2010), with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 45. Photo of rib cage with thermocouples located on the ribs (2 to 5) and in the intercostal spaces
(1) Reprinted from Ultrasound Med. Biol. 36(6) Bobkova, S., Gavrilov, L., Khokhlova, V., Shaw, A., &
Hand, J. Focusing of high intensity ultrasound through the rib cage using therapeutic random phased array
888-906. Copyright (2010), with permission from Elsevier.
.

To investigate possible thermal effects of ultrasound on the ribs and intercostal tissues,
temperature measurements were carried out using five copper-constantan thermocouples inserted
in the porcine rib cage.
Certain elements of the array were switched off in the following way: if the ray
connecting the centre of the element intersected the rib then the element was switched off,
otherwise it was on. For this case the number of working elements was 114. Figure 46 (Bobkova
et al. 2010) shows the distribution of working elements of the array surface; filled circles denote
the elements that are switched on, open circles are the disabled elements. The distribution is
calculated in spherical co-ordinates similar to the case of the ideal radiator. For total acoustic
power of the array of W0 = 11 W, the amplitude of the velocity for each working element was
V=0.06 m s-1.

Figure 46. The distribution of working elements at the array surface in spherical co-ordinates. Filled
circles denote the elements that are switched on, open circles are the disabled elements Reprinted from
Ultrasound Med. Biol. 36(6) Bobkova, S., Gavrilov, L., Khokhlova, V., Shaw, A., & Hand, J. Focusing of
high intensity ultrasound through the rib cage using therapeutic random phased array 888-906. Copyright
(2010), with permission from Elsevier.

It has been observed in previous studies that the presence of acoustic obstacles similar to
ribs in the ultrasound propagation path may cause a splitting of the focus (Li et al. 2007; Liu et
al. 2007). This phenomenon is of particular importance in the case of a real-size rib cage and
large-aperture, multiple-element, phased arrays. The splitting effect when focusing through ribs
was present in both modeling and measurements (Tanter et al. 2007; Li et al. 2007; Liu et al.
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2007; Aubry et al. 2008), but the physical nature and general properties of this phenomenon were
not discussed in detail. The rib cage serves as a periodic spatial pattern and leads to splitting the
focus into three foci (Figure 47, Bobkova et al. 2010). This Figure shows (a) simulated and (b)
measured intensity distributions in x-y co-ordinates in the focal plane (z = 130 mm) for the array
with some elements switched off; acoustic power of 11 W and time of heating of 0.2 s; here no
ribs were present in the beam path. The intensity distributions are presented as contour lines
from 10 W cm-2 to 110 W cm-2 in increment of 10 W cm-2. Figure 47c shows the 1D intensity
distribution along the y-axis at x=0. The amplitude level in two side foci is 0.54 and 0.47 of the
peak intensity in the main lobe for geometrical and diffraction approaches, respectively. The
distance between the main and secondary maxima is 4.7 mm in both cases. The parameters of
splitting the focus can be obtained using the basic results of wave diffraction on aperiodic spatial
structure (Gorelik 1959; Goodman 2004).

Figure 47. Intensity distributions in the focal plane (z= 130 mm) for the partially activated array for a
single focus located at (0, 0, 130 mm) without a rib phantom placed in the beam path. (a) Predicted
intensity distribution, (b) IR-measured intensity and (c) 1-D distribution of the corresponding quantities
over the vertical co-ordinate y perpendicular to the direction of ribs for theory (curve1) and experiment
(curve 2). The contours in (a,b) are given with increments of 20 W cm-2. Measurements and simulations
were carried out for the acoustic power of 11 W and time of heating of 0.2 s. Reprinted from Ultrasound
Med. Biol. 36(6) Bobkova, S., Gavrilov, L., Khokhlova, V., Shaw, A., & Hand, J. Focusing of high
intensity ultrasound through the rib cage using therapeutic random phased array. 888-906. Copyright
(2010), with permission from Elsevier.

The mechanism of splitting of the focus and the appearance of the side foci, leading to an
additional ∼50% reduction of the intensity in the main focus and undesired hot spots in tissue
diffraction effects due to the regular structure of ribs has been discussed in several papers
(Khokhlova et al. 2010, Bobkova et al. 2010; Yuldashev et al. 2013).
The feasibility of producing thermally ablated lesions in porcine tissues ex vivo behind
the phantom and the sample of rib cage, as demonstrated by the results reported by Bobkova et
al. (2010), will be presented in Section 4.4. The approach used provides an acceptable quality of
focus for real bones in the chest and shows the possibility of applying the method in clinical
practice for tissue destruction beyond the rib cage without overheating the bone and overlying
tissues.
Recently, Kim et al. (2011) proposed a method to eliminate the effects of the splitting of
the foci by means of the use of very short, but powerful pulses of focused ultrasound. According
to this approach, the intensity in the focus has to exceed the threshold of cavitation damage, but
in the secondary foci it should be below this threshold. Furthermore, the use of such a regime
should substantially reduce the heating of the bone in comparison with to the use of continuous
irradiation. In turn, Khokhlova and co-authors (Ilyin et al. 2011; Yuldashev et al. 2013) proposed
a similar effect by pulsed high intensity focused ultrasound in the nonlinear regime with the
formation of shock fronts in the focus. This enhances the thermal effect in the main focus,
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without affecting significantly the heat generated in the side foci, and increases the local impact
of ultrasound on a predetermined volume of tissue whilst reducing the thermal effect on the rib
cage.
The design of a prototype of a transcostal HIFU system for the treatment of liver lesions
was started recently ter Haar and colleagues (Gelat et al. 2011, 2012) based on modeling of the
acoustic field of a random multi-element HIFU array scattered by human ribs and optimization
of acoustic fields for ablative therapies of tumours in the upper abdomen.

3.7. Real Constructions of 2D- Random Powerful Phased Arrays and
Methods of Measuring their Acoustic Parameters
Despite the evident advantages of random arrays, all 2D phased arrays developed and
fabricated in different laboratories have been regular until recently. Arrays with elements
distributed in a square pattern (according to our investigations, the most disadvantageous method
for arranging elements) have been used the most frequently (Ebbini and Cain 1991; Wan et al.
1996; Daum and Hynynen 1998; Fan and Hynynen 1996; McGough et al. 1996). Until recently,
the only exception has been the work fulfilled at the Laboratoire Ondes et Acoustique, ESPCI,
Universit´e Paris (Pernot et al. 2003), in which a sparse quasi-random array was fabricated for
the first time. The array was made of 200 high power piezocomposite transducers (8 mm
diameter, 0.5 cm2 active areas, Imasonic, Besançon, France), which were mounted in a sealed
spherically curved holder. Each element worked at 0.9 MHz central frequency. Thus, the
diameter of the elements was 4.8 λ. The diameter and radius of curvature of the array were,
respectively, 180 and 120 mm. Thus, all these parameters were close to those proposed in
previous simulations and patents (Gavrilov and Hand 2000a,b; Hand and Gavrilov 2000, 2002ac). Each transducer element was individually matched to the 50 Ω output impedance of the
generator. The coaxial lines from the matching boxes were connected to a computer controlled
200-channel electronic driving system, each channel of which was fully programmable and had
its own transmit and receive electronics board. The maximum intensity at the transducer surface
could be as high as 20 W cm−2. The photographs of this array are presented in Figure 48 (Pernot
et al. 2003).

Figure 48. The 200-element sparse array prototype and the electronic system. The waterproof box
contains the 200 electrical matching boxes. On the right: the quasi-random distribution of transducers
mounted in a sealed spherically curved holder. From Pernot, M., Aubry, J.-F., Tanter, M., Thomas, J.-L.,
and Fink, M. (2003). High power transcranial beam steering for ultrasonic brain therapy. Phys. Med.
Biol., 48, 16, 2577–2589.© Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine. Published on behalf of
IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.
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A modification of this array (Pernot et al. 2007; Marquet et al. 2011, 2013) contained 300
fully programmable individual electronic channels with 220 emitting channels and 80 emitting
and receiving channels. The 8 mm diameter individual transducers with 0.5 cm2 active area had a
1 MHz central frequency and supported a maximum output power of more than 40 W cm-2
during 5 seconds.
The experimental studies conducted confirmed a high quality of the performance of such
arrays (Pernot et al. 2003, 2007; Marquet et al. 2011, 2013). The results of research into the
propagation of focused ultrasound through the bones of a human skull and ribs obtained using
these arrays are presented in Section 4.4.
Recently Marsac et al. (2012) reported a novel modification of a phased-array system
consisting of 512 ultrasonic elements positioned inside a whole body 1.5 T clinical Magnetic
Resonance (MR) imaging system. The probe was partially spherical (15 cm focus and 23 cm
aperture) in order to focus the acoustic energy at the geometrical focus. The circular elements
were 6 mm in diameter, the operating frequency was 1 MHz and the maximum acoustic intensity
was 20 W cm-2. The elements were oriented in a non-periodic geometry in order to lower grating
lobes while permitting a tight ellipsoidal focal pattern (half-pressure beam dimension of 1.5 mm
laterally and 5 mm axially). Only 384 of the 512 elements were active. The array was composed
of non-ferromagnetic materials to avoid imaging artifacts during MR-guided experiments.
In 2007 Imperial College London (London, United Kingdom) was funded by Cancer
Research UK (CRUK) to fabricate an array in accordance with patents described by Hand and
Gavrilov (2000, 2002a-c). In 2008 the array was manufactured from a composite material by
Imasonic (Voray sur l’Ognon, France) (Figure 49), and a 256-channel electronic system for
driving and digital control of phases and amplitudes at all the elements was obtained from
Advanced Surgical System, Inc. (United States). The array transducer consisted of 254 circular
elements, each 7 mm in diameter (somewhat smaller than 5 wavelengths), distributed randomly,
but with a minimum inter-element (centre to centre) spacing of 7.9 mm, on a spherical surface
with a radius of curvature of 130 mm and a diameter of 170 mm. The largest spacing between
centres of neighbouring elements was 9.4 mm. The active area of the array was approximately
100 cm2. A biocompatible epoxy-resin-based matching layer was incorporated at the array
surface to improve transmission of acoustic energy and provide electrical insulation. A central
aperture 38 mm in diameter was provided for insertion of an imaging transducer. Figures 49(a)–
(b) show the front and side views of the array and its holding mechanism that provided
adjustment. More details about the design of the device are given in (Hand et al. 2009).
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Figure 49. (a) Front view of the array and positioning mechanism: (A) stainless steel ring used to hold and
seal the thin membrane, (B) the central hole for locating the imaging transducer (not shown), (C) part of
the spherical surface of the array, and (D) and (E) entry and exit ports for the circulating temperature
controlled, degassed water bolus. (b) (A) Flexible housing containing the water bolus, (B) screw
mechanism for adjusting the position of the array with respect to the front membrane, (C) protective tube
containing thermocouples for monitoring the array’s temperature and (D) two of the four bundles of
cables supplying RF signals to the four quadrants of elements. (c) The distribution of elements and their
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grouping into four quadrants containing (clockwise from top right) 63, 64, 64 and 63 elements,
respectively. The outer diameter is 170 mm and the diameter of the central aperture is 38 mm. From
Hand, J. W., Shaw, A., Sadhoo, N., Rajagopal, S., Dickinson, R. J. & Gavrilov, L. R. (2009). A random
phased array device for delivery of high intensity focused ultrasound. Phys. Med. Biol., 54, 5675-5693.©
Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine. Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing
Ltd. All rights reserved.

The 256-channel system had a power capability of up to 60 W per channel, constrained
within a total power of 1800 W and frequency was adjustable from 0.8 to 1.25 MHz. The
resolution in control of the power and phases at each channel is 8 bit, the total acoustic power in
the experiments was not elevated above 250 W. Phase and power data for each of the 254
channels were generated using the theoretical data obtained in the modeling to produce and steer
a single focus or create patterns of multiple simultaneous foci.
The generator was controlled by a laptop computer (Dell Latitude, Intel® CoreTM 2 Duo
U7600 1.2 GHz processor, 2 GB RAM) via an RS-232 link. Proprietary software (Large Array
Interface v1.2.0.0, Advanced Surgical Systems Inc., Tucson, AZ) was used to set the operating
frequency and to select active channels and their relative phases (0 to 360◦ in increments of
2.25◦) and relative powers (8 bit control) via a text file. The nominal electrical power level,
limits on forward and reflected power per channel, and the duration of sonication were set via the
main window of the user interface. The array could also be driven with a stack of files containing
differing relative phases and powers. The rate at which this stack was sequenced and the relative
power applied to each set of driving parameters within the stack could also be selected, or for
refresh rates greater than 9 Hz, could be controlled by an external timing signal. Phase and
power data for each of the 254 channels to produce and steer a single focus and patterns of
multiple simultaneous foci were generated using a Fortran 90 code based on theory described in
full by Gavrilov and Hand (2000a,b).
Ultrasound power was determined using radiation force measurements with a target
containing castor oil (Shaw 2008). The array and its holding system, pointed vertically, were
fixed to a frame, which also supported a water tank mounted above the array (Figure 50,
Bobkova et al. 2010). The oil-filled target was placed in the tank and was suspended from a
balance and positioned to intercept the whole of the ultrasound field generated by the array. A
series of experiments were performed in which the array was driven on for 6.5 s and off for 6.5 s
and when on, the power was stepped from 20% to 100% of the maximum power level set in
steps of 20%. The output of the balance was recorded at 100 ms intervals throughout each
experiment. The maximum electrical power applied to the array in these experiments was
approximately 490 W.
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Figure 50. Arrangement for ultrasound power measurement. Reprinted from Ultrasound Med. Biol. 36(6)
Bobkova, S., Gavrilov, L., Khokhlova, V., Shaw, A., & Hand, J. Focusing of high intensity ultrasound
through the rib cage using therapeutic random phased array 888-906 Copyright (2010), with permission
from Elsevier.

Since a method based on a scanned hydrophone would be prohibitively slow given the
potentially large number of focusing conditions and fields that can be generated by the array, an
alternative technique based on measurements made by using an infrared (IR) camera was used to
provide a rapid qualitative assessment of field distributions, including identification of the
existence and location of grating lobes and other local regions of high intensity. The method is
based on imaging the temperature distribution produced in a thin absorbing layer by a short (0.1–
0.2 s) burst of relatively low power (a few watts) ultrasound. In this case, it may be assumed that
the rate of change of temperature is proportional to intensity in a monofrequency field, and so the
temperature distribution after a sufficiently short time should also be proportional to intensity.
The development of an IR-method with the aim to turn it in the quantitative method of
measuring absolute values of intensity in acoustic fields of different transducers are presented in
several papers (Bobkova et al. 2010; Shaw et al. 2011; Khokhlova et al. 2013; Shmeleva et al.
2013).
The experimental setup used for the investigation of the described phased array with the
use of IR-method is shown in Figure 51 (Hand et al. 2009). IR measurements were carried out
using a modified ThermoScope® pulsed thermography system (ThermalWave Imaging Inc.,
Ferndale, MI) consisting of an IR camera and a PC running EchoTherm® v6.4 software
(ThermalWave Imaging Inc., Ferndale, MI). The camera was a Phoenix MWIR 9705 (FLIR
Systems, Boston, MA) operating in the band 1.5 to 5.0 μm with a 14 bit indium antimonide
detector providing 320 x 256 pixels at a pitch of 30 μm. Image data were transferred via an
RS422 link to the PC. The system and software provided a method of acquiring, viewing and
saving IR images synchronized to a pulsed source. The system was configured to capture a
sequence of frames at a rate of 50 fps, with the ultrasound burst starting at the tenth frame that
was stored as a movie in RAW format to preserve the maximum dynamic range for later
analysis. The distributions shown were of temperature change over a period of 0.08 s and were
derived from the subtraction of the 10th frame from the 14th. The ultrasound beam was directed
vertically upwards onto a 2.5 mm thick sheet of NPL F28 ultrasonic absorber (Precision
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Acoustics, Dorchester, UK) with a single-pass insertion loss of 7.5 dB at 1 MHz. The distance
between the absorber and the transducer was adjustable using a micrometer positioning stage
with ±25 mm of travel. The other side of the sheet was air-backed and viewed from above by the
IR camera, which was focused on the upper surface of the sheet. The distance between the lens
and the sheet was approximately 24 cm, giving a spatial resolution of 0.28 mm using a 25 mm
lens. The thermal resolution was approximately 5.6 mK. The plane of the geometric focus of the
array was determined by driving all elements with the same phase, and identifying the position
of the micrometer where the maximum temperature rise was observed. This was determined at
the start of each set of experiments and used as a datum. For the majority of measurements made,
the nominal RF power supplied to the array was less than 20 W.

Figure 51. IR camera and absorber setup for assessment of intensity distributions produced by the array
From Hand, J. W., Shaw, A., Sadhoo, N., Rajagopal, S., Dickinson, R. J. & Gavrilov, L. R. (2009). A
random phased array device for delivery of high intensity focused ultrasound. Phys. Med. Biol., 54, 56755693.© Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine. Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP
Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.

As an example, Figure 52 (Hand et al. 2009) presents measured temperature change and
predicted intensity distributions in x–y planes at z = 120, 125, 130, 135 and 140 mm for a single
focus located at (x, y, z) = (0, −10, 130 mm). Each case is normalized to its maximum value.
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Figure 52. Measured temperature change (left column) and predicted intensity (right column)
distributions in x–y planes at z = 120, 125, 130, 135 and 140 mm for a single focus located at (x, y, z) = (0,
−10, 130 mm). Each case is normalized to its maximum value From Hand, J. W., Shaw, A., Sadhoo, N.,
Rajagopal, S., Dickinson, R. J. & Gavrilov, L. R. (2009). A random phased array device for delivery of
high intensity focused ultrasound. Phys. Med. Biol., 54, 5675-5693.© Institute of Physics and
Engineering in Medicine. Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.

The possibility to generate and steer simultaneous multiple foci was also demonstrated,
an example of which is shown in Figure 53 (Hand et al. 2009)
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Figure 53. Measured temperature changes for multiple simultaneous foci in the plane z = 130 mm on and
steered off the central axis. Four foci at (a) (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 130 mm); (b) (x, y, z) = (0, 10, 130 mm); (c)
(x, y, z) = (0, 15, 130 mm). Five foci at (d) (x, y z) = (0, 0, 130 mm); (e) (x, y, z) = (0, 10, 130 mm); (f) (x,
y, z) = (−10, 10, 130 mm). Results of switching between patterns of four and five foci at (g) (x, y, z) = (0,
0, 130 mm) and (h) (x, y, z) = (0, 10, 130 mm). In all distributions, contours are at 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90%
of the maximum value in each case From Hand, J. W., Shaw, A., Sadhoo, N., Rajagopal, S., Dickinson,
R. J. & Gavrilov, L. R. (2009). A random phased array device for delivery of high intensity focused
ultrasound. Phys. Med. Biol., 54, 5675-5693.© Institute of Physics and Engineering in
Medicine. Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.

Several experiments were carried out to produce thermal ablation in various pieces of
pork (pork chops, leg of pork). Typical examples of ablation in porcine soft tissue samples will
be presented in Section 4.4.
A multi-element ultrasound phased array for the ablation of deep-seated tissues has also
been developed by Chinese scientists (Ji et al. 2011). A 90-element HIFU spherical phased array
applicator with annular element distribution and unequal element spacing was operated at 1MHz.
The array was constructed from piezoelectric lead zirconate titanate (PZT-8) circular elements of
1.4 cm in diameter (i.e. 9.3 λ) and had a focal length of 11 cm The simulations carried out by the
authors demonstrated that the array can steer the focus with intensity distributions of good
quality up to 6 mm off the axis over distances ranging from 17 to 21 cm along the axis. The
beam focusing capability was demonstrated in deep tissue through a series of ex vivo
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experiments. The authors suggested that these results indicated that the array was appropriate for
the ablation of deep-seated tissue.
Randomization of the distribution of elements has been used by applied by Philips
Healthcare in the development of a multi-element clinical HIFU system (Yuldashev and
Khokhlova 2011; Kreider et al. 2013). The transducer array was part of a Sonalleve V1 3.0T
MR-HIFU system (Philips Healthcare, Vantaa, Finland) installed at the Bio-Molecular Imaging
Centre at the University of Washington (Seattle, WA). The array consists of 256 circular
elements each 6.6 mm in diameter, arranged on a surface with a 120 mm radius of curvature and
an aperture of 127.8 mm and is operated at a frequency of 1.2 MHz; the other parameters of the
array resemble those presented in Hand et al. (2009).
Another patented design of an array with random or irregularly distributed elements was
that of Clark et al. (2013) in which the locations of 1/8 of randomized elements were copied and
then rotated to fill the other 7/8 of the array surface.

3.8. Studies of Randomized Arrays
A number of papers demonstrating the role of randomization and usefulness its
application in the design of two-dimensional phased arrays have been published in recent years.
ter Haar with co-authors (Gélat et al. 2012) investigated theoretically the optimization of
acoustic fields for ablative therapies of tumours in the upper abdomen. The HIFU transducer
modeled as part of the underlying work was a spherically shaped bowl of radius of curvature 18
cm populated with 256 plane circular elements each of 3 mm radius mounted on its surface. The
outer diameter of the HIFU transducer was 16 cm. The elements were pseudo-randomly spatially
distributed on the surface of the array. The excitation frequency was 1 MHz. A sketch of a
frontal view of the array is shown in Figure 54 (Gélat et al. 2012).

Figure 54. Frontal view of HIFU random phased array configuration. 3 mm element diameter, 16 cm
array diameter, 18 cm focal length, 1 MHz frequency of operation (Gélat et al. 2012). From Gélat, P., ter
Haar, G. & Saffari, N. (2012). The optimization of acoustic fields for ablative therapies of tumours in the
upper abdomen. Phys. Med. Biol. 57, 8471–8497.© Institute of Physics and Engineering in
Medicine. Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved. Courtesy of the
National Physical Laboratory, UK.

Another example of the use of a quasi-random two-dimensional array was given in the
paper of Lee et al. (2010). An ultrasound applicator for trans-esophageal cardiac ablation
without surgical incisions or blood contact was designed, developed and evaluated in this study.
The transducer design was a two-dimensional sparse phased array with flat tapered elements
operating at 1.6 MHz. This array used 64 active elements spatially sampled from 195 rectangular
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elements. The diameter of the hole for the imaging probe was 19 mm. A prototype applicator
was successfully tested in vitro using fresh porcine myocardial tissue. The experimental results
indicated that the prototype array achieved the requirement for thermal ablation.
Scientists from France and Switzerland (Auboiroux et al. 2011) recently proposed and
investigated a novel architecture for a HIFU phased-array designed to increase the capabilities of
electronic steering without reducing the size of the elementary emitters. The principal medical
benefit expected from the application of such devices is the time-effective sonication of large
tumours in moving organs. They proposed to divide a focused phased array into two
mechanically interleaved sub-arrays of different resonance frequencies, and further, to modify
the orientation of each individual radiator such that all elements of a given sub-array were
pointed at a distinct natural focus. The focal region of each sub-array was defined as the region
of intersection of the normal directions of the elements that belong to that sub-array. As a result,
each sub-array provides the generation of a focal region (using electronic steering) within a
centimeter-range area surrounding its associated natural focus. The resulting compound steering
range (defined as the integration of the two sub-array steering areas) was therefore larger than
the steering range achievable using the usual focused phased array, for the same total number of
elements. An appropriate set of phases was calculated for each sub-array, based on the spatial
locations of the individual radiators and on the co-ordinates of the prescribed focus.
To half the number of output channels from the RF generator a passive spectral
multiplexing technique consisting of parallel wiring of frequency-shifted paired piezoceramic
radiators with intrinsic narrow-band response was used. Two sets of 64 emitters (circular, 5 mm
diameter) were mounted, with operating frequencies of 0.96 and 1.03 MHz, respectively. Two
different prototypes of the arrays device were built and tested, each incorporating the same two
sets of emitters, but differing in the sizes of spherical caps supporting the transducers (radius of
curvature/aperture of 130 mm/150 mm and, respectively, 80 mm/110 mm).
Acoustic measurements, MR-acoustic radiation force imaging (ARFI) ex vivo and MRthermometry ex vivo and in vivo were used for the characterization of the prototypes.
Experimental results demonstrated an enlargement of the steering range by 80% along one
preferentially chosen axis, compared to that produced by a classic spherical array with the same
total number of elements. The electric power density provided to the piezoceramic transducers
exceeded 50 W cm−2 CW, without need of active circulation of cooling water. Another important
advantage of this approach is the versatility of reshaping the array at low cost. The experimental
limitations of the fabricated devices are expected to be overcome by increasing the total number
of individual elements.
Lu et al. (2008) suggested three methods to improve the quality of acoustic fields created
by arrays with regular distributions of elements and to decrease the level of grating lobes and
side lobes. These authors considered that adding random-amplitude signals greater than 10% of
the maximum value to the original driving signals will suppress unwanted grating lobes and side
lobes. The addition of random-phase signals to the original phase driving signals and a random
arrangement of the multiple foci locations within a certain range were suggested.
All two-dimensional phased arrays systems intended for therapeutic applications in
medicine require a large aperture to provide sufficient acoustical power and should have the
ability to steer a focus or foci whilst keeping grating lobe levels to a minimum. At the same time
it is desirable to minimize the total number of elements and electronic driving channels.
Therefore investigation of an optimal distribution of elements on the surface of the array is a task
of utmost importance. In this regard, Raju, Hall and Seip from the Philips Research North
America, Briarcliff Manor, NY designed two 2-D space-filling therapeutic arrays with 128
elements arranged on a spherical shell (Raju et al. 2011). One was based on the two-shape
Penrose rhombus tiling (Figure 55a) and the other was based on a single rectangular shape
arranged non-periodically (Figure 55b). The steerability performance of these arrays was studied
using acoustic field simulations. For comparison, the authors also studied two other arrays, one
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with circular elements distributed randomly, and the other a periodic array with square elements.
All arrays had an aperture of 100 mm, were on a spherical shell with a 100-mm radius of
curvature, and had a 31-mm-diameter central opening for the potential installation of an imaging
transducer.

a)

b)

Figure 55. Sketch illustrating methods of tight packing of elements: a) Penrose rhombus tiling;
b) rectangular shape elements arranged non-periodically.

Referring to the original paper by Raju et al. (2011), their figure 4 shows simulated beam
plots, in a plane 100 mm from the aperture, when the beam was steered to a point 8 mm off the
axis along the x-direction. As expected, the space-filling non-periodic arrays (Penrose array and
rectangular array) and the random circles array produced beams in which the energy was mostly
concentrated at the intended focal spot. Energy in the regions outside the intended focal spot was
generally diffuse with one or few noticeable grating lobes. The random circles array showed a
pattern in which the off-focus energy was more widely distributed than the other arrays, because
of the random nature of the element placement, whilst the Penrose array showed some evidence
of concentration of off-focus energy because of rotational symmetry in the tiling pattern. The
rectangular array showed more evidence of concentration of off-focus energy, but the relative
grating lobe level was still less than -10 dB. The periodic array, however, showed a strong
relative grating lobe of -4.9 dB located at (-15.5, 0 mm).
The results showed that the two space-filling aperiodic arrays were able to treat a volume
of 16 x 16 x 20 mm while ensuring that the grating lobes were under -10 dB compared with the
main lobe. The rectangular aperiodic array (Figure 55b) was able to generate two and half times
higher power compared with the random circles array. The rectangular array was then fabricated
by patterning the array using laser scribing methods and its steerability was validated using
hydrophone measurements.
This work demonstrates that the concept of space-filling non-periodic tiling can be used
to generate therapy arrays that are able to provide higher power for the same total transducer area
compared with fully random arrays while maintaining acceptable grating lobe levels and a low
element count. The Penrose and rectangular arrays were able to handle the steering requirements
to cover the intended treatment volume. The rectangular array was particularly advantageous
because the elements were all uniform in shape and size and required simpler electrical matching
networks. The concept can be extended to handle larger treatment volumes by increasing the
number of elements, which still requires fewer elements than traditional array design methods.
Ellens et al. (2011) carried out simulation studies of sparse 2D fully electronically steerable
focused ultrasound phased arrays for thermal surgery. Their study affirms the established
observation that random sparse phased arrays can provide a comparable level of energy focus
and grating lobe suppression as a fully-populated array with considerably less technical
complexity. However the authors consider that for deep, non-invasive therapeutic ultrasound, the
use of a flat phased array instead of a spherically-curved phased array presents a clear benefit: a
large volume of tissue can be ablated without any mechanical motion suggesting that entire
treatments can be performed by a fixed transducer. The design of such a transducer, however,
presents a challenge. As others have shown and this study affirms, a solution to this problem is
the use of random sparse arrays. However, this study also presents two primary, related
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drawbacks to sparse arrays: significantly more power is required to perform equivalent ablation
and, as a result additional energy is deposited elsewhere in the medium.
In addition to these conclusions, a further comment is that whilst ―sparse‖ and ―random‖
are essential for improvement of the quality of acoustical fields produced by the arrays, the key
word is ―random‖ because only randomness defines the elimination of grating lobes in the
acoustical fields, even if the sparseness is very low.
It is noteworthy that in recent works arrays with a spiral arrangement of elements were
studied. This simple and ingenious solution on the one hand avoids the regularity in the
arrangement of the elements, and on the other hand places them with maximum density on the
surface of the array, and achieves the maximum possible acoustic power from the given array
aperture. Many simulations of fields of phased arrays with a spiral distribution of elements,
demonstrating marked advantages of this approach, were made by Sapozhnikov (2010,
unpublished data). Some configurations of spiral distributions of elements over the surface of the
random array suggested and investigated by Sapozhnikov are presented in Figure 56. This idea
was used also in other works (Stephens et al. 2011; Pinton et al. 2012).
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Figure 56. Some configurations of the spiral distribution of elements over the surface of the random array
offered and investigated by Dr. O. Sapozhnikov (published from the permission of Dr. Sapozhnikov).

It was of interest to estimate the influence of a tight packing of elements on the value of
maximum intensity in the focus and compare qualities of the intensity distributions of ―usual‖
random phased arrays and tightly packed array with spiral distributions of elements over the
surface of a random array.
Two random phased arrays consisting of 512 elements with operating frequency of 1
MHz were compared. There were two differences between them. The first array consisted of
elements in the form of disks of diameter 6 mm; the second one included elements in the form of
squares 6 mm x 6 mm. In the first case the elements were randomly distributed over the array
surface. This array and location of elements are presented in Figure 57a. The remaining
parameters of the first array were:
Diameter of the array
200.6 mm
Radius of curvature
150 mm
Diameter of the central hole for diagnostic probe
75 mm
Intensity at the surface of the elements
5 W cm-2.
The minimal spacing between the elements was 0.44 mm and the maximal spacing was 1.35
mm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 57. Two random phased arrays consisting of 512 elements with operating frequency of 1 MHz. (a)
array with elements in the shape of disks 6 mm diameter randomly distributed over the array surface; (b)
array with elements in the shape of squares (6 x 6 mm) located in the shape of an Archimedean spiral; (c)
the way of location of elements in the array (b).

The elements in the second array were located in the shape of an Archimedean spiral (see
Figure 57b). The spacing between all elements was 0.5 mm. The method of locating the elements
is shown schematically in Figure 57c. The remaining parameters of the second array were:
Diameter of the array
Radius of curvature
Diameter of the central hole
Intensity at the surface of the elements

191.3mm
150 mm
75 mm
5 W cm-2.

Calculations and estimations of qualities of the intensity distributions of random phased
arrays and array with spiral distributions of elements were made with the use methods described
in details in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The summary of results of calculations and quality assessment
of the intensity distributions for the single focus mode is presented in Figure 58.
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(a)

x, mm

(b)

Figure 58. Summary of results of calculations and quality assessment of the intensity distributions for the
single focus mode associated with the random array with elements in the shape of disks randomly
distributed over the array surface (a); array with elements in the shape of squares (6 x 6 mm) located in
the shape of an Archimedean spiral (b). The quality levels are: ) A grade; ) B grade; ) C grade;
)
D grade in accordance with Gavrilov and Hand (2000).

The filled circles correspond to the A grade quality which means that there are no
secondary maxima excluding the focus itself with intensity ≥ 0.1 I max anywhere in the field.
The curve inside the figure corresponds to the region limited by the value of the intensity of 0.5 I
max. In practical application of arrays and with increased requirements to the intensity of focus,
it is impractical to move the focus outside this area. The numbers adjacent to the points are the
intensity values when focusing in the given point.
It is seen that in both the cases the maximum values of the intensity in the focus
correspond to the point (0, 0, 140 mm) which is 10 mm nearer to the array than the geometric
focus. For the ―usual‖ random phased array (Figure 58a) that value is equal to 22199 W cm-2,
and for the second array it is 34864 W cm-2, which is in 1.57 times more. This result could be
predicted because the active area of the tightly packed array becomes about 25% larger, and
hence the intensity was increased in 1.25 squared.
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Interestingly, the size of the area corresponding to the ―effective‖ use of the array (limited
by the curve shown in Figure 58) at the Archimedean array was markedly lower (approximately
4-5 mm in the range z = 130-160 mm). The volume corresponding to such an ―effective‖ region
was reduced from about 80 cm3 to about 50 cm3. This rather large reduction is the cost for
achieving the increased maximum intensity in the main focus. The probable causes of this effect
are a decrease in the angle convergence (an aperture became 190 mm instead of 200 mm) and the
fact that the effective size of square elements is larger than those for the disk element and
therefore the directivity of square elements is a somewhat narrower than that of the disk
elements.
A possibility to increase the value of the maximal intensity in the focus of tightly packed
array by about 60% in comparison with usual random arrays is of special interest in relation to
recent attempts to use high intensity focused ultrasound in the nonlinear regime with the
formation of shock fronts in the focus (see section 3.6 and works of Khokhlova and co-authors:
Ilyin et al. 2011; Yuldashev et al. 2013).
The purpose of this Chapter was to show that the use of random instead of regular arrays
can, in some cases, significantly improve the spatial intensity distribution in the field generated
by the array. Recently Reverdy et al. (2012) gave a very visual illustration of the quality of
acoustic fields, which can be created by array of different configurations (regular in the shape of
squares, annular, hexagonal, with spiral distribution of elements, and random) - see Figure 59.
The aperture and the element size were identical for all designs. The unquestionable advantage
of two last types of the arrays can be clearly seen.

Figure 59: 2D array designs (above) and beam field calculations along the axis (middle row) and at 45° to
the axis (bottom) (Reverdy et al. 2012).

More quantitative estimations are presented in Table 6; the reference value is the amplitude of
the main lobe.
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Table 6. Main lobe and grating lobes for various 2D arrays (Reverdy et al. 2012)

Grating lobes
(dB)- along the
axis
Grating lobes
(dB)- at 45o to
the axis

Square

Annular

Hexagonal

Spiral

Random

-9

-8

-12

-19

-17

-8

-4

-7

-14

-13

In recent years, interest in random arrays has become obvious, and this approach has
been used or discussed in a number of studies related to the use of focused ultrasound in
medicine (Yin and Hynynen 2005, 2006; Pernot et al. 2007; Aitkenhead et al. 2008; Ji et al.
2009; Werner et al. 2010; Stephens et al. 2011; Raju et al. 2011; Ellens et al.2011; Gélat et al.
2011, 2012; etc.).
In conclusion to this Chapter it is worth noting that the terms ―random‖ and
"randomization" are used here for convenience but in reality imply not only a method of
placement elements on the array surface, but also the above mentioned limitations on the
characteristic dimensions of the elements. The data given in Section 3.8 lead to an important
conclusion for practice: a good quality of acoustic fields produced by a random array is possible
to achieve using maximally tight packing of elements. So, of the requirements for the design of
randomized array, the degree of sparseness is less important than the need for a randomized
distribution of elements per se and need for the elements not to be highly directive.
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Chapter 4

Potential Medical Applications of Powerful Phased Arrays
Potential medical applications of focused ultrasound and HIFU are very wide and diverse (see
e.g. Jolesz and Mc Dannold, 2014) and have been discussed and analysed in many scientific
papers and books. In some applications there is no need to employ such relatively expensive and
complicated devices as multi-element phased arrays since simpler devices based on single
element focused transducers are adequate. However, as has been mentioned earlier, the
disadvantage of single element transducers is that they are able to focus ultrasound energy only
at a fixed focal distance. Therefore if the dimensions of the targeted site for ultrasonic treatment
are sufficiently large, the use of focused transducers with a fixed focal length is not always
possible, even when mechanical scanning is used. In contrast, the greatest advantage of phased
arrays is their ability to create multiple foci and resulting fields complex geometry. In this
Chapter we shall only discuss those applications, which have been implemented entirely with the
use of multiple elements phase arrays.

4.1. Surgery of Deep Brain Structures by Sonication through the Intact Skull
One example of an application which can only be solved by using multi-element phased
arrays to compensate for the distortion caused by the skull is local and controlled lesioning in
deep structures of brain by sonication through the intact skull.
In the 1990s two approaches were introduced almost simultaneously to correct the
aberrations induced by the skull bone: time-reversal-based techniques (Fink 1992; Thomas and
Fink 1996; Tanter et al. 1998, 2000) and the phase conjugation method (Hynynen and Jolesz
1998).
The first method implements the remarkable properties of the piezoelectric transducers,
such as the reversibility of their properties (i.e., the ability to work both in transmit and receive
modes), the linearity, and the ability to almost instantaneously measure the characteristics of a
sound wave. The basis of this method is that the pressure field p ( ri , t ) registered by a set of
receivers with the location ri, is digitized and stored during the time T. Then, the pressure field is
re-emitted by the same transducers in the reverse temporal order (i.e., starting from the last and
ending with the first signal). This is equivalent to the radiation of the field p (ri , T  t ) .
This procedure enables the conversion of the divergent field of a source to a converging
wave, focused on this source. The method is implemented by using one-dimensional or twodimensional array transducers. Each transducer is connected to its own electronic circuit, which
consists of an amplifier of received signals, an analog-to-digital converter, the storage unit and
the programmable radiator, able to synthesize the time-reversed version of the stored signal
(Fink 1992).
The method was originally developed to control the location of stones accurately for
lithotripsy (Fink 1992). The focusing of destructive ultrasonic waves under such conditions is a
challenging task due to the non-uniformity of the sound velocity in the tissue and the distortion
of ultrasonic beam. Furthermore, due to the respiration, the displacement of a stone can be up to
2 cm. Thus the aims of the procedure were to ensure the focusing of the ultrasonic beam and that
it was aimed precisely at the stone.
Subsequently this method was used to study the propagation of focused ultrasound
through an intact human skull (Thomas and Fink 1996; Tanter et al. 1998; Aubry et al. 2003;
Pernot et al. 2003). In the first of these papers a single element of dimensions 1 x 10 mm was
used as a source. A linear array consisting of 128 elements, each 1 x 25 mm and with a central
frequency of 1.5 MHz, located on a concave surface with a radius of curvature of 100 mm. The
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pressure field generated by the single element was recorded by the array and the recorded signals
were time reversed, and then simultaneously emitted by the 128 elements.
A serious problem arose that was related to the need to steer the focus when using regular
phased arrays. Successful attempts to overcome this problem were realized by Pernot et al.
(2003) who used an array with elements a randomly distributed on its surface (see Section 3.7).
The array consisted of 200 elements, each 8 mm in diameter and driven at 0.9 MHz, and the
diameter and radius of curvature of the array were 180 mm and 120 mm. By correcting signals at
the array elements, the sound pressure in the focus after passing of focused ultrasound through
the skull was increased by a factor of 4.5 compared with the case when no correction was
applied. This is equivalent to increasing the temperature at the focus 20-fold using the same
radiated power. Similar experiments were carried out at several positions of the skull bones, and
in all cases the quality of the focus remained very good.
The ability to create tissue lesions in samples of bovine liver and sheep brain placed
behind the human skull was demonstrated in this study (Pernot et al. 2003). Typically the
diameter of the lesion was approximately 2 mm at a frequency of 0.9 MHz. The characteristics
of the ablated tissues did not differ from those obtained without the skull bone in the path of the
ultrasound propagation. The ability to move the focus electronically off the array axis and along
the axis, in principle, enabled a volume of tissue 3 x 3 x 4 cm3 to be coagulated.
In the other reports (Pernot et al. 2004a, 2005a) an array consisting of 300 randomly
arranged 1 MHz elements was used in experiments in vivo, performed on 22 sheep. Of these, 10
animals were sacrificed immediately after sonication. In half of them a craniotomy was
performed for later comparison. In the other half a hydrophone was positioned in the targeted
area of the brain, and then focused ultrasound was applied. The remaining 12 animals were
divided into 3 groups which were sacrificed, after one, two and three weeks following exposure.
In total, histological analyses were carried out in 12 animals, in 10 of which thermal destructions
of the brain were detected. In other publications Pernot et al. (2004b, 2005b) investigated the
possible overheating of the human skull during this procedure and theoretical and experimental
methods to assess it.
The second approach for inducing local lesions in deep structures of brain by means of
sonication through the intact skull was suggested and developed by Hynynen and his colleagues.
In an early publication (Hynynen and Jolesz 1998) the possibility of destroying deep
brain structures by sonication through the intact skull by means cavitation, rather than thermal
coagulation necrosis was shown. Since cavitation thresholds in tissues are relatively weakly
dependent on the duration of exposure, ablations may be obtained by using several short pulses
of high intensity ultrasound, thereby avoiding the thermal damage of the bone. Studies were
carried out using single element focused radiators with a diameter of 10 cm and different
frequencies (0.246, 0.559, 1.0 and 1.68 MHz), as well as two-dimensional arrays (frequencies of
0.6 and 1.58 MHz) of the same diameter, consisting of 60 square elements with dimensions 1 x 1
cm2. A miniature hydrophone was used to measure the acoustic fields. It enabled the phase shift
on each element of the array to be determined; these data were required, to compensate
distortions caused by the human skull bone. A burr hole was made in the skull of a rabbit and
lesions in the rabbit brain in vivo were created after passage of ultrasound through the human
skull. Phase measurements using the two-dimensional 60 element arrays showed that at 0.6 MHz
(wavelength of 2.5 mm) 80% of the phase errors caused by the presence of the human skull were
less than 90° and, thus, the field from each element was adding to the pressure wave at the focus.
However, when the frequency was increased to 1.58 MHz (i.e., the wavelength became less than
1 mm), the number of elements adding to the pressure wave at the focus was only 50%, and the
quality of focusing sharply deteriorated. By using phased arrays the phase of signals at each of
the elements can be corrected and a satisfactory quality of focusing can be achieved even at a
frequency of 1.58 MHz. Lesions in the rabbit brain were achieved without heat damage to the
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human skull above them. The results showed that transcranial delivery of therapeutic ultrasound
into the brain may be feasible.
A numerical model, in which a human skull was represented as a three-layer structure
(water, bone, brain) and geometrical characteristics of the skull were presented in a digital form
on the basis of analysis of MR images of the skull, was described by Sun and Hynynen (1998).
The model allowed the propagation of focused ultrasound through the skull to be calculated,
taking into account absorption, diffraction, reflection and refraction of waves. It was assumed
that focusing was performed using a two-dimensional phased array with diameter of 10 cm and
radius of curvature of 10 cm, the surface of which was divided into different numbers of square
elements (from 4 x 4 to 16 x 16) , and the frequency was varied from 0.5 to 1.5 MHz. Without
phase correction at the elements, the quality of focusing was very poor. However, despite the
high attenuation in the bone, the complex shape and structure of the skull and its varying
thickness in different areas, phase correction at the array elements minimized the shift of the
focus from the calculated position, reduced the level of side lobes, and increased the intensity in
the focus. The authors suggested that the optimum size of elements was 5-6 wavelengths. In
other words, at 1 MHz, the optimal array should consist of 10 × 10 elements of size 1 x 1 cm. It
is desirable that the frequency for ultrasound surgery through the intact skull does not exceed 1
MHz to avoid possible overheating of the skull.
In a subsequent theoretical paper Sun and Hynynen (1999) considered a two-layer model
consisting of bone and brain. It was assumed that the elements of a phased array were in direct
contact with the skull. To enhance the sound pressure at a predetermined point in the brain, the
surface of the array (and thus the sonicated surface of the skull) was chosen to be as large as
possible - in reality six times greater than the case when a single focusing transducer was used.
The amplitudes of the signals at the elements and hence on the outer surface of the skull were
equalized, which achieved not only a threefold increase of pressure in the brain, but also reduced
the possibility of local overheating of the skull. The optimal frequency for obtaining the greatest
gain in sound pressure and acceptable heating of tissues in the focus was 0.6-0.65 MHz.
During the simulation it was assumed that there are no multiple reflections, standing
waves or shear waves in the skull bones. It was assumed that the bone was homogeneous, and
variations in the shape and thickness of the skull in different people were not considered. It was
estimated that the number of elements in the array, covering the greatest surface of the skull,
should be 800 and 3000 at the frequencies of 0.5 and 1.0 MHz, respectively. It is clear that for
the practical implementation of such systems, the number of elements should be reduced.
Experimental verification of the above data from modeling was also reported (Hynynen
and Sun 1999). A section of skull with dimensions 18 x 12 cm was selected. The array consisted
of 76 elements fabricated from a single element transducer (10 cm in diameter, with a curvature
radius of 8 cm, and driven at 1.1 MHz). Elements were driven from a multi-channel power
amplifier with digital adjustment of the amplitude and phase of each channel. The array and the
skull bone were installed in a tank containing degassed water and a hydrophone was used to
control the acoustic field.
Two methods were used for the correction of the phases on the elements of an array: the
first was based on calculations of the geometric characteristics of the skull based on MRI scans,
and the second -on measurements of the phase shifts on the elements when the hydrophone was
located in a given point behind the bone and used as a point source. The experiment showed that
the first method of correcting the phases increased the sound pressure at the focus by 95 %
compared with the case when all phases on the elements were the same (i.e., without a phase
correction). With such a correction the pressure in the focus was 9% of the pressure measured in
water without the skull. Phase correction, made with the hydrophone, resulted in sound pressure
at the focus which was only 3% higher than the pressure obtained with the first correction
method. The authors concluded that calculating phases at the elements based on MRI data
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providing the shape and thickness of the skull, is suitable for ultrasonic therapy with sonication
of the brain through the unopened skull.
Furthermore the possibility to determine the acoustical properties of the skull from MRI
(Sun and Hynynen 1998) or computed tomography (CT) (Aubry et al. 2003) raised new hopes
for non-invasive brain therapy.
Hynynen et al. (2004) and Clement et al. (2005) tested a prototype MR-compatible
focused ultrasound phased array system for trans-skull brain tissue ablation. Rabbit thigh muscle
and brain were sonicated with a prototype, hemispherical 500-element array operating at
frequencies of 700–800 kHz. An ex vivo human skull sample was placed between the array and
the animal tissue. The temperature elevation during 20–30s sonications was monitored using
MRI thermometry. High-power sonications (600–1080 W) produced peak temperatures up to 55
°C and focal lesions that were consistent with thermal tissue damage. The lesion size was found
to increase with increasing peak temperature. The device was then modified for clinical
conditions and successfully tested in phantom experiments. These studies demonstrated that it is
possible to create ultrasound-induced lesions in vivo through a human skull under MRI guidance
with this large-scale phased array.
White et al. (2005) investigated techniques to achieve optimal amplitude corrections on
the elements of the array, leading to the best quality of the focus whilst sonicating through the
skull. In principle, two approaches are possible. The basis of the first is that if the attenuation in
some site of the skull is large (or small), the amplitude of the signal on the element located above
it should be increased (or decreased). In the second method the amplitudes on the elements are
chosen in such way that the absorbed energy in all areas of the skull is approximately the same.
Thus, the intensity of an element located above a highly absorbing part of the skull, is reduced.
Experiments were carried using a 448-element, 1-3 composite spherically focused array with a
diameter of 120 mm and a radius-of-curvature of 120 mm operated at 1.1 MHz and described in
Section 2.2. The array consisted of elements distributed in a regular manner as 12 rings. In their
experiments, four ex vivo human calvaria were submerged in degassed, deionized water. Each
calvarium was positioned between the sonicating transducer and the receiving hydrophone. The
skull mount allowed for variable positioning normal to the sonicating transducer’s axis of
propagation at a resolution of 0.5 mm so that multiple points on the skull could be sonicated.
Experiments performed by the authors showed that the second approach, which they called an
inverse amplitude correction, maintained the acoustic intensity at the focus and did not
significantly alter the side lobes or the beam profile. Using the first method of correction resulted
in a significant reduction (17%) in the focal acoustical intensity. Thus, the inverse amplitude
correction is the more likely candidate for investigations of amplitude correction effects in
transcranial ultrasound applications.
Hynynen et al. (2006) described MRI-guided and monitored focused ultrasound thermal
surgery of brain through the intact skull in three rhesus monkeys. The aim of this study was to
determine the amount of skull heating in an animal model with a head shape similar to that of a
human. The ultrasound beam was generated by a hemispherical ultrasound array with 512 equal
area elements, a 30 cm diameter, a radius of curvature of 15 cm and driven at 670 kHz
(Exablate® 3000, see Section 2.2). Due to the small size of the monkey brain, the focal spot
distance from the skull was approximately 20 mm. Thus, it was not possible to induce brain
tissue coagulation at the focus without overheating the brain surface. Therefore the skin was precooled by degassed temperature controlled water circulating between the array surface and the
skin. The skull surface temperature was measured by means of invasive thermocouple probes.
The results showed that by applying surface cooling, the skin and skull surface could be
protected, and that the brain surface temperature became the limiting factor. MRI thermometry
was shown to be useful in detecting the tissue temperature distribution next to the bone, and it
should be used to monitor the brain surface temperature. Based on the temperature elevation
measured, it was predicted that an acoustic power of approximately 600 W would be required to
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elevate the focal temperature above the tissue coagulation threshold. Intensity on the elements of
2 W cm-2 for 20 s would provide a total acoustic power of approximately 1000 W if the surface
area covered was 500 cm2 (Sun and Hynynen 1998). One should note that the brain surface cools
relatively slowly after ultrasound exposures and thus, careful selection of adequate sonication
intervals is mandatory when multiple sonications are used. Experiments showed that the acoustic
intensity values during the 20 s sonications were adequate for thermal ablation in the human
brain provided that surface cooling is used.
On the other hand, Fink and co-workers developed a high power phased array prototype
for clinical use of High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (Pernot et al. 2007). The system was driven
by 300 fully programmable individual electronic channels with 220 emitting channels and 80
emitting and receiving channels (see Section 3.7). In order to perform noninvasive transcranial
brain therapy, this system was used as follows: from CT scans, acoustical properties of the skull
are first extracted; then the propagation of a wave front originating from the targeted location is
simulated through the skull with a 3D finite differences code developed by the authors. Once the
simulation has been performed, the global amplitude of the emitted signals is adjusted and the
same energy is also delivered on the contra lateral hemisphere but without any correction (the
simulation process was performed in the same way except that the targeted location was
symmetric and the simulation medium was water, without any skull bone).
This protocol was tested in vivo on a monkey. Therapeutic sequences were optimized to
avoid skin burns. A series of ten shots of 10 seconds duration and with a delay time of 20
seconds between consecutive shots was used without occurrence of skin burns The lesion
induced in the brain was observed by MRI image and the histological confirmation.
Pulkkinen et al. (2011) paid special attention to skull-base heating as well as to methods
to minimise such heating in transcranial focused ultrasound therapy when sonicating near the
base of the skull.
Marsac et al. (2012) demonstrated the feasibility of a novel method of optimal focusing
of ultrasound waves, which they referred to as ―energy-based adaptive focusing‖. The general
principle of the method relies on the indirect estimation of wave intensity at the target for
different coded excitations in order to determine the phase shifts, which provide the best
correction for aberrations. By transmitting coded signals with an array of transducers and
estimating the beam intensity at the target, this approach was shown to achieve direct and
accurate phase aberration correction without any phase measurement. In medical ultrasound
there is a direct link between the wave intensity and the acoustic radiation force or tissue heating
due to the absorption of ultrasound. Thus, the quantitative measurement of tissue displacement or
temperature elevation at the target can be used for the indirect estimation of local beam intensity.
For transcranial application, MRI is most appropriate for guiding the energy-based
adaptive focusing technique. Motion sensitive MR sequences have been previously developed to
map microscopic displacements induced by the acoustic radiation force in biological tissue and
called MR-ARFI (Sinkus et al. 2008; McDannold and Maier 2008; Hertzberg et al. 2010b). In
these sequences the displacement is encoded in the phase of the reconstructed MR images. Such
MR displacement measurement was later used for adaptive focusing.
Evaluation of the method was implemented using human cadavers (48 hours post
mortem) and the MR-ARFI sequences in the framework of non-invasive transcranial high
intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) therapy. A 1 MHz, 512 element HIFU array (Imasonic,
France) with random distribution of elements (see also Section 3.7) was employed in
experiments. Only 384 elements were active. The aperture was 23 cm and the focal distance was
15 cm. The HIFU system was positioned inside a 1.5 T clinical MRI system.
Cadaver heads were mounted onto a stereotactic frame. The ultrasonic wave intensity at
the chosen location was indirectly estimated by the MR system measuring the local tissue
displacement induced by the acoustic radiation force of the ultrasound beams. For aberration
correction, a set of spatially encoded ultrasonic waves was transmitted from the ultrasonic array
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and the resulting local displacements were estimated with the MR-ARFI sequence for each
emitted beam. A non-iterative inversion process was then performed in order to estimate the
spatial phase aberrations induced by the cadaver skull. As a result, the corrected beam resulting
from the direct inversion process was found to focus at the targeted location with an acoustic
intensity 218% higher than the conventional non corrected beam. In addition, this corrected
beam was found to give an acoustic intensity 1.5 times higher than the focusing pattern obtained
with an aberration correction using transcranial acoustic simulation based on CT scans. Thus, the
authors demonstrated that energy-based adaptive focusing can successfully achieve optimal
focusing and restore sharp focus in the human brain. They suggested that by implementing
further acceleration and measurement optimization, this approach could lead to more accurate
HIFU treatments of central regions of the brain such as thalamus or hypothalamus for
neuropathic pain, essential tremors or others pathologies.
A current practice in preparing a patient for a trans-cranial MR-guided focused
ultrasound procedure, is to shave the patient’s head on treatment day. Eames et al. (2013)
investigated the feasibility of trans-cranial focused ultrasound in an unshaved, ex vivo human
head model. A human skull filled with tissue-mimicking phantom and covered with a wig made
of human hair was sonicated using 220- and 710-kHz head transducers to evaluate the feasibility
of acoustic energy transfer. The ultrasound transducer used was the ExAblate Neuro array
(InSightec, Israel). Heating at the focal point was measured by MR proton resonance shift
thermometry. The results showed that the hair introduces minimal additional loss compared to
the skull itself. The effect of the hair alone corresponds to a 17% decrease in temperature
elevation at the focus at 710 kHz and no noticeable change at 220 kHz. Temperature elevation at
the focus, being proportional to the square of the focal pressure, corresponds to a 4% decrease in
the pressure at 710 kHz and no significant decrease at 220 kHz.
The aim of the study of Marquet et al. (2013) was to induce lesions in a non-human
primate brain non-invasively and investigate the potential side effects. Stereotactic targeting was
performed on five Macaca fascicularis. The HIFU system used was a 300 element high-power
piezocomposite phased array (8mm diameter, 0.5 cm2 active area, 1 MHz central frequency,
Imasonic, Besançon, France). The elements were mounted quasi-randomly onto a spherical
surface with a 14-cm radius of curvature and an aperture size of 20 cm. The transducers were
connected to a 300-channel electronic driving system. Each electronic channel was individually
programmable (phase and amplitude) and possessed its own transmit/receive electronic board.
Either continuous waves or pulsed programmable signals could be transmitted. Chilled (14 oC)
degassed water was circulated between a latex membrane and the front of the transducers to cool
them. A thin layer of acoustic gel was applied to the skin and to the latex membrane before
placing them in contact, to facilitate acoustical coupling.
Seven days before treatment, the animal was anesthetized and a CT scan performed.
Using 3D CT scan data, the whole volume of the monkey skull was reconstructed so that the
neurosurgeon could choose the target point. By applying the electronic steering capabilities of
the ultrasonic array, the target could be chosen at any location inside a 1.5-cm radius sphere
centred on the geometrical focus. Targets were chosen at the centre of the hemispheres, 2 cm
from the outer surface of the brain, 2 cm away from the skull base, and 1 cm from the brain
midline. The propagation of the ultrasonic wave from the target point to the array was then
simulated by a 3D finite difference simulation code. The simulated wavefront was then time
reversed (Tanter et al. 2007), to compensate for diffraction and refraction effects induced by the
skull bone, and finally convolved by a 10-s therapeutic wave (1 MHz) to generate a set of
transmitted signals to be used for treatment. In practice, each transducer was driven by an
independent electronic channel capable of generating a temporally inverted signal stored in
memory.
The ultrasonic dose delivered at the focus was increased from one treatment location to
the next to estimate the thermal dose for tissue alteration. For each targeted area, a 10-s
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sonication at a fixed power was repeated 10 times at the same location with a 20-s cooling delay
between sonications to allow the skin temperature to return to baseline. A mean temperature of
20 oC was measured in real time on the skin with a thermocouple. The acoustic power was varied
from one treatment location to another to explore various thermal depositions at the focus. The
output power of the prototype ranged from 430 to 780 acoustical watts for the different
experiments; corresponding pressure levels in water ranged from 7.5 to 15 MPa.
Each hemisphere was treated separately with a 15-day interval and animals were
sacrificed two days after the last treatment. Treatment efficiency and safety were evaluated
histologically. Thermal doses in the brain (Sapareto and Dewey 1984) were determined by
numerical computations. The threshold for tissue damage in the brain was measured to be
between 90 and 280 cumulative equivalent minutes at 43 oC. According to the authors, this
method could be used for the treatment of neurological disorders such as essential tremors and
recurrent deep-seated metastases (Marquet et al. 2013). Moreover, the treatment of other tumours
with well-defined borders might also be feasible (meningiomas, schwannomas) and the
possibility to selectively open the blood brain barrier with ultrasound to enhance local drug
delivery could create new avenues of treating various brain disorders.

4.2. Neurological Disorders
Some authors consider that MRgFUS is potentially the ideal approach for the treatment
of neurological diseases (Medel et al. 2012). It offers almost real time monitoring of treatment
location and energy deposition. Furthermore it is noninvasive, thereby limiting or eliminating
disruption of normal tissue and provides focal delivery of therapeutic agents, enhances
ultrasound radiation delivery, and permits modulation of neural function. Some possible
applications of ultrasound phased arrays for the treatment of neurological disorders are discussed
below.
Essential Tremor
Tremor is a common neurological disorder that affects 10 million people in the United
States
(http://www.fusfoundation.org/focused-ultrasound-technology/clinicalapplications/essential-tremor). It typically involves a tremor of the arms, hands or fingers but
sometimes involves the head or other body parts during voluntary movements such as eating and
writing. Treatment options include medication, lesioning procedures, and implantation of a deep
brain stimulator (DBS).
Medication is usually the first-line therapy, and most patients maintain a good quality of
life with this treatment alone. However, up to 30% of essential tremor patients do not respond to
first-line medical therapy and may therefore consider surgical treatment options. Lesioning for
essential tremor is a surgical procedure whereby the surgeon destroys a small volume of tissue in
the brain by using either stereotactic radiosurgery or radiofrequency ablation. The neurosurgeon
targets a small cluster of cells (a few mm in diameter) in the thalamus called the ventralis
intermedius, which are causing the tremor. The procedure uses an anatomical atlas and some
level of real-time imaging.
In October 2011 in a presentation at the Congress of Neurological Surgeons,
neurosurgeon W. Jeffrey Elias (University of Virginia), reported preliminary results of a pilot
clinical trial that indicated that MR-guided focused ultrasound has the potential to safely and
effectively control essential tremor (Monteith et al. 2013 b). Potential advantages of this
approach are: it is a noninvasive method when a patient can quickly return to normal life; the risk
of infection is reduced; ultrasound therapy avoids the use of ionising radiation. Results from the
first 10 patients in this study showed a 78 percent improvement in contralateral tremor scores in
the hand, as assessed with the Clinical Rating Scale for Tremor (Newsletter of the Focused
Ultrasound Surgery Foundation V. 38, Dec. 2011). Patients’ functional activities scores
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improved by 92 percent, as measured in the ―Disability‖ subsection of the Clinical Rating Scale
for Tremor. Outcomes and complications were comparable to other procedures for tremor,
including stereotactic thalamotomy and deep brain stimulation. The patients were able to leave
the hospital the next day.
The method is based on the destruction by MR-guided focused ultrasound of nerve cells
in the thalamus responsible for tremor. The ExAblate Neuro (InSightec Ltd.) system was used,
which combined the effects of high intensity focused ultrasound on deep structures of the human
brain with MRI control for visualizing of brain tissue, as well as for planning and monitoring of
the ultrasonic treatment and its results. During treatment the patient, who is awake the entire
time and interacts with the treatment team, lies in the MRI scanner wearing a helmet-like, multichannel high power phased array transducer which is used to destroy targeted tissue. After the
ultrasound procedure, patients could legibly write, eat, drink without spilling liquid, buttoning,
etc. The results obtained were the basis for larger studies to test the efficacy and safety of the
method.
Recently several scientific publications on the subject have appeared. One of these
studies was carried out in Toronto, Canada between May, 2012, and January, 2013 (Lipsman et
al. 2013). Four patients with chronic and medication-resistant essential tremor were treated with
MR-guided focused ultrasound. Patients underwent tremor evaluation and neuroimaging at
baseline and 1 month and 3 months after surgery. Patients showed immediate and sustained
improvements in tremor in the dominant hand. Mean reduction in tremor score of the treated
hand was 89.4% at 1 month and 81.3% at 3 months. This reduction was accompanied by
functional benefits and improvements in writing and motor tasks. The authors present impressive
drawings by a patient before and immediately after ultrasound thalamotomy, showing the change
from having difficulty in putting pen to paper to improved drawing ability. The authors
concluded that additional trials in more patients are needed. Should such trials validate the
obtained encouraging preliminary results that could be a stimulus to move away from existing
neurosurgical procedures for medication-resistant essential tremor, with MRguided focused
ultrasound emerging as a new and potentially preferred choice for patients.
In the work of a large group of scientists from the University of Virginia (Wintermark et
al. 2013) fifteen patients with medication-refractory essential tremor were enrolled in a singlesite, FDA-approved pilot clinical trial, and were treated with transcranial MR imaging-guided
focused ultrasound treatment. MR imaging studies were obtained on a 3T scanner before the
procedure and 24 hours, 1 week, 1 month, and 3 months following the procedure. The paper
presents a detailed description of the imaging findings obtained in these studies. In the authors’
opinion, MR imaging-guided focused ultrasound treatment can accurately ablate a precisely
delineated target, with typical imaging findings seen in the days, weeks, and months following
the treatment. Tremor control was optimal early when the lesion size and perilesional edema
were maximal and was less later when the perilesional edema had resolved. The details of this
study were discussed in another paper from the same group (Elias et al. 2013). The work was
carried out using a MR guided focused ultrasound system, consisting of a 3 Tesla MRI (GE) and
the ExAblate Neuro (InSightec), which includes a hemispherical, 650-kHz, 1024-element,
phased-array transducer. It was shown that unilateral thalamotomy improved tremor in the
contralateral, dominant hand and overall tremor, as measured on a validated tremor-rating scale.
Patients reported improvements in tremor-related quality of life after the procedure. However the
authors drew attention to the limitations of their study including the lack of comprehensive
cognitive assessments, the lack of a control group, potential biases, and comparison of efficacy
relative to that of other treatments and pointed to the need for future blinded randomized trials
with samples sizes appropriate for assessing infrequent but serious adverse events.
Information (not always published) on the activity of a multi-centre pivotal randomized
study to evaluate the safety and efficacy of focused ultrasound for the treatment of medication87
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refractory essential tremor patients is presented (http://www.fusfoundation.org/focusedultrasound-technology/clinical-applications/essential-tremor).
According to FUSF Bulletin, Jan. 7, 2014 the first treatment was successfully performed
in a 20-patient pilot study assessing the feasibility, safety and preliminary efficacy of MR-guided
focused ultrasound for dyskinesia in Parkinson’s disease. This trial was the first to use focused
ultrasound on a new target within the brain, the globus pallidus. In this study, focused ultrasound
was only assessed to treat one side of the brain, thus affecting dyskinesia unilaterally. If
successful, the study could offer an alternative approach for certain patients with Parkinson’s
disease who become disabled by dyskinesia, have failed medical therapy and choose not to have
a traditional invasive surgical treatment. This first treatment was conducted by Dr. Jin Woo
Chang, Brain Research Institute, Yonsei University Severance Hospital in Seoul, Korea. There
was also a similar report that this neurosurgeon used transcranial focused ultrasound to treat a
patient with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD), an anxiety disorder that afflicts between
one and three percent of the teen-through-adult population.
Neuropathic pain
In 2009 investigators from two Hospitals in Zurich were the first to use transcranial MRguided high-intensity focused ultrasound (tcMRg-HIFU) to treat patients with chronic
neuropathic pain (Martin et al. 2009). Nine patients were treated with selective medial
thalamotomies. Ultrasound neurosurgery operations were performed in a clinical 3T MR-system
(Signa HDx; GE, Milwaukee, WI) with the use of a clinical system for HIFU surgery (ExAblate
4000; InSightec, Israel), which was a hemispheric 1024-element phased array operating at 650
kHz. Impacts on certain areas of the brain (thalamotomy) were made through the intact skull
under MRI control, whilst the patient's head was fixed in a stereotaxic apparatus. Before the
high-power treatment it was confirmed that the thermal hot spot was centred in the target
location. For this, several low-power sonications of 10 to 20 seconds duration were applied to
induce peak temperatures of 39 °C to 42 °C. These temperatures are known to be below the
ablation threshold but are easily visualized on MR thermometry images to assess exact position
and size of the hot spot and the overall safety profile of the applied sonication parameters.
During treatment several high-power sonications were applied under continuous visual MR
guidance and MR thermometry. In order to induce local tissue ablation the acoustic power was
increased stepwise to finally achieve a peak temperature at the target of between 51 °C and 60
°C. Typically, continuous wave sonications of 10 seconds to 20 seconds duration, up to a
maximum acoustic power of 1200 W and 800 W, respectively, were applied. Patients were
awake during the entire procedure. The resulting lesions were clearly visible on follow-up MR
imaging. All treatments were well tolerated, without side effects or neurological deficits. This
was the first report on successful clinical application of tcMRgHIFU in functional brain
disorders, portraying it as safe and reliable for noninvasive neurosurgical interventions.
In a subsequent study by the same group of scientists involving 12 patients suffering from
chronic therapy-resistant neuropathic pain, the same technology of central lateral thalamotomies
(i.e., tcMRgFUS CLT) was applied. The MR imaging and HIFU systems were the same as in the
previous work. In 11 patients, precisely localized thermal ablations of 3–4 mm in diameter were
produced in the posterior part of the central lateral thalamic nucleus at peak temperatures
between 51 °C and 64 °C with the aid of real-time patient monitoring and MR imaging and MR
thermometry guidance. The treated neuropathic pain syndromes had peripheral (5 patients) or
central (6 patients) origins and covered all body parts (face, arm, leg, trunk, and hemibody).
After the treatment the patients experienced mean pain relief of 49% at the 3-month follow-up (9
patients) and 57% at the 1-year follow-up (8 patients). Notable improvements have been found in
other analysis techniques (visual analog scale, somatosensory and vestibular clinical
manifestations, quantitative electroencephalography, etc.). The targeting precision was within a
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millimeter for all 3 co-ordinates. This is comparable with the classic stereotactic techniques
involving penetration of an electrode into the brain because of the unforeseeable mechanical
shift of brain tissue by the electrode. There was a single complication, a bleeding in the target
with ischemia in the motor thalamus, probably induced by cavitation. Thus, the authors suggest
that tcMRgFUS offers a noninvasive, precise, and radiation-free neurosurgical technique for the
treatment of neuropathic pain. The procedure avoids mechanical brain tissue shift and eliminates
the risk of infection. The real-time continuous MR imaging and MR thermometry monitoring of
targeting accuracy and thermal effects are major factors in optimizing precision, safety, and
efficacy in an outpatient context.
Glioblastoma
McDannold et al. (2010) evaluated the clinical feasibility of transcranial MR-guided
focused ultrasound surgery (MRgFUS) for the treatment of brain tumors. Transcranial MRgFUS
for brain tumors offers a potential noninvasive alternative to a surgical procedure (Medel et al.
2012). The method combines a hemispherical phased-array transducer and patient-specific
treatment planning based on acoustic models with feedback control based on MR temperature
imaging to overcome the effects of the cranium and allow for controlled and precise thermal
ablation in the brain. Treatments of 3 glioblastoma patients were performed using the ExAblate
3000 TcMRgFUS system (InSightec, Haifa, Israel), which consists of a 30-cm diameter
hemispherical 512-element phased-array transducer operating at 670 kHz coupled with a 512channel driving system (see Section 2.2). The maximum total acoustic power applied was 650 W
for patient 1 and was increased to 800 W for patients 2 and 3. The width and length of the halfintensity of the focal region created by the transducer in water were 2 and 4 mm, respectively.
The acoustic power was slowly increased over several 20-second sonications until focal heating
was observed in MR temperature imaging to verify the target location within the tumor.
Following verification, the acoustic power was increased further over additional 20-second
sonications to achieve a sufficient thermal dose (approximately 55 °C peak temperature or 240
equivalent minutes at 43 °C (Sapareto and Dewey 1984)) to cause thermal coagulation.
However, limiting factors were the device’s maximum acoustic power level and possible pain.
Measurements at the focus suggested that a peak focal temperature of 55 °C, which would be
sufficient to produce thermal necrosis, would require approximately 1200 W of acoustic power
for a 20 s sonication.
The system was integrated with a clinical 1.5-T MRI unit (General Electric Medical
Systems, Milwaukee, WI). Temperature changes at the focus and brain surface were evaluated
by offline analysis of the MR temperature images. The feasibility of focusing an ultrasound
beam transcranially into the brain and to visualize the heating with MR temperature imaging was
demonstrated. Although the limitations by the device power available at the time, extrapolation
of the temperature measurements at the focus and on the brain surface suggested that thermal
ablation would be possible with this device without overheating the brain surface, albeit with
some possible limitation on the treatment envelope.
These treatments were of patients with inoperable glioblastoma, which may not
ultimately be the best clinical target for TcMRgFUS because of the infiltrative nature of the
disease. This treatment is a noninvasive alternative to surgical resection which although it offers
a major reduction in side effects, offers only limited improvement in survival for these patients.
The authors suggested that better targets for TcMRgFUS will be those for which surgical
resection currently offers greater benefit, such as metastases or other tumors with well-defined
margins and benign tumors.
This work showed for the first time that ultrasound can be focused through the intact
cranium in patients and that the heating can be visualized using MR temperature imaging.
Although device power limited the ability to achieve thermal coagulation, extrapolation of the
results suggests that ablation will be possible without overheating the cranium. Analysis of the
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brain surface heating and the occurrence of sonication-related pain in one patient suggest,
however, that the targetable regions of the brain may be limited to deep, central locations in the
brain with the device.
Epilepsy
Although there are currently no active clinical trials evaluating the safety and efficacy of
focused
ultrasound
for
the
treatment
of
epilepsy,
it
is
thought
(http://www.fusfoundation.org/Epilepsy/) that in the future focused ultrasound may be used in
the treatment of temporal lobe epilepsy thereby providing a low morbidity means to target and
destroy a specific area in the brain while sparing healthy tissue adjacent to the target or along the
beam path. In addition, research on focused ultrasound has demonstrated that with the right set of
parameters focused ultrasound can be used for neuromodulation to stimulate or block brain
activity in a transient and focalized manner (Gavrilov et al. 1996; Gavrilov 2014). Using the
blocking effect, it is possible, in principle, to use focused ultrasound as a means to block an ongoing seizure. Some new ideas related with this approach are presented in
http://www.fusfoundation.org/newsletter-articles/can-epilepsy-and-psychological-disorders-betreated-with-focused-ultrasound.
Trigeminal neuralgia
Trigeminal neuralgia is a neuropathic disorder characterized by episodes of intense pain
in the face, originating from the trigeminal nerve and lasting from a few seconds to several
minutes or hours. The intensity of pain can be physically and mentally incapacitating. The work
of Monteith et al. (2013d) is the first to investigate the feasibility of using transcranial MR–
guided focused ultrasound surgery (MRgFUS) for the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia.
Targeting of the trigeminal nerve was carried out in a cadaveric model with temperature
assessments made using computer simulations and an in vitro skull phantom model.
Preprocedural CT scanning of the head in 4 cadavers was performed to create skull correction
algorithm. A focused ultrasound transducer a 650-kHz phased array, ExAblate Neuro, InSightec
was used with powers of 25-1500 W and exposures of 10-30 seconds. The cadaver was
positioned in a transducer and the focus of the transducer was centred at the proximal trigeminal
nerve, allowing for targeting of the root entry zone and the cisternal segment. Thermocouples
were used as well as MR thermometry for measurements of temperature rise. A focal heating of
up to 18 °C in a cadaveric trigeminal nerve at the root entry zone and along the cisternal segment
was demonstrated. Significant heating of the skull base and surrounding neural structures did not
occur. The authors considered that in vivo studies were necessary to confirm the safety and
efficacy of this potentially new, noninvasive treatment.
Sonothrombolysis and intracerebral hemorrhage
Intracerebral hemorrhage, i.e. a bleeding within the skull, accounts for 10% - 15% of the
approximately 15 million strokes that occur worldwide every year (Monteith et al. 2000 a,c). It
occurs when a blood vessel within the skull is ruptured or leaks as a result of physical trauma (as
occurs in head injury) or nontraumatic causes (as occurs in hemorrhagic stroke). The annual
incidence is 10-30 per 100,000 population, and is the cause of significant morbidity and
mortality.
Monteith et al. (2000 a,c) investigated the use of transcranial MR-guided focused
ultrasound sonothrombolysis to treat intracerebral hemorrhage. Contrary to all previous work
related with the transcranial use of MRgFUS when the main effective factor was thermal
ablation of brain tissue, these authors considered that the role of temperature rise in ultrasound
sonothrombolysis for the treatment of intracerebral hemorrhage is not significant and the
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expected mechanism is largely mechanical rather than thermal. Samples of clots were prepared
from fresh blood from a healthy human volunteer. The blood samples were left to clot for 18
hours at room temperature to allow for clot retraction and to ensure that the clot was stable
across comparison groups. An explanted human calvaria was degassed and placed in the
ultrasound transducer (230 kHz; ExAblate Neuro, InSightec) submerged in circulated degassed
water. Initial in vivo safety studies were carried out in a swine model (n=20) of intracerebral
hemorrhage. The following optimum transcranial sonothrombolysis parameters were determined:
transducer centre frequency 230 kHz, power 3950 W, pulse repetition rate 1 kHz, duty cycle
10%, and sonication duration 30 seconds. In this model, sonothrombolysis of 4 ml intracerebral
hemorrhage was performed. Then a cadaveric model of intracerebral hemorrhage was developed
with 40 ml clots implanted into fresh cadaveric brains (n = 10). As a result, intracerebral
hemorrhages were successfully liquefied (> 95%) and evacuated in a minimally invasive fashion
under MR guidance. The safety and efficacy of such an approach to intracerebral hemorrhage
needs to be evaluated in a clinical trial. Thus, the feasibility of transcranial MRgFUS
sonothrombolysis was demonstrated in in vitro and cadaveric models of intracerebral
hemorrhage.
The goal of the recent work of Hölscher et al. (2013) was to test the effects of various
combinations of pulse widths and duty cycles on high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU)induced sonothrombolysis efficacy using an in vitro flow model. An ExAblate™ 4000 HIFU
head system (InSightec Inc., Israel) was used. The main component of this system is a
hemispheric phased array transducer with 1000 single piezo elements that can be operated
independently. A sharp focus located in the centre of the transducer can be generated. The
operating frequency of the system is 220 kHz. To test the impact of various duty cycles and
pulse widths on thrombolysis, insonation duration was of 30 s and an acoustic output power of
235 W for all studies. Artificial blood clots were placed into test tubes inside a human calvarium
and exposed to pulsatile flow. The thrombi had an average weight of about 0.25 g and the
average length of each thrombus was about 2.5 cm. Four different duty cycles (5; 10; 20; 50%)
were tested against four different pulse widths (0.1; 1; 10; 100 ms). Using transcranial HIFU,
significant thrombolysis can be achieved within seconds and without the use of lytic drugs in
vitro. Longer duty cycles in combination with longer pulse widths seem to have the highest
potential to optimize clot lysis efficacy. A duty cycle of 50% seems to represent an upper limit
above which a change of the pulse width does not affect the thrombolysis efficacy. These results
might be taken into consideration for future research on HIFU-induced thrombolysis. The
authors argued that the development of a noninvasive, transcranial ultrasound technology, which
provides the possibility to treat stroke victims who are not eligible for tissue plasminogen
activator, would be a significant achievement in today's stroke care.

4.3. Prostate
Prostate is a gland in the form of chestnut surrounding the urethra in men and is located
under the bladder and in front of the rectum. Chronic prostatitis, i.e., inflammation of the
prostate is one of the most common diseases in men, particularly in the elderly. According to
statistics, every year in the USA 800000 men undergo surgery associated with benign prostate
diseases and 200000 men have malignant prostate tumour (Hutchinson and Hynynen 1996;
Hutchinson et al. 1996). Mortality caused by prostate cancer (38000 men annually) makes this
type of cancer the second deadliest type of men's cancer in the USA. According to other
information obtained from the Internet and several works (Lafon et al. 2005; Penna et al. 2007),
prostate cancer is a leader among men in the U.S. and second in the world after lung cancer. It is
estimated that 41.5 million men in North America, Europe and Japan have cancer of the prostate.
So there is an interest in minimum-damaging prostate surgery methods, which in future could
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compete with routine surgery. One of the most promising physical methods is the application of
high-intensity focused ultrasound.
As mentioned in Section 1.1, two well-known ultrasound devices for surgery of the
prostate were developed and are commercially available, namely the Sonablate ® (Focus
Surgery, Indianapolis, IN, USA) (Foster et al. 1993; Bihrle et al. 1994; Sanghvi et al. 1999; Illing
and Emberton 2006) and Ablatherm ® (EDAP-TMS SA, Vaulx-en-Velin, France) (Gelet et al.
1993, 1999) devices. Both are based on the use of small size single element focusing transducers
moved mechanically in the rectum along the prostate. The Sonablate ®-500 uses two focusing
radiators with different focusing distances (usually 30 and 40 mm). During the past 15 years,
over 30000 prostate HIFU treatments have been performed, mainly in Europe, but also
throughout the world, including the USA.
The disadvantage of both mentioned focusing devices is that they both have fixed focal
distances. Thus, if it is necessary to change the depth of ultrasound irradiation of the prostate
tissue, it is required to replace one transducer to another having a different focal length, and to
retune the focusing system. There were several attempts to develop intracavitary phased arrays
system for hyperthermia and surgery of prostate (see Section 1.1) but only a few of them were
accompanied by experiments in vivo.
Early work in this area was that of Hutchinson and Hynynen (1998) who carried out in
vivo experiments on rabbit thigh muscles using an aperiodic 62 element MRI-compatible linear
phased array. The array produced therapeutic temperature rises in vivo at depths of 3–6 cm and
axial locations up to 3 cm off the central axis. The study showed that linear ultrasound
applicators can create small (4 mm × 4 mm × 7 mm) lesions in vivo. The size of the heated
volume could be enlarged with electronic scanning of a single focus. These studies were
continued in the work of Sokka and Hynynen (2000). They fabricated and tested an array
capable of increasing the treatable tissue volume by using an ultrasonic motor to provide a
mechanical rotation angle of up to 100o. In experiments ex vivo on bovine tissue samples, it was
shown that the potential limits of the focus steering were from 2 to 5 cm in depth, 5.5 cm along
the long axis of the array and ± 3 cm in the perpendicular direction at a depth of 4 cm.
Experiments evaluating the ability of an array to ablate in tissues with blood flow, were carried
out on the rabbit femur in vivo. For example, the destruction of 3 x 2.5 x 2 cm3 could be created
with the use of 12 exposures with the power of 150 W and duration of 30 s. After each exposure
the tissue was cooled for 1 min, and a side effect of edema surrounding the site of irradiation,
was acceptable. Thus, the total procedure time was about 20 minutes. If 8 irradiations with the
duration of 30 s and a power of 130 W at intervals of 5 minutes were used, no side effects were
observed. Size destruction was thus 1.5 x 2 x 2 cm3. Thus, these studies suggest the possibility of
ablation the whole volume of the prostate within a practical time. For clinical use of the
developed device, it is necessary to develop optimal irradiation protocols to minimize potential
side effects (edema, skin burns, etc.).
Seip et al. (2005) developed two designs of phased arrays for intracavitary prostate
surgery as mentioned briefly in Section 1.3: an annular array and a cylindrical array. Both were
successfully tested in experiments in vitro and in vivo (dog prostate). The annular array was
capable of creating defined lesions at the desired depth. Elementary lesions as well as compound
lesions were easily created by adjusting HIFU exposure parameters. A simple design makes it an
ideal candidate for incorporation into the Sonablate ® clinical system. The cylindrical array was
capable of creating both elementary and compound lesions at depth and laterally. Its ability to
create lesions over a large extent with respect to its aperture (±15 mm lateral, 25-50 mm depth;
aperture: 40 mm) within a few seconds demonstrate the effective focusing gain and the range of
the focal zone placement for the cylindrical geometry as a HIFU array.
There is information about clinical applications of intracavitary phased array systems for
the treatment of localized prostate cancer (Napoli et al. 2013a). In their research, five patients
with unifocal, biopsy-proven prostate cancer evident on multiparametric MR imaging were
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treated with MR-guided focused ultrasound (MRgFUS) ablation before radical prostatectomy.
All treatments were performed using an endorectal focused ultrasound ablation system
(ExAblate 2100, InSightec, Haifa, Israel) integrated within a 3T MR scanner (Discovery MR750,
GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA). Patients were positioned supine on the
scanner table under spinal anesthesia. The endorectal probe, which contained a 990-element
phased-array focused ultrasound transducer, was inserted into the rectum and filled with
degassed water to eliminate residual air within the interface between the prostate and the rectal
wall. The histopathology report showed extensive coagulative necrosis, with no residual tumor in
the ablated area. Significant bilateral residual tumor, not evident on pretreatment MRI, was
observed outside the treated area in two patients. The authors consider their preliminary
experience, which should be confirmed in a large prospective study, demonstrated the feasibility
of MRgFUS ablation of prostate lesions without significant side-effects or short-term treatmentrelated complications. Furthermore, MRgFUS treatment does not affect the morbidity and
oncologic outcome of subsequent radical prostatectomy, which was safely performed in all
patients. Further studies on larger populations are required to better define the safety profile and
particularly the long-term efficacy of this technique before its introduction in clinical practice.

4.4. Tissue Ablation in the Presence of Ribs
Pernot et al. (2007) carried out early experimental research demonstrating in principle the
possibility of heating liver tissue located behind of the rib cage up to hyperthermia temperatures.
They used a phased array system, mentioned briefly in Section 3.6, consisting of 300 individual
electronic channels with 220 emitting channels and 80 emitting and receiving channels. The
frequency was 1 MHz and the diameter of each element was 8 mm (5.3λ). A freshly excised
sheep rib cage was placed in front of the array, partially shadowing the beam; all the samples
were immersed in degassed and deionized water. Three different focusing techniques were tested
experimentally: time reversal, time reversal coupled with amplitude compensation and no
correction (spherical laws). Without any correction, the pressure fields in the focal plane were
affected by both inhomogeneous attenuation and phase distortion and three main effects were
observed: a mean 2 mm shift of the main lobe, a mean 1.25 mm spreading in the half width of
the main lobe and up to 20 dB increase in the secondary lobe level.
Then a time reversal experiment was conducted though the ribs: signals were emitted
successively by all the transducers of the array and recorded by a hydrophone placed at focus.
The 300 individual signals were stored in memory. Then they were time reversed and reemitted
by the array. The signal in the focus was recorded. Unlike the results presented by Bobkova et al.
(2010) no splitting of the main focus was observed in this work.
The temperature elevation was measured using implanted thermocouples (Ironconstantan, 40 mm diameter, PhysiTemp Corp.). This was done at several locations over the
outer rib surface at the bone for 5 s sonications performed with each focusing technique (1600 W
cm-2 at the focus). A summary of the mean temperature elevation is given in Table 7.
Table 7. Temperature elevation on the ribs (Pernot et al. 2007)
Focusing
technique

Mean
elevation

Standard
deviation

No correction

5.9 oC

2.2 oC

Maximum
temperature
elevation
9.1 oC

Time reversal (TR)

0.3 oC

0.1 oC

0.4 oC

TR + ampl.
compensation

5.2 oC

2.1 oC

8.0 oC
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It is seen, in particular, that time reversal maximizes the temperature elevation on the rib
surface (a mean 0.3 °C compared to more than 5 °C for the other techniques presented).
Nevertheless, such a technique is invasive as it requires an acoustic source (or receiver) at focus.
However the authors believed that it is possible to overcome this complication. Their idea is to
use the HIFU array first as an echographic device to image the ribs with a conventional grayscale
B-mode imaging technique. Thus, a therapeutic transducer can be used to perform ultrasonic
imaging of ribs, which can be useful for the procedures of the appropriate targeting.
In Section 3.6 another method for focusing high intensity continuous wave ultrasound
through ribs has been proposed and tested theoretically and experimentally (Bobkova et al.
2010). The method aims at minimizing heating of the ribs whilst maintaining high intensities at
the focus (or foci) using a 2D random phased array. Experiments carried out with the use of
porcine tissues and rib samples ex vivo (Bobkova et al. 2010) are discussed below
To demonstrate the feasibility of producing thermally ablated lesions in tissue in the
presence of ribs, porcine tissue positioned in the focal region was irradiated through a rib
phantom and through a rib sample. The plastic ring (inner diameter 10 cm) was placed in water
at 1 cm proximally to the focus and the threads were stretched between several points of the ring
to position the porcine tissues each 1 cm thick. Lesions in the tissue samples were subsequently
observed macroscopically, without special histological analysis. The soft tissues and rib cages
were degassed under vacuum for approximately one hour prior to sonication.
Firstly, the ability to ablate ex vivo porcine tissue behind the phantom of rib cage was
tested. The ablations presented in Figure 60 correspond to two set of experiments. In the first set
with constant exposure (20 s) the acoustic power was 140, 120 and 90 W (lesions 1-3,
respectively). In the second set of experiments with constant power (120 W) the exposures were
15, 10 and 5 s (lesions 4-6, respectively). For the shortest exposure (5 s) used in the experiments,
macroscopic tissue discolouration (lesion 6) was observable at an acoustic power of 120 W, but
may not be obvious in the photograph. The splitting of the focus is observed in all these cases
(see Figure 60).

Figure 60. Demonstration of the ability of tissue ablation behind the rib cage phantom. Lesions 1, 2 and 3
correspond to the acoustic power of array 140, 120 and 90 W and exposure 20 s. Lesions 4, 5 and 6
correspond to exposure 15, 10 and 5 s and the acoustic power of array 120 W Reprinted from Ultrasound
Med. Biol. 36(6) Bobkova, S., Gavrilov, L., Khokhlova, V., Shaw, A., & Hand, J. Focusing of high
intensity ultrasound through the rib cage using therapeutic random phased array 888-906. Copyright
(2010), with permission from Elsevier.
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Intensity distributions obtained experimentally when irradiations were performed through
the rib cage in water are presented in Figure 61 (Bobkova et al. 2010) for various locations of the
focus. The co-ordinates of the focus were (0, 0, 130 mm; 0, 10, 130 mm; 10, 0, 130 mm), i.e.
steering of the focus parallel and transversely to the ribs was used. The acoustic power was 28 W
and exposure 0.26 s, the number of working elements in the 254-element array was 138 (see
Section 3.6). Triad splitting of the focus was observed, but no significant grating lobes were
presented in the field of interest. These results indicate the ability to steer electronically the focus
behind the rib cage at the distance equal to at least ± 10 mm off the array axis.

Figure 61. Intensity distributions obtained experimentally for different locations of the focus (0, 0, 130;
10, 0, 130; 0, 10, 130 mm) behind the ex vivo rib cage. The contours are given from 5 W cm-2 with
increments of 5 W cm-2. Reprinted from Ultrasound Med. Biol. 36(6) Bobkova, S., Gavrilov, L.,
Khokhlova, V., Shaw, A., & Hand, J. Focusing of high intensity ultrasound through the rib cage using
therapeutic random phased array 888-906. Copyright (2010), with permission from Elsevier.

To obtain additional information on the safety of possible future applications of the
proposed method, experiments in which temperatures were monitored using thermocouples were
carried out. In particular, temperature rises were measured on the ribs and in the intercostal
spaces. The acoustic power used in these experiments was 60 W and the exposure duration 10 s.
The ribs were moved mechanically parallel to themselves to obtain a maximum value at the
thermocouple showing the greatest temperature rise. A significant time interval (several minutes)
was introduced between each subsequent irradiation of the ribs. The largest temperature rise
recorded locally near to a rib was approximately 5 oC. For an acoustic power of 30 W, duration
of heating 20 s, and parallel movement of the ribs, the maximum value of the temperature rise
was 2.5 oC. These results suggest that overheating of ribs and tissues proximal to the ribs during
future applications of the method could be avoided.
The results of experiments showed that it was possible to provide an appropriate quality
of focusing in the tissues behind the ribs, in the case of generating a single focus and several (34) foci and their steering at ± 10-15 mm off the array axis and at least ± 20 mm along the axis
(Bobkova et al. 2010). The level of secondary maxima in the acoustic fields with the steering of
a single focus did not exceed 10% of the maximum values excluding, naturally, the triad focus
(foci) splitting. The ablations in tissues were observed in samples of ex vivo porcine tissue,
located beyond the rib phantom, for acoustic power of 90-140 W and durations > 5 s.
Temperature rises in tissues near the bones and in the intercostal spaces were measured
using thermocouples. Temperature rise measurements on a rib surface confirmed the absence of
dangerous overheating of the tissues. Thus, theoretical and experimental investigations
demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed approach to minimise the field on ribs while
maintaining high focal intensities sufficient to produce tissue ablations in tissues behind the ribs.
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For future clinical application of transcostal HIFU, it may be prudent to additionally protect the
ribs by fixing strips made from absorbing (or reflecting in some cases) material to the skin above
the ribs.
The ability to ablate tissues through the phantom and maintain an appropriate quality of
the field distribution beyond the ribs ex vivo provides strong evidence that the technique has the
potential for addressing a major problem in clinical HIFU, i.e. ablating tissue behind the ribs
without overheating the ribs and overlying tissue. Practical application of the method will require
integration of a means of imaging the ribs (CT, MRI, or ultrasound), operating the array in
therapy and imaging modes, or using the recently proposed DORT method (Cochard et al. 2009)
to optimize the number and location of activated array elements and the phases of driving signals
applied to them.
Quesson et a. (2010) studied the possibilities of MR thermometry to precisely guide highintensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) for the noninvasive treatment of kidney and liver tumors in
vivo on pigs (five animals, weighing 40–50 kg). A 256-element (1.2 MHz operating frequency)
HIFU phased array (Imasonic, Besançon, France) mechanically positioned inside a tank with
degassed water was used. The transducer radius and aperture were 120 mm and 126 mm,
respectively, creating a focal region with the dimensions at the level of half-maximum of sound
pressure of 1 x 1 x 7 mm3. The position of the focal region was changed electronically by
adjusting the phases of the 256 elements. Sonications in the liver were performed using an
acoustic window inferior to the sternum, into the right and left inferior lobes of the liver. The
threshold lesions in the liver were obtained with the intensities and time durations of 200 W and
15 s (12 x 7 mm).
A thorough investigation was carried out by Marquet et al. (2011). It is known that an
important limitation for abdominal HIFU treatment is the patient movement and in particular
respiratory movement. These impeding movements directly affect the precision and the
efficiency of the treatment. When significant movements occurred, the acoustic beam could be
aiming at surrounding healthy tissues and damaging them. Moreover, the overall dose delivered
to tumorous tissues could be insufficient.
The aim of the authors was to optimize the emitted acoustic energy in order to limit
unwanted HIFU-induced damage outside the targeted area, due to the presence of the ribs or due
to breathing motion. A large spherical phased array designed for transcranial applications was
used (see Section 3.7). It consisted of 300 equally sized elements (8 mm diameter, 0.5 cm2 active
surface, centre frequency of 1 MHz, Imasonic, Besançon, France) mounted semi-randomly (in
order to minimize grating lobes) in a sealed, spherically curved holder with a 14 cm radius. The
transducers were connected to a 300-channel electronic driving system.
The basis of the approach proposed by Marquet et al. (2011) was as follows. Since the
transmitted energy of the wave front is essentially negligible when reflected by the bone the
authors applied binarization of the energy of transmitted wave front. Thus, the normalized
amplitudes of the transmitted wave front became either zero, due to the shadowing effect of the
rib, or unity for propagation through the intercostal space. Therefore a binarized apodization law
(adaptive beamforming) was introduced to optimize the shape of the emitted wavefront to avoid
sonicating the rib cage. Using the imaging capabilities of the therapeutic system, it was possible
to switch off the transducers located directly in front of the ribs to create a binarized wavefront.
This idea is very close to that used in Bobkova et al. (2010) (see Section 3.6) when the velocity
amplitude at the source surface shadowed by ribs was set to zero.
Thus, the authors proposed a noninvasive transcostal treatment planning combining
adaptive focusing and 3D real-time motion correction. The HIFU beam follows the target during
respiratory cycles thanks to the electronic steering capabilities of the HIFU phased array. In vivo
3D-movement detection was performed on pigs using the ultrasound-based technique. The
corresponding movements were reproduced by stepping motors in order to obtain known
realistic movements so that the error of the motion detection technique could be evaluated. Ex
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vivo heating experiments were then conducted on liver samples using the same in vivo liver
motion previously measured on pigs. Finally, a spiral treatment mode designed for large lesions,
as proposed by Salomir et al. (2000), was implemented and used ex vivo through the ribs in
conjunction with motion correction and binarized apodization of irradiation to induce necrosis in
a moving liver sample.
The histological findings and other data presented in the work of Marquet et al. (2011)
demonstrated in ex vivo and in vivo experiments the feasibility of intercostal focusing, avoiding
rib cage sonication and using motion correction. The procedure was based on combination of
several ultrasonic procedures: binarized apodization law, motion detection, steering capabilities
for both motion correction and spiral heating. Necroses were induced and the procedure used has
been shown to optimize energy deposit at the focus lowering rib overheating during treatment
(0.3 oC mean elevation compared to 5.9 oC mean elevation using classic approach). It was shown
also that the spiral heating mode is prospective for the treatment of large volumes of solid liver
tumors and could be used in future HIFU treatments.
Research into focusing through the rib cage for MR-guided transcostal HIFU was carried
out in the University of Dundee, UK (Gao et al. 2012a,b). In these studies a tissue mimicking
phantom with a rib phantom was sonicated using a 208-element 1.15 MHz bowl transducer and a
1024-element 550 kHz planar matrix transducer (both ExAblate, InSightec, Israel). Those
elements shadowed by ribs were switched off. The temperature rise near the ribs was reduced to
16 °C and 4 °C for the 1.15 MHz and 550 kHz transducers respectively. The results of the model
analysis demonstrated that ultrasound at frequencies around 0.8 MHz was optimal for
maximizing power density gains in these sonications. The temperature rise in the focus was
unexpectedly low but investigations are continuing.
In an earlier paper by the same group (Gao et al. 2011) the authors studied the effect of
focus splitting on ultrasound propagation through the rib cage during focused ultrasound surgery.
The results obtained confirmed in general those published by others (e.g. Bobkova et al. 2010;
Khokhlova et al. 2010). Referring to the latter works, the authors note that the parameters of the
split-focus (e.g. the distance between adjacent foci, the diameter of foci, and the ratio of the peak
intensity in the side foci to the central value) were obtained based on the analytical solution of
parabolic approximation of diffraction theory and state ―…. however, no direct experimental
study has been conducted to demonstrate the effect of focus splitting through the rib cage.‖ This
statement is not correct since Figure 60 and 61 (see above) taken from Bobkova et al. (2010)
demonstrates an experimental confirmation of the possibility of ablating tissues after propagation
of HIFU through the phantom and specimen of a rib cage.
Chinese scientists (Qiao et al. 2013) have proposed the modified geometric correction
method by adjusting the output of each element according to the area of the element blocked by
the projected shadow of the rib cage. The ultrasound propagation through the ribs was computed
by a hybrid method including the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral, k-space method, and angular
spectrum method. The method allowed adjusting the output of elements based on their relative
area in the projected ―shadow‖ of the ribs. The simulation results showed that an increase in the
specific absorption rate gain up to 300% was obtained by varying the focal length although the
optimal value varied in each situation. Therefore, acoustic simulation is required for each clinical
case to determine a satisfactory treatment plan. Experiments were carried out with the use of a
112-element phased array (1.36 MHz) and a model of rib cage fabricated from an acoustic
absorber cut into strips with a width of 10 mm and a thickness of 5 mm; these strips were
installed in parallel and distributed evenly at a spacing of 15 mm to simulate a rib cage. Good
agreement of experimental and simulation results was observed. The effect of focus splitting was
observed in the simulations and measurements were similar to those obtained in several previous
works.
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4.5. Surgery
There are many papers describing the use of single-element focused transducers and
phased arrays for applications in surgery, and primarily for oncology. Here we shall confine
discussion to the use of random phased arrays since they ensure the minimal level of grating
lobes and side lobes, which are potentially dangerous in practice.
Hand et al. (2009) described a random phased array (see Section 3.7) consisting of 254
elements on a spherical shell of radius of curvature 130 mm and diameter 170 mm has been
used. The use of phased arrays offers not only electronically controlled dynamic focusing and the
ability to vary and control precisely the range, location and size of a focus during treatment
without moving the array, but also a means of synthesizing fields with multiple simultaneous
foci. The feasibility of using the system to generate focal regions of complex configurations with
preset parameters and geometric characteristics was demonstrated; typical examples of ablations
in porcine soft tissue samples are shown in Figures 62 and 63. The goal of these experiments was
to ablate a tissue region of a selected size (as a square with a side about 10 mm in projection).
Ablations were performed using two consecutive patterns of foci: the first one consisting of four
foci (acoustic power 142 W, duration 20 s) and the second one consisting of five foci arranged as
a rhomb (188 W, 20 s), which together form a square of three by three foci. The sections made at
different depths in tissue demonstrate square-shaped ablations (square side 11 mm). The depth of
the ablation was at least 16 mm. Thus, the volume of the ablation obtained under such an
exposure was about 2 cm3.

Figure 62. Five lesions produced in pork From Hand, J. W., Shaw, A., Sadhoo, N., Rajagopal, S.,
Dickinson, R. J. & Gavrilov, L. R. (2009). A random phased array device for delivery of high intensity
focused ultrasound. Phys. Med. Biol., 54, 5675-5693.© Institute of Physics and Engineering in
Medicine. Published on behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Figure 63. Lesion produced by a sequence of four foci (142 W acoustic power, 20 s) followed by
five foci (188 W acoustic power, 20 s). (a)–(e) Sequential sections through lesion showing
essentially square cross sections. The sections covered approximately 16 mm of tissue; (f) lesion
(11 mm side length) From Hand, J. W., Shaw, A., Sadhoo, N., Rajagopal, S., Dickinson, R. J. &
Gavrilov, L. R. (2009). A random phased array device for delivery of high intensity focused ultrasound.
Phys. Med. Biol., 54, 5675-5693.© Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine. Published on
behalf of IPEM by IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.

Similar examples of lesions obtained with the use of random arrays are presented in
several other papers (Pernot et al. 2003; Lu et al. 2008; Ji et al. 2011).
In Section 3.7 a MR-compliant phased-array HIFU transducer with increased electronic
steering range, dedicated to abdominal thermotherapy (Auboiroux et al. 2011), has been
considered in detail. This novel concept based on the splitting the phased array into two subarrays with different foci was tested and validated ex vivo (in turkey muscle) and in vivo (in
sheep muscle).
Borasi et al. (2013) argue that the integration of newest HIFU systems, e.g. Exablate
2100 (InSightec) or other multiple element phased array systems, with external beam
radiotherapy could become a potent new weapon against cancer (and, thanks to drug delivery,
also against many degenerative diseases). Such a device could integrate, in real time, target and
temperature imaging, radiation sterilization, hyperthermia, ablation and drug delivery. It is likely
that this type of device would be a lower cost option and, for many cancerous sites in the body, a
great deal more effective than expensive and less accessible proton or heavy ion radiotherapy
machines.

4.6. Hyperthermia
French researchers (Salomir et al. 2000) investigated local hyperthermia with MR-guided
focused ultrasound implemented by an MR-compatible 14-ring spherical ultrasound transducer
(Laboratoire Electronique de Philips, Paris, France) with operating frequency 1.5 MHz, aperture
diameter 96 mm, radius of curvature 130 mm, and maximum acoustic power 44 W averaged
over the electrical duty cycle. It was integrated within a Philips 1.5-T ACS-NT clinical scanner
(Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands). The ultrasound probe can be hydraulically
moved in the horizontal plane (oxz) with a spatial resolution of 0.25 mm in each direction,
covering an 80 x 80 mm square. Maximum velocity of the probe is approximately 2 mm s -1. The
focal length can be electronically adjusted, ranging from 80 to 150 mm. In in vivo experiments
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four New Zealand rabbits were used to investigate the feasibility of the method. The heating
procedure consisted of two successive spiral trajectories covering a circular region of interest
inside the rabbit thigh. The outer diameter of the spirals was 16 mm for the first trajectory and 10
mm for the second. The focal point plane was located in the rabbit thigh at approximately 20 mm
depth. One hour after completion of the second trajectory, T2-weighted scans (identical to those
acquired before the heating procedure) were performed to evaluate tissue edema resulting from
hyperthermia. In these experiments it has been shown that spatial control of the FUS heating
procedure can be accomplished using a double spiral trajectory of the ultrasound. The approach
reduces MR-guided FUS treatment times of large target volumes and might help bringing MRguided FUS therapy into the clinic. It should be noted that local hyperthermia by focused
ultrasound is limited to regions where a relatively large acoustic window exists. For example, the
described technology is inappropriate for hyperthermia of liver tumour because of the narrow
space between the ribs. The authors believe that phased-array technology will probably improve
the potential of focused ultrasound in such cases.
Scientists from National Taiwan University studied the feasibility of external ultrasound
hyperthermia using a simple linear phased array with mechanical motion (Ju et al. 2003). The
array was mounted on the shaft and moved along it mechanically, while dynamically focusing on
the target volume with numerous focal spots. Thus, ultrasound energy was deposited in a 3D
volume. Different tumour shapes were evaluated and the results of simulation demonstrated that
more than 95% of the target volume reached temperatures higher than 43 oC.
Investigators from the United Kingdom (Aitkenhead et al. 2008) developed a design and
simulated a planar phased-array ultrasound transducer suitable for producing localized
hyperthermia in solid tumours deep within the body. The simulations helped determine the
relationship between the size and position of the focus and parameters of the array. These
parameters include the overall size of the array and the size, shape and distribution of the
individual elements. A 15-element prototype array has been constructed using the results of the
simulation. The array radius was 22 mm, each PZT element was 2 mm in radius. A randomized
distribution of elements was chosen to maximize the focal intensity and minimize the power
dissipated in the grating lobes. The randomized design of the transducer yielded significant
advantages in comparison with regular arrays.
In the work of Salgaonkar et al. (2013) feasibility of hyperthermia delivery to the prostate
with a commercially available MR-guided endorectal ultrasound phased array ablation system
(ExAblate 2100, Insightec Ltd, 2.3 MHz, 2.3 x 4 cm2) was assessed through computer
simulations and ex vivo experiments.
Exhaustive review regarding ultrasound hyperthermia and the prediction of heating is
given in the paper of Hand (1998).

4.7. Cardiac Ablation
It is known that cardiac arrhythmias affect millions of people around the world.
Therefore minimally invasive or noninvasive methods for treatment of cardiac arrhythmias and
other cardiac disorders are needed.
Active work in this area began in the mid-1990s. Such studies were carried out in the
University of Michigan, Laboratory of Prof. C. Cain. Kluiwstra et al. (1995) developed phase
aberration correction algorithms, and carried out experiments with pork and human rib phantoms
to confirm the ability of phased array to precisely form the necessary beams. The developed
program allows projection from any point in the myocardium of a "shadow" onto the array
aperture surface, thus indicating which elements of the array should be driven or switched off.
The active elements or "sub-aperture" was then used to numerically compute the expected beam
profile. A pork-rib phantom was used to investigate the feasibility of forming beams around ribs
using the developed phase aberration correction techniques. The purpose of these experiments
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was to determine the ability of an ultrasound phased array transducer to focus energy though a
rib cage. A 64-element linear array, a 96 two-dimensional flat phased array and a 192-element 2D phased array were used in experiments. The results of experiments showed that precise beam
forming in target areas shadowed by obstacles such as the rib cage was possible with the use of
aberration correction. Compared with acoustic field measurements in the absence of the ribs, a
decrease in intensity level and an increase in relative side lobe levels was seen (the nature of
these side lobes is discussed in Section 3.6). Essentially the residual problem is related to the
movement of the sonicated region. The authors considered that with a hydrophone probe located
inside the heart, real time phase and amplitude aberration correction is possible to locate
precisely the foci at the moving target. Thus, in real conditions it is necessary to use very fast
aberration correction techniques.
In subsequent work, Kluiwstra et al. (1997) used a single-element focusing therapy
transducer with a built-in imaging probe to demonstrate the possibility of precisely forming
lesions in the beating heart. Real time image feedback allowed precise identification of the target
region and observation of lesion formation. Changes in the electrical activity of the heart were
accomplished by precisely positioning lesions in the conduction pathways.
Studies using single-element focused transducers were successfully continued in this
laboratory (Strickberger et al. 1999; Xu et al. 2004). These authors plan to use phased arrays to
track the septal movement by electronically manipulating the focus.
Active works related with the application of HIFU in cardiology were carried out by
Hynynen and his colleagues. The majority of them used single element focused transducers
(Hynynen et al. 1997; Smith and Hynynen 1998) or catheters (Zimmer et al. 1995), but a few
were related to phased array systems. For example, the acoustic and thermal fields produced by a
miniature flat two-dimensional array, intended for noninvasive thermal destruction of the tissues
of the heart muscle through the esophagus wall, were calculated (Yin et al. 2004, 2006).
Esophagus offers a convenient ultrasound window to the heart, particularly, to the posterious
structures, such as the atria. Such a close proximity to the heart makes the proposed
transesophageal ultrasound ablation technique very promising, so that minimal distortion of the
wave is induced by the esophagus tissue layer. The parameters of this intracavitary array
mentioned in Section 2.4 were as follows: frequency of 1 MHz, the dimensions of 1 x 6 cm2, the
distance between the centres of the elements of 0.525 mm (a little more than 1/3 of the
wavelength), the number of elements of 2280. The simulation results show the possibility of
focusing ultrasound through the wall of the esophagus and of steering the multiple foci in heart
tissues at the required distance. Evaluation of the thermal dose in the tissue showed that by
varying sonication duration and power, the array can produce thermal dose that is high enough to
cause tissue necrosis of different sizes. Therefore from the beam propagation point of view, it is
feasible to use a planar ultrasound phased array for trans-esophageal cardiac thermal ablation.
Wong et al. (2006) at Stanford University simulated and designed a noncontact, intracardiac transducer that can ablate tissue and provide imaging to guide therapy. The device
consists of a high-power, 20 mm x 2 mm, 128-element phased array placed on the side of 7French catheter. The transducer can be used in imaging mode to locate the atrial wall; then, by
focusing at that location, a lesion can be formed. As a result, the authors confirmed the feasibility
of an intra-cardiac-sized transducer for treatment of atrial fibrillation which affects 1% of the
population. In simulations and proof-of-concept experiments the authors showed a 37 oC
temperature rise in the lesion location and demonstrated the possibility of lesion imaging.
According to simulations, the ultrasound transducer can produce intensities of 450-900 W cm-2
at the focal point in cardiac tissues. Using these intensities, it is estimated that tissue necrosis
would occur in less than 10 s, taking into account convection from the blood.
Over 2.2 million Americans suffer from atrial fibrillation making it one of the most
common arrhythmias (Werner et al. 2010). Cardiac ablation has shown a high rate of success in
treating paroxysmal atrial fibrillation. Prevailing modalities for this treatment are catheter based
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radio-frequency ablation or surgery. However, there is measurable morbidity and significant
costs and time associated with these invasive procedures. Due to these issues, developing a
method that is less invasive to treat atrial fibrillation is needed. Werner et al. (2010) studied the
feasibility of in vivo transesophageal cardiac ablation using a phased ultrasound array. A quasiperiodic two-dimensional sparse phased array with the aperture size of 20.7 mm x 10.2 mm with
flat tapered elements was fabricated and evaluated with in vivo experiments. Active elements
(PZT-8, frequency of 1.6 MHz) were periodically distributed within the 15 x 13 array. The
layout involved tapered elements, ranging from 1.04 to 1.55 mm wide and from 0.57 to 0.84 mm
high. Thus, there were 64 active elements from 195 in the full matrix. The advantages of such a
design were that sparse array had a reduced number of elements and the use of tapered elements
suppressed grating lobes. Five pigs were anesthetized; the array was passed through the
esophagus and positioned over the heart. The probe was guided through the esophagus with the
aid of ultrasound imaging. The array was operated for 8-15 min with an acoustic intensity of
150-300 W cm-2 resulting in both single and multiple lesions on atrial and ventricular
myocardium. The average size of lesions was 5.1 ± 2.1 mm in diameter and 7.8 ± 2.5 mm in
length. Based on the experimental results, the array delivered sufficient power to the focal point
to produce ablation while not grossly damaging nearby tissue outside the target area. These
results demonstrate a potential applicability of the ultrasound applicator to trans-esophageal
cardiac surgery in atrial fibrillation treatment.
Lee et al. (2010) investigated the optimal method for distributing elements on the surface
of an array intended for application for non-invasive trans-esophageal cardiac ablation. They
compared the acoustical fields irradiated by three kinds of array: linear phased array, quasiperiodic sparse phased array and random sparse phased array. The computational simulations
and in vitro experiments with excised porcine heart tissues showed that the random sparse array
showed excellence in both the focusing at the targeted area and controlling grating lobes in the
calculated ultrasound fields. These authors reached the same conclusion as was reported in a
much earlier study by Gavrilov and Hand (2000)

4.8. Stimulation of Neural Structures
Development of Tactile Displays
Two-dimensional phased arrays may find applications in development of promising
robotic techniques and systems, sensors, automated control systems, and also ―human–machine‖
interfaces based on the use of tactile sensations.
Japanese scientists suggested and developed an idea to use phased array systems to
develop tactile displays (Iwamoto et al. 2001, Iwamoto and Shinoda 2005, 2006). Such displays
must create rapidly changing images, especially with a complex configuration (geometric
figures, symbols, letters, etc.). The principle of action of such displays is based on the
stimulation effect of ultrasound on tactile receptors of humans by means of the radiation pressure
of ultrasound.
Iwamoto and Shinoda (2006) proposed a design for a tactile display based on the use of a
two-dimensional phased array. The focusing system was a combination of eight linear phased
arrays, the angle of convergence with respect to the system axis of each array was 70 degrees.
The maximum dimension of the housing, in which all arrays were located, was 8 cm, and the
focal distance was 3 cm; the operating frequency was 3 MHz. Each array had a trapezoidal shape
and consisted of 40 piezoceramic elements with different lengths. Thus, the total number of
individually controlled electronic channels was 320. The distance between the element centres
was fixed at 0.5 mm. The required size of the tactile display was 1 x 1 cm. Acoustic field
measurements performed with a hydrophone demonstrated (Iwamoto and Shinoda 2006) that the
focal diameter at the intensity level of 25% of the maximum value at the centre of focus was 9λ,
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where λ=0.5 mm is the wavelength of ultrasound, and, at the level of 50%, it was about 5λ,
which is evidence of the very low spatial resolution of the system. The results of computer
simulation of the acoustic field generated by this system demonstrated that the intensity in the
grating lobes was 13%, even for the case where the focus was located at the acoustic axis of the
system. For the case of steering the focus off the system axis, the intensity in the grating lobe
would be much greater. Thus, the quality of the acoustic field generated by the system needs
considerable improvement. Another important drawback of the system is that it is intended for
moving only a single focus along the display area at a given time moment.
The main goals of Gavrilov (2008) were to propose and study in numerical models an
alternative method of developing of tactile displays based on the application of a twodimensional array with elements randomly distributed on its surface. The details of this work and
the results obtained were presented in Section 3.5. It was shown that with the use of such array it
was possible to synthesize focal regions with complex configurations, in particular, in the form
of the letters of the alphabet (see Figure 42).
In connection with the images presented in Figure 42, it is worthwhile to discuss one of
the possible designs of an ultrasound tactile display. There are mechanical tactile displays
allowing blind and even deaf-and-blind persons to perceive textual information displayed by a
relief-dot font due to the effect of the radiation pressure. Small pins, which rise and fall in order
to form a symbol, are commonly used in these devices. Letters are depicted in Braille system,
which creates the equivalent of a printed symbol using from six to eight dots. To depict Braille’s
symbols at a display is much easier than the letters of the Latin or Cyrillic alphabet. However,
such displays have drawbacks and limitations. The devices in which the pins are moved
mechanically are noisy and require a direct contact between the skin of the subject and the pins,
and the speed of the change of ―images‖ at the display is very limited. Ultrasonic tactile displays
have potential advantages: they are noiseless, contactless, and provide a high update rate on the
display. Symbols with a complex configuration (letters, digits, punctuation marks, etc.) may be
created on the display. Although the feasibility of implementing ultrasonic displays to image
printed symbols on the display instead of their Braille equivalents is the subject of a separate
study, the technical possibility of creating such devices has been proven (Gavrilov 2008).
During recent years, scientists from Japan tried to develop tactile displays able to produce
tactile sensations and to work in air (Iwamoto et al. 2008; Hoshi et al. 2009, 2010; Shinoda 2010;
Hoshi 2012). This task is much more complicated rather than the work in water because
attenuation in air is extremely high. Meanwhile, Iwamoto et al. (2008) developed a tactile
device, which produces stress fields in 3D space. Combined with 3D stereoscopic displays, this
device is expected to provide high-fidelity tactile feedback for the interaction with 3D visual
objects. The principle is based again on the use of the acoustic radiation pressure. The authors
fabricated a prototype device consisting of a 12 channel annular array, a 12 channel driving
circuit, and a PC. The measured output radiation force within the focal region was 0.8 gf, and the
spatial resolution was 20 mm. Though the radiation force produced was weak for users to feel
constant pressure, it was sufficient to induce vibratory sensation up to 1 kHz.
The next version of the device consisted of 324 airborne ultrasound transducers with
individual control of phases and amplitudes at each element. The measured output radiation
force within the focal region was equal to 1.6 gf (16 mN), which provides suitable touch feeling.
The spatial resolution (the diameter of the focal spot) was 20 mm (Hoshi et al. 2009, 2010). The
developed interaction system enables users to see and touch virtual objects and therefore realize
literally touchable 3D images (Hoshi et al. 2010, Shinoda 2010).
Recently Hoshi (2012) presented a system, which transmits handwriting motion in a tactual
manner. It records the writer's handwriting motion and reproduces it on the reader's palm. It
enables them to share the handwriting motion and exchange non-verbal information in addition
to the appearance of characters and graphics. An ultrasound two-dimensional phased array
consisting of 384 ultrasound transducers arranged in a square of side length 20 cm was used for
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tactile stimulation. The resonant frequency of the transducers was 40 kHz (i.e. λ = 8.5 mm). The
width of the focal spot (i.e. the spatial resolution) was 13 mm and the focal length was set at 15
cm. A force of 18 mN was produced with all transducers driven at the maximum power. The
ultrasound stimulation was combined with a graphic tablet, and the handwritten characters and
graphics were displayed by moving the pressure spot according to the pen strokes. The spot
moved at a 1 mm resolution. The experiments showed that users can identify the 26 capital
alphabet letters at a 44-percent accuracy rate. Future work will include (1) increasing the output
force of the ultrasound tactile display to make sensation clearer, and (2) employing a handtracking technology to enable users to feel the sensation at an arbitrary position in midair.
Artificial Prosthesis of a Degenerating Retina
A separate direction of research is related to attempts to develop methods and devices for
artificial prosthesis of a degenerating retina. Hertzberg et al. (2010a) suggest that the use of
multi-element phased arrays is very promising for generating multiple foci affecting regions with
complex configurations in order to activate and change the functional state of cortical and subcortical neural structures. To create appropriate devices and systems, the authors developed
effective and fast algorithms for calculating the phase of the array elements necessary for the
generation of multiple foci ultrasonic fields with given parameters of the foci. By combining the
phased array and MR thermometry it was experimentally demonstrated the simultaneous
generation of tightly focused multifocal distributions in a tissue phantom. That is a first step
towards the development of patterned ultrasound neuromodulation systems and devices. The
authors believe that focused ultrasound directed onto neural structures is able to dynamically
modulate their neural activity and excitability, opening up a range of possible systems and
applications where the non-invasiveness, safety, mm-range resolution and other favorable
characteristics of focused ultrasound are advantageous.
Naor et al. (2012) examined the general feasibility and properties of an acoustic retinal
prosthesis, a new vision restoration strategy that will combine ultrasonic neurostimulation and
ultrasonic field sculpting technology towards non-invasive artificial stimulation of surviving
neurons in a degenerating retina. These authors applied the approach developed by Herzberg et
al. and used a miniature two-dimensional phased array to create an artificial prosthesis of a
degenerating retina. The main unit of the device was a flat phased array (InSightec Ltd, Israel)
with dimensions 2 х 4 cm2, consisting of 987 elements. The array was positioned above a cornea,
and ultrasound at 0.5 and 1 MHz effected on a retina. The experiments carried out on rats
showed occurrence of visually evoked potentials in response to the pulsed ultrasonic stimulation.
The range of parameters of the ultrasound stimulation used in animal experiments at 1 MHz was
as follows: the burst train duration was 10-20 ms, single burst duration was 100 µs, repetition
frequency was 1667 Hz, the peak instantaneous intensity was 10-17 W cm-2 and ISPPA was 5.158.5 W cm-2. A device that is aimed at non-invasive patterned excitation of populations of retinal
neurons using acoustic interference patterns projected from a multi-element phased ultrasonic
array has been conceptually validated and analyzed. The authors believe, that by means of the
developed software and device, and also having in mind that the duration of a series of impulses
for the effective stimulation of a retina is approximately 10 ms, it is possible to update the
information on the retina at a rate of the order of tens images per second. Although many
questions about this technological framework remain open, the in vivo experiments and
subsequent analysis suggest that a low-acuity the acoustic retinal prosthesis with sub-mm
resolution and intensities that comply with international ophthalmic safety guidelines appears to
be feasible using frequencies in the low MHz range. Moreover, a preliminary assessment showed
no short-term damage to the retina, which appeared to remain functionally and morphologically
intact. A prosthesis operating in the 2-10 MHz range could potentially become an external,
implant-less, alternative to existing implantable systems with a similar spatial resolution. Further
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research is clearly required to expand understanding of the mechanisms of ultrasound
neuroactivation.
Menz et al. (2013) used the isolated salamander retina to characterize the effect of
ultrasound on an intact neural circuit and compared these effects with those of visual stimulation
of the same retinal ganglion cells. Ultrasound stimuli at an acoustic frequency of 43 MHz and a
focal spot diameter of 90 µm delivered from a piezoelectric transducer evoked stable responses
with a temporal precision equal to strong visual responses but with shorter latency. The
calculated time-averaged acoustic intensity was 10-30 W/cm2 for 50% duty cycle stimulus (1 s
on, 1 s off) for most experiments. The 43 MHz carrier frequency was modulated at low
frequencies (0.5-15 Hz) to match the temporal pattern used for visual stimulation. For most
experiments, this consisted of 1 s of stimulus on and 1 s of stimulus off, repeated for many
cycles, for a total duration of 1–5 min. By presenting ultrasound and visual stimulation together,
the authors found that ultrasonic stimulation rapidly modulated visual sensitivity but did not
change visual temporal filtering. By combining pharmacology with ultrasound stimulation, it
was found that ultrasound did not directly activate retinal ganglion cells but did in part activate
interneurons beyond photoreceptors. These results suggest that, under conditions of strong
localized stimulation, timing variability is largely influenced by cells beyond photoreceptors. It
was concluded that ultrasonic stimulation is an effective and spatiotemporally precise method to
activate the retina. Because the retina is the most accessible part of the central nervous system in
vivo, ultrasonic stimulation may have diagnostic potential to probe remaining retinal function in
cases of photoreceptor degeneration, and therapeutic potential for use in a retinal prosthesis. The
authors consider that ultrasound neurostimulation, because of its noninvasive properties and
spatiotemporal resolution, promises to be a useful tool to understand dynamic activity of neural
pathways in the retina.

4.9. Uterine Fibroids
An application use of high-intensity focused ultrasound in medicine that appeared
relatively recently, but has already achieved wide clinical use is the treatment of diseases of the
female reproductive organs and, primarily, surgery of uterine fibroids, the most common benign
tumours in females. This disease is also known as uterine leiomyoma, fibromioma, etc. The
incidence of leiomyomas occurs in 70-80 % of American women (Tan and Raman 2013).
Fibroids often cause pain and heavy menstrual bleeding; moreover, they can grow to a
considerable size (more than 20 cm). These tumors do not pose a threat to a woman's life, but it
is unlikely that in this case the woman can carry and give birth to a child. The disease usually
occurs in women older than 30 years and is detected in 20-40 % of women over 35 years. Some
fibroids can be removed surgically, and sometimes there is need to remove the entire uterus. If a
woman does not feel any discomfort or other harassing symptoms (which often occurs), surgery
is not required. However, many women have symptoms that dramatically degrade their quality of
life, and then have to resort to various methods of treatment, ranging from drugs to removal of
the uterus (hysterectomy).
Held et al. (2006) developed and investigated the use of a 3 MHz, 11 element annular array
(Imasonic, Besançon, France), designed for intracavitary surgery of uterine fibroids. The
geometric focus of the array was at 50 mm. The experimental verification was carried out on gels
and porcine liver tissues. Lesion formation was noted at the entire depth range from 30 to 60 mm
in pig liver, which shares similar acoustic properties with uterine tissue. The lesions were
obtained at acoustic intensities of 4100 and 6100 W cm-2 for 15 s each, with the latter producing
average lesion volumes at least 63% larger than the former. The authors believe that the success
of their device in producing and monitoring tissue coagulation at the desired focal depths
indicates its potential use in a surgical session.
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InSightec (http://www.insightec.com/) has developed and manufactures a standard
ultrasound device for surgery of uterine fibroids ExAblate ® 2000, which in 2004 was approved
by FDA. The principle of the device is based on the destruction of tumor tissue by powerful
focused ultrasound under MRI control. At the end of 2007 more than 3000 women had received
surgical treatment with this device.
During the procedure, the patient is positioned within the MRI scanner, and threedimensional images of the target and surrounding tissues are acquired. Then, the temperature in
the focal region of the focusing radiator is raised up to 65-85 °C, which is more than enough to
destroy the tumor tissue. The duration of each exposure does not exceed 20 s. The procedure is
repeated until the main body of the tumor reaches a temperature sufficient to necrosis. The
scanner provides feedback in real time and allows the physician to monitor the progress of the
operation, continuing up to 3 hours. The method has proven to be an effective means of fibroids
surgery. Compared with hysterectomy, which is currently the main surgical approach, the
proposed method has a number of clinical and economic benefits. The method is non-invasive,
and therefore the patient avoids the risks associated with surgery. The ExAblate device allows to
remove the tumor non-invasively, while preserving the uterus as an organ. Limited sedation is
required and the patient can return to normal life within a day, whereas after removal of the
uterus a long postoperative recovery period is needed. All of these lead to a substantial positive
economic effect. Side effects, according to manufacturers, are rare and include skin burns and
reversible damages of nerves. However, FDA has not yet recommended to use this treatment for
women who plan to have children in the future, because it may change the composition and
strength of uterine tissues.
A summary of the clinical results obtained by using the above method and ExAblate
device is contained in a number of papers (Hindley et al. 2004; Funaki et al. 2006; Fennessy and
Tempany 2006; Fennessy et al. 2007; Stewart et al. 2007; Rabinovichi et al. 2007; Chapman and
Ter Haar 2007; Trumm et al. 2013). One of the articles is devoted to the peculiarities of
temperature measurement using the method described above (McDannold et al. 2006).

4.10. Other Applications
Treatment of osteoarthritis knee pain
Severe knee pain associated with osteoarthritis is one of the most common and
troublesome symptoms in the elderly (see the details in Izumi et al. 2013). Such chronic knee
pain has a significant effect on patients’ quality of life. Although total knee arthroplasty is a
validated and reliable intervention for alleviating severe knee pain, there are some patients who
are at high risk during surgery and other patients who are not willing to undergo surgery. The
number of these patients is expected to increase because of the aging population; therefore, it is
necessary to explore additional nonsurgical treatments for knee osteoarthritis to achieve better
pain relief.
Japanese scientists have developed a novel method of treatment for osteoarthritis based
on the application of MR-guided focused ultrasound (Izumi et al. 2013). Eight patients with
medial knee pain and eligible for total knee arthroplasty were included. The treatment was
conducted as an outpatient setting, using the MRgFUS system (ExAblate® 2100, InSightec Ltd,
Haifa, Israel) integrated with an MR scanner (GE Signa EXCITE 3.0 T, Milwaukee, WI, USA).
Ultrasound treatments were applied to bone surface just below the rim osteophyte of medial tibia
plateau with real-time monitoring of the temperature in the target sites. Six patients (75%)
showed immediate pain alleviation after treatment, and four of them demonstrated long-lasting
effect at 6-month follow up. These initial results illustrate the safety and efficacy of the newly
developing MRgFUS treatment. The authors concluded that MRgFUS treatment had the
potential of rapid and long-lasting pain alleviation without adverse side effects. Significant
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increase of pressure pain thresholds on the treated area showed successful denervation effect on
the nociceptive nerve terminals. Thus, MRgFUS is a promising and innovative procedure for
noninvasive pain management of knee osteoarthritis.
Pain palliation in patients with bone metastases
Pain due to bone metastases is a one of causes of cancer-related morbidity, with few
options available for patients refractory to medical therapies and who do not respond to radiation
therapy (Hurwitz et al. 2014). Bone metastases are common in patients with advanced cancer
and are the greatest contributor to cancer-related pain, often severely affecting quality of life.
Many patients with advanced cancer are undertreated for pain (Hurwitz et al. 2014). Radiation
therapy (RT), together with systemic therapies and analgesics, is the standard of care for
localized metastatic bone pain, although up to two-thirds of patients have residual pain after RT.
There are reasons to believe that the combination of focused ultrasound with MR could perform
precise localized tumor tissue ablation, while using MR thermometry for real-time temperature
monitoring (Hurwitz et al. 2014).
Napoli et al. (2013b) studied the ability of high intensity focused ultrasound, under MR
guidance (MRgFUS), to be delivered to bone metastases. The objectives of their study were to
evaluate the efficacy in pain management of MRgFUS for the primary treatment of painful bone
metastases and to assess its potential for local control of bone metastases. The treatment sessions
were performed with a focused ultrasound phased-array treatment system ExAblate 2100;
InSightec, Israel) integrated with the 3 T MR imager. The authors concluded that MR-guided
focused ultrasound can be safely and effectively used as the primary treatment of pain palliation
in patients with bone metastases and has a potential role in local tumor control.
In the work of Hurwitz et al. (2014) results of a randomized controlled trial to evaluate
safety and efficacy of MRgFUS for treating bone metastases in patients with persistent or
recurrent pain after RT, or who were otherwise not candidates for RT, or who declined RT. The
primary objective was to evaluate pain reduction after MRgFUS. The secondary objectives of the
study included assessment of the treatment’s impact on pain-related interference with patient
functioning and treatment-related toxicity. Patients were enrolled between July 2008 and May
2012 at 17 centres across the United States, Canada, Israel, Italy, and Russia. Patients were aged
at least 18 years with life expectancy equal to or greater than 3 months and had bone metastases
1) that were painful despite previous RT; 2) were otherwise unsuitable for RT (e.g., because of
prior definitive high-dose treatment to the area of pain); or 3) who declined RT. One hundred
forty-seven subjects were enrolled, with 112 and 35 randomly assigned to MRgFUS and
randomized placebo treatments, respectively. Treatment was performed using the ExAblate
MRgFUS system (InSightec, Tirat Carmel, Israel). Patients were positioned on the MRgFUS
table with the targeted tumour centred above the ultrasound transducer, with positioning and
clear ultrasound pathway verified by MR imaging. The response rate for the primary endpoint
was 64.3% in the MRgFUS arm and 20.0% in the placebo arm. The multi-centre results showed
that MRgFUS provided durable pain relief and improved function in patients who failed
radiation or those who were not candidates for or declined radiation. Given the impact of these
clinically significant results, coupled with a favorable side effect profile, MRgFUS should be
considered a viable treatment option for painful bone metastases. Further studies are required to
assess the role of MRgFUS in patients with bone metastases as first-line therapy (Hurwitz et al.
2014).
Liposuction
The majority of ultrasound procedures of liposuction (removal of extra fat) is carried out
with the use of a device UltraShape Contour I, Israel (Brown et al. 2009). Destruction of fat
tissue by focused ultrasound at 200 kHz was reported by Goland and Kushkuley (2009). The
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design of this device is such that an operator manually moves the transducer over the surface of
the patient’s body. The diameter of the focal region is 5-6 mm and therefore the duration of a
procedure to treat large surfaces is too long and causes inconvenience to both patient and
operator. Goland and Kushkuley (2009) proposed the use of a powerful multi-element phased
array with a large aperture angle for this purpose. A nonlinear model was developed to describe
the acoustic fields emitted by such transducers; the model has a larger area of applicability with
respect to the aperture angle, as compared to other approaches. The phased array was
manufactured using a single spherical piezoelement produced from a non-composite
piezoceramics (diameter of 84 mm, radius of curvature of 54 mm, frequency of 1 MHz)
developed at UltraShape Ltd. The method of manufacturing is based on the segmentation of one
of the electrodes of the piezoelement into 160 randomly distributed circular elements, each of
diameter 5.2 mm.
Lithotripsy
A piezoelectric lithotripter is usually a multi-element transducer with hundreds or even
thousands of small elements arranged on a spherical segment. All elements are excited
simultaneously due to the discharge of the capacitor. This design (as an array), in principle,
allows to control pulsed acoustic beam, and to obtain ultrasound images of stone. The lack of an
electric discharger increases the reliability of this device; defective elements can be replaced if
necessary.
In the work of Tavakkoli et al. (1997) a two-dimensional array consisting of 274
independent piezocomposite transducers mounted on a spherical shell of 280 mm in diameter
and with the radius of curvature of 19 cm was described. The frequency was 360 kHz and the
voltage at each of the elements was 6.6 kV. For the purpose of performing electronic steering of
shock waves, the delay time of each channel could be adjusted from 100 ns to 100ms in steps of
100 ns. In order to increase the effect of cavitation, the pressure-time waveform started from a
half cycle of negative pressure with peak amplitude of 150 x 105 Pa, followed by a very steep
shock front with a positive peak pressure higher than 1000 x 105 Pa and a rise time of about 10
ms. The presence of the negative pressure leads to the formation in the medium of welldeveloped cavitation, the destructive effect of which is enhanced by the further strong pulse of
positive pressure. Using this system, cavitation-induced lesions in rabbit liver were studied.
In comparison with electrohydraulic lithotripters, piezoelectric ones work quieter and cause
less pain. The disadvantage of these systems is relatively small energy implemented in focus, so
their efficiency is relatively low. Therefore, the natural tendency is the development and
application in lithotripter of new high piezoelectric materials.
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Concluding Comments
This book has addressed several aspects of high power ultrasound phased arrays and their
potential medical applications. Since the centre to centre spacing between elements in practicable
arrays is greater than half the ultrasound wavelength, it follows that grating lobes will be
produced in the acoustic field produced by the array. These grating lobes are a potential hazard
in medical applications, and so there is a need to reduce them. A means of achieving this,
through randomization of the spatial distribution of elements, is central to the text of the book.
Another important design feature for high power ultrasound arrays is that the elements
should not be very directive, i.e. their diameters must not exceed a few ultrasound wavelengths
(λ). Arguments have been presented that suggest that the maximum value should not exceed 5λ.
An additional but important condition concerns the sparseness of the array. Arguments have
been presented that suggest that the total surface area of active elements should not be less than
40% of the total surface area of the array in order to achieve a reasonably high level of intensity
in the focus or foci. It is important to realize that the sparseness of an array should not be
achieved by simply randomly removing elements from an ordered structure since this does not
ensure a high quality of acoustic field as characterized by the level of grating lobes.
It is possible to achieve a high-grade quality of the field as well as a high level of intensity in
the main focus or foci using a very tight, and sometimes maximally feasible, density of packing
of not highly directional elements distributed randomly on the surface of the array. One example
of such an array might comprise a spiral distribution of square elements.
Having introduced the topic through a discussion of linear phased arrays, the advantages of
these compared with commonly used devices using fixed focused transducers in such
applications as transrectal heating or ablation of the prostate were highlighted. As with most
therapeutic applications of phased arrays, the wide clinical use of linear arrays will require the
development of systems that not only provide steering of the focus within a target such as the
prostate but which also provide means of verification of the location of the focus prior to
treatment involving high power sonication, and verification of tissue damage following this
treatment.
Next, commonly used 2-dimensional phased arrays in which elements are distributed in a
regular manner were discussed. The significant increase in versatility of 2 dimensional arrays
compared with linear ones is bought at the extra cost of complexity of the construction and the
driving and control electronics. However, the regular distribution of elements leads to high levels
of grating lobes, a major disadvantage of this approach. Nevertheless, the wide experience
gained in designing, testing, and experimenting with such devices has provided considerable
conceptual insight into the potential benefits of 2-dimensional arrays.
An important step in the design of 2 dimensional arrays is to randomly distribute the
elements over the surface of the array, an approach which minimizes grating lobe levels and
consequently leads to improved safety implications in medical applications. The influence of the
dimensions, number, and shape of individual elements, errors in phase setting at the elements,
and the frequency modulation of the signal on the quality of the intensity distributions produced
by random arrays has been considered. Also highlighted were not only the improved ability of
randomized 2 dimensional arrays to steer the focus or a set of simultaneously generated foci, but
also the ability to generate focal regions with complex shapes. Furthermore the ability of these
arrays to modify the acoustic field in the presence of absorbing obstacles yet still form a focus
beyond them has important implications for clinical applications in which the target volume is
within the rib cage.
Whilst much clinical experience of high intensity focused ultrasound has been gained in the
treatment of prostate diseases, including prostate cancer, recent research has indicated a much
wider range of potential clinical applications. Phased arrays will have a fundamental role in these
exciting developments.
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The ability of phased arrays to sonicate through the skull and create a focal volume within
the brain without excessive heating of the skull opens up the possibilities of non-invasive
treatments of not only brain tumours but also neurological disorders, intracerebral haemorrhrage,
and drug delivery across the blood-brain barrier. As mentioned above, the ability to focus
acoustic energy at targets distal to the ribs provides an opportunity for HIFU ablation of cardiac
tissue.
Whilst tissue ablation by means of high intensity focused ultrasound is often a stand alone
treatment, for example in the treatment of uterine fibroids, ultrasound induced hyperthermia can
be used as an adjuvant to radiotherapy or chemotherapy in the treatment of a number of tumours.
Other novel applications that are emerging include tactile displays, retinal prostheses and pain
management.
In summary, the development of ultrasound phased arrays and their potential clinical
applications is leading to exciting topics of research. Future implementation, aided by guidance
and verification using diagnostic techniques such as MRI, is expected to increase our ability to
treat a range of diseases and disorders non-invasively, with important implications for improved
patient morbidity and lowering of financial pressures. We believe that in this book we have
provided evidence that this is a rapidly changing field of medical acoustics and engineering in as
assessed by the rapidly growing number of publications and that our effort is an early attempt to
summarise the topic of applications of high-intensity phased arrays in medicine.
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